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EDITOR'S NOTES
One book review and seven thought-provoking papers constitute
this issue: two articles each from anaiytic philosophy and existential
phenomenology, and one each from aesthetics, Greek philosophy, and
process philosophy.

In "Plato and Aristofle: Their views on mimesis and its relevance to
the arts," Lok Chong Hoe describes the positions ofPlato andAristotle as

antithecal. While Plato took imitation as a redundant reproduction of
physical objects which adds nothing to real knowledge and which can
even be a deceptive reproduction, Aristotle considers imitation as an
independent entity representing a human action with its orvn rules of r:nity.
Lok, then, goes on to differentiate claims made in works of art from those
made in the social sciences, and tries 'to support certain interpretations of
artistic unity and coherencethrough atextual analysis of thePoetics."
Rolando Gripaldo analytically discusses thenotion ofthe public
good in the paper "The concept ofthe public good: Aview from a Filipino
philosopher." This paper was presented last 28 December 2006 at the

philosophical conference of ttre Eastern Division of the American
Phil o sophi cal Associati on (Washington, D. C. ). F ollowing the La t e r
Wittgenstein, Gripaldo argues that philosophy as an activity has both
analytic (making concepts clear) and synthetic (ming those concepts for a
unified reconstruction of philosophy) components. While temporarily
setting aside the second component, Gripaldo contends fhattheptblic
good is public in the sense that the beneficiaries are the people. The concept
should be understood from the politico-ethical sense which connotes
service orientation and it subsumes the politico-economic sense which
connotes profit orientation.
In "Acritique ofthe analytic trend inAfrican philosophy,"Amaedri
Udefi distinguishes between tre eturophilosophical (traditionalist) school
and the uriversalist (analytic) school. In the Philippines, we call the former
the cultural approach to philosophy while the latter is the essentialist
position of variants of the early analytic school, together with the Early
Wittgenstein. Udefi argues in favor ofthe ethnophilosophical group ils
"more attractive" as it reflects ttreAfrican cultural milieu.
The love relationship between Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de
Beauvoir is phenomenologically interpreted in'I-ove: Aphenomenological
analysis ofthe self-ottrer relation in Sarre and Beauvoir."Noelle Leslie de
la Cruz tries to evaluate the positions of Sartre, who remarks that love
between two subjectivities is doomed to fail, and Beauvoir, who hints at

the realityof anonpossessive reciprocal relation. De la Cruz concludes
with the view favoring equal reciprocity in love.
Eddie R. Babor argues in 'T{eidegger's concept ofDasein's authentrc
existence as abeing-in-the-world in the context offear. dread, and concem,"
that in order for one's self to attain authenticity, it is necessary for that
self to own, possess, or accept one's existence as a project. To do so
requires one to come to terms with the facts trat he or she is throrm to the
world (fear), that he or she will have to face death squarely (dread), and
that he or she exists in relation to others (concem).
In "The daimon inthe Euthydemus," Carl Levenson discusses at
length the role of the "daimon" in Socrates' life. The daimon in the
Euthydemus is a "power thafsets limits," but who is willing to "associate
itself with a mysticim of the limitless." This kind of association has
ramifications in Plato's other dialogues and in the notion ofthe Good.
Santiago Sia provides us with a contextual interpretation of the
concept of causality within the metaphysics of Charles Hartshome in
"Creative synthesis: Aprocess interpretation of causality." The paper
attempts to develop a philosophy of action in a causal metaphysics
grounded in contemporary physics where effects are viewed as statistical

averages. Important issues are also addressed, particularly determinism
and indeterminism, activity and receptivity, and novelty and givenness.
Finally, Leni Garcia's book review deals withhow our mind works
with tribalism. It discusses the tribal conflict between the Tutsis, who are
a minority, and the Hutus, who are the majoriq,. And yet the minority
govemed the maj ority. In a riot that ensued, over a million Tutsis were
massacred by tlreHutus in Rwanda. David Berredy's book,U,s andthem:
Understanding your tribal mind, explains that we categorize people as of
different kinds, but basically,the they and the as, that is, ttre bad guys and
the good guys. Garcia evaluates this type of categorization and suggests
we should be more critical or reflective in our thinking.

Rolando M. Gripaldo
De La Sqlle Uiversily
Monila
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PLATO AND ARISTOTLE: THEIR
VIEWS ON MIMESIS AND ITS
RELEVANCE TO THE ARTS
Lok Chong Hoe
Universiti Sains Malaysiu
Penang
Plato and Aristotle both consider the arts to

be

forms

of

mimesis (ofien translated as "imitation"), but their meanings
o/mimesis do not entirely overlap. Plato employs the term
mimesis wile several meanings, which include reproducing
the speeches, tones, and gestures ofanother person; the

making of accurate copies or likeness of real objects;
impersonating another person; and representing men in
action. But his emphasiswas on mimesis as the production of
accurate copies ofreal objects (painters and sculptors, he
believes, fill this role), and the reproduction ofspeeches and
gestures ofanother person (whichwas precisely the role of
Ionwhowas the rhapsodefor Homer), and this has ledhim to
conclude that artists are mabing redundant reproductions
thot contribute nothing to lcnowledge. Worse, these artists
sometimes evenmisleador deceive their spectators. He claims
that painters deceivefoolish men and children into believing

thatwhat theypaintedwere real objects, andpoets deceive
by malcingfalse claims about the gods and heroesfrom legend

(i.e., these chqracters never really did what these poets
claimed they haddone). Hence, artists have no place in plato b
ideal republic; and they must be expelted ifthey choose to
s t ay. Al t h ou g h a gr e e i n g w i t h P I at o's d efi n i ti o n o;f mimesis,
Aristotle Qefended the arts by emphasizing artistic mimesis d,,
the representation ofhuman action. As representations of
human action, art goes beyond the production oifaccurate
copies ofthe original because it has its own rules ofunification
arul integrafion ofparts, which enables the spectators to viqw
artworks as coherent and intelligible wholes. (Jntike the
historian, the poet or dramatist describes events to satisfy the
conditions ofartistic unity, and it is never his intention to
claim that the events he describes really took place (hence
he cannot be accused ofdeceiving the audience). plato never
reached this conclusion that artworl<s are actuallv not mere
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copies but are entities existing in their own right, with their
own rules of internal structuring that enable them to be
presented as unified wholes, which means they can be
intelligible to the audiencewithout reference to originals
eristing in the realworld. And this is because Plato did not
emphasize art as representations ofhuman action, and he
chose instead to see them as mere copies or reproductions of
originals eristing in this w orld. My chief contributions would
be, firstly, to show how Aristotle's notion o/mimesis
distinguishes claims made in worl<s of art (such as those which
are found in or implied by the plot of a literary work) from
similar assertions made in the social sciences; and secondly
to support certain interpretations of (what Aristotle means
by) artistic unity and coherence through my employment of
textual analysis of the Poetics.

INTRODUCTION
Aristotle's definition of mi me s i s (oft en translated as'lmitation' ) is
very closely tied to his discussion ofart especially tragedy and epic drama

It is, therefore, not surprising that, in order to have any meaningful
discussion ofAristotle'snotion ofimitation, onemr:strefertohis argurnenb
inthe Poetics. I will also focus on certain remarks made by cornmentators
(on the Aristotelian notion of mimesis), for my discussion will never be

complete without analyzing their interpretation and arguments. But
Aristofle's notion of mimesis was largely influenced by the way Plato
employed the concept (of mimesis). And this means that one can only
properly discussAristofle's concept of imitation by first looking at Plato's
idea of mimesr. In fact, one also needs to thoroughly compare Aristofle's
notion of mimesis with trat which was introduced earlier by Plato.

PLATO'S NOTION OF MIMESIS
I shall not mention all the different ways by which Plato uses the
term mimesis, but only those trat are relevant to our understanding of how
it is being employed in Aristotle's Poetics.In Plato's scheme, the term
mimesis cnuld mean:

I

Reproducing the speeches, tones, and gestures of another person;
2 Making an accurate copy or likeness ofthe real thing;
3. Impersonating somebody ; and
4 Representing men in action.

Now these different senses of mimesls (as used by Plato) are not
exclusive of one another. For instance, to impersonate someone may also
involve reproducing the speeches or gestures of ttrat person (although

PLATOANDARISTOTLE ON
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doing the latter need notnecessarily mean doing the former--e.g., we do
not consider the rhapsode as one who is trying to impersonate the poet or
we do not say that Ion is trying to pass himself offas Homer, even though
he may reproduce the speeches and gestures ofthe epic poet).
I shatl begin with (1), i.e., mimesis as the reproduction of someone
else's speeches, gestures, and actions. Plato focuses onthis sense of
mimesis inlon, who is the rhapsode for Homer. In his performancg Ion (the
rhapsode) is said to imitate the speeches and gestures of Homer (the
poet)-while the poet himself only imitates what the gods say and do. In
other words the rhapsode simply recreates (or arcurately reproduces) rruhat
the poet has produced--but the poethimself recreates (or accurately
reproduces) whatthegods say and do. Thepoets are only inspired by the
gods (and know not what they are doing), and the rhapsodes are in tum
inspired by the poets. Andmimicry is certainly involved in this process of
reproducing or recreating the original.
Mimesis as the making of accurate copies or likenesses of the real
thing is most evident in the case of painting. Plato tells us that the painter
"is the imitator ofthe thing which those others produce," such as a chair,
a tabl e, a couch, etc. (Repub lic X. 597 e). But a good painter will also copy
such things accurately-so trat whathe has painted looks likethe original,
and is capable of deceiving children and foolish adults when seen from a
distance. In other words, these people would even think they are actually
seeing the real ttring itself (RepublicX. 598 b-c).
Bttmimesis as the making of accurate copies is not confined to
painting. It must apply to poetry also. Plato accuses poets such as Homer
and Hesiod, oftelling false stories, because they describe inaccurately (or
they produce a poor likeness of) the characters of heroes and gods who
are featured in their poems. }{e(Republic II,377e) says:

When anyone images badly in speech the true nature
gods and heroes, [he is] like
resemblance to his models.

a

of

painter whose portraits bear no

Poetry is analogous to painting in that it must produce a likeness or
accurate copy of that which it imitates. But poets such as Homer and
Hesiod have even failed to produce a likeness of the gods and heroes
whom they have chosen to imitate (i.e., they do not even provide accurate
accounts of the characters of those gods and heroes whom they have
chosen to imitate). But Plato's attack on poetry goes further than this: he
also accuses the poet of impersonating his dramatic personages. And in
doing this the poet intentionally deceives his audience into thinking that it
is Achilles orAgamemnon who is speaking, and not the poet himself rhis
point is clearly emphasized by Plato when h e (Repub li c lII, 3 93 a-b) say s :
. . . the poethimself is the speaker and does not even attemptto
suggest to us that anyone but himself is speaking. But what
follows he delivers as if he were himself Chryses and tries as
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far as may be to make us feel ttrat not Homer is the speaker, but
the priest, an old man. And in this manner he has carried on
nearly all the rest ofhis narralion about affairs in ilium, all ttrat
happened in Ittrac4 and the entire Odyssey.

But how does the poet impersonate his dramatic characters?
According to Plato (Republic III, 393 c) , he does so by adopting the
posture or speech ofhis personages (by 'likening oneselfto anoilrer in
speech or bodily bearing an imitation of him to whom one likens oneself ).
Mimesis or knitaton involves impersonating someone else (i. e., the dramatic
characters in the poet's story)-and impersonation is a deliberate attempt
at deceiving fie audience into thinking that it is not Homer, butAgamemnon
or Chryses, who is speaking or acting in this or that way. However, ifthe
poet does not impersonate his characters but chooses instead to only
narrate the story tren he is not imitating (i. e., he is not en gaged rn mi me si s).
This is made clear when Plato (Republic III, c-d) says: ". . . ifthe poet
should conceal himself nowhere, then his entire poetising and narration
wonld have been accomplished without imitation . . . [ift]re poetl had gone
on speaking not as if made or being Chryses but still as Homer, you are
aware that it would not be imitation but narration, pure and simple. "
Plato employs anothernotionof mimesls, one which he does not
emphasize in his writings. According to him(Republic
603 c), dre poet
cart also representhtxnartbeings in action:

X

Mimetic poety, we say, imitates human beings acting under
compulsion or voluntarily, and as a result of their actions
supposing themselves to have fared well or ill and in all this
feeling either grief

or j oy.

But how does poetry represent men in action? Pl do (phaedrus, 268
c-d) tells rx that it is not enough to simply produce set dramatic speeches,
or even passages containing such dramatic speeches. Forthese are only
the parts of a play: and they must be arranged in such a way that they
stand in proper relation to each other and to the whole, before we have a
complete poem. It is by arranging speeches of the various personages in
this way that poetry represents the actions of men. But we will consider
this furtlrer when we discuss Aristotle's notion of mimesis.
While Plato uses mimesis in these different ways, his emphasis is
actually on impersonation, and the making of accurate copies (or likeness)
ofthe real ttring. For by emphasizing impersonation, plato can accuse the
poets ofdeliberately deceiving others; and so offeragood reason fortheir
expnlsion fromhis ideal republic. And by emphasizing mimesis reflte making
of accurate copies ofthings inthis world, Plato can accrse artists ofmaking
copies of copies, since, forhirq particulaninthis world are only imitations
of Forms existing in the real world. The poet's products are twice removed

from the etemal Forms towards which understanding and knowledge are
to be directed (see Repub lic X. 596 e -597 e).
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ARISTOTLE'S NOTION OF MIMESIS
Aristotle also employs mimesis with the four senses mentioned
above; but his emphasis is not on reproduction, impersonation, or the
making of accurate copies. Rather, his focus is on mimesis as the
representation ofthe actions of men.
Inthe Poetics, Aristofle (4:1448b 5-8) also uses mimesis to referto
the reproduction ofttre speeches, tones, and gestures of others. Indeed,
he considers itto bethe simplest senseof mimesis'.

Imitation is natural to man from childhood, one of the
advantages over the lower animals being this, that he is the
most imitativecreature in the world, and learns at first by
imitation.

Here, imitation clearly refers to reproduction of the gestures,
movements, or sounds made by others. And it is important for such
reproductions to be accurate, if ttre one who imitates is to leam through
his imitation of others. For instancg in leaming to utter a word or sound, or
in leaming to throw a boomerang in dre correct way, it may be important for
the imitator to reproduce as ac€wately as possible each step or act executed
by the other person (otherwise, the child would utter the wrong sound, or
the boomerang would fail to fly in the desired granner). This means ltrat for
Plato, as well as forAristotl e,imitation could mean the making of accurate
reproductions of the original.
InAristofl e's scherrre, mimess also means 1he making of a [keness or
accnrate copy of the original. Towards the end of ch. 1 5 of the Poe ti c s he

tells us that a good portrait painter will produce the distinctive
characteristics of his model. Now, a painting that brings out the peculiar
features of its model surely has some degree of likeness to ttre original.
Commenting onthis, Lucas (1968,264-65) says:
Here we have, at first sigh! a breakftrough to a new order of
ideas; the artist produces not a copy but an idealization ofhis
original, and as a creator of new beauty he is surely entifled to
the philosopher's esteem. In fact it amounts to less than this.

By leaving out

a

wart from

a

portrait of

a

beautifirl face the

artist makes it more beautifrrl; or anumber of existing beauties
might be combined into a more beautifirl rdrole, as Zeuxis was
said to have amalgamated the five maidens of Croton for his
Helen.

Lucas points out that forAristofle, agood portrait-painter does not
only make a likeness or accuale copy ofhis model. He goes on to produce
an idealized version of his sitter. In other words, he also makes his sitter
handsomer or more beautiful than he really is. Lucas also tells us that ttre
artist is able to do this by removing certain features (such as warts or scars
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or redundant moles), or by bringing together various features of several
persons. But Lucas has not pointed out ftat by making this claim, Aristotle
actually strengthens Plato's charge that the artist is engaged in deception;

he not only fails to make an accurate copy but goes on to deceive the
audience into believing that the sitter is handsomer thzrr he really is. While
denying that the artist only makes redundant copies, Aristotle actually
strengthens Plato's main reason for removing artists and poets fromthe
ideal republic.
But we must renrm to Aristofle's assertion that the afiist not merely
aims at making an accurate copy, but an idealized copy, ofhis original. We
may add here that producing an idealized presentation of the original
involves the process of imagination [I am hereby applying the view of
Scruton onAristotle's notion of mimesis, which involves the production
ofidealized versions of ltre originall. And imagination inthis context (see
Scruton 1974,8/.-I2O)k:

(i) Unasserted thought (i.e. entertaining a proposition
without putting in up for evaluation oftruth or falsehood).
(ii) And the unasserted thought is considered to be

particularly appropriate or fitting to its subj ect. For examplg if
I entertain (unasserted) the thought that rny boss is an elephant
I somehow also believe it to be particularly appropriate to ftink
of him as such. Perhaps his personality, or his appearance,
makes it particularly appropriate to ttrink ofhim as an elephant.
And it is important for unasserted thought to be appropriate to
its subj ect; otherwise it would merely be thought drat is fancifirl
or u,himsical (rafter ttran imagination).
The painter entertains (without assertion) the thought that his sitter is
more beautifi;l or handsomer than he actually is-and he produces his portrait
according to &is 'ldealized image" that he has ofhis model. In doing so, he

will also consider it to be particularly appropriate to see his model as
handsomer or more beautifr-rl (unless he has some special reason for doing
so--e.g., hehas b€en commissionedto makehis model look morebeautifi.rl
than he really is or he wishes to flatter his sitter, etc.). And tre painter is also
inviting us to see his sitter as one who is handsomer than he actually is.
It will be remembered that Plato accuses &e poets of deception by
impersonating the characters in their stories. Like Plato, Aristotle also
uses mimesis to refer to impersonation of personages in poety. He employs
mimesis inthis way whur discussing epic poety (seePo etics, ctr. 24:l46oa
7-r0):

The poet should say very little in propia persona, as he is
no imitator when doing that. Whereas the other poets are
perpetually coming forward in person, and say but little, and
that only here and there, as imitators, Homer after

a brief preface
brings forthwith aman, a woman, or other character. . .

PI,ATOANDARISTOTLE ON
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Like Plato in tJ.te Republic (III, 393 c-d), Aristofle denies imitation to
the epic poet whenhe is narrating (or speaking inhis own personfand
claims that he is an imitator only when he speaks or acts as one of his
characters. But this clearly contradicts his own remarks in ch. 3 of the
Poetics, where he discwses manners ofimitation employed in poety. For
there he distinguishes between epic poets who imitate by speaking at
times in narrAion and attimes in assumed character (e.g., Homer), and epic
poets who imitAe by speaking w& olly innarralton. ( will provide a more
detailed disctssion ofttris later, when I discuss tre way in wtrichAristotle
differstiaes fte different are). Altrough in ch. 3 pure narration (employed
by some epic poets) is accepted as a manner ofimitatiorl in ch. 24 the poet
is said to be not engaging in imitation (or mimesis)when he is narrating.
There is clear inconsistenry between what is asserted in ch. 3 and the view
ftd is expresed in ch. 24 (oftrc Poefcs). BtrtHalliwell (1 987, 17 1) provides
an acceptable explanation of this inconsistency. He tells us that this
assertion in ch.24 is not integrated with the rest ofAristotle's theory of
poetry. And this happens because when discussing epic poety, Aristotle
focuses mainly sn F{6rne1-and Homer tends to act the roles of his
characters ratherthan narate. He goes onto say: "Homer shows . . . that

epic can and should approach to apredominantly dramatic mode of
mimesis." And this explains why Aristotle was prepared in ch .24to even
exclude narrati on from mi m e s i s .

Unlike Pldo, Aristofle stes ss mimesis astre representation of action
and life by a properly constructed plot (rather than mimesis as
impersondion, or as the making of accurate copies). Buteven hereAristotle
is very much influenced by the remarks ofPlato. I have pointed out earlier
thatin Phaedrus,Plato (268 c-d) claims that the tragic poet does not
representhuman action by simply composing unconnected dramatic
speeches or passages-as trese parts must be arranged in such a way that
they stand in proper relation to one another, as well as to the whole. Now
it is not unreasonable to say that certain views expressed in ch. 7 of the
Poetics, where Aristotle (1450b 35) speaks of the need for orderly
arrangement ofthe incidents in the tragic plot, are influenced by these
remarks in Plato's Phaedrus.

ButAristotle (Poefics, T450b24-26) demands an even tighterunity

than Plato-for he says that the parts must also be arranged in such a way
that there is a beginning, a middle, and an end. And this means that the
work must develop towards a certain conclusion or climax (which is the
end), so that each md every part contributes to ftis developmant or building
up towards that climax. As each part must play a different but necessary
role in building towards this single climax or culmination, it cannot be
removed without affecting our comprehension ofthe pl ay (see poetics,
1 45 0b 24-1 45 1 a 3 5 ). Now this point of requiring the tragic plot to have a

begirming a middle, and an end implies thatAristotle is actually insisting
on amoretighfly mified wtroletranPlato (1968, 107).
Aristofle (unlike Plato) is able to argue from this need for poetic
unity to the capacity of poety to reveal certain universal truths (se Foetics,
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I451b 5-I0). ForAristotle,poetic unitymeuxthateach eventmust be dre
likely or inevitable outcome ofthe one preceding it; and it must likely or
inevitably lead to the event following it - so ftat each link in the dramatic
sequence is firmly and closely connected to whatever precedes or follows
it(see Poetics, 1450b 24-36). Poetic urrity also requires thatwhatever is
said or done by an agent must be the likely or inevitable outcome of his
character-trait or fixed disposition (seePoetics 15, I454a33-37). This makes
each event or action intelligible to us, without ourhaving to look outside

the play to explain why it occurred the way it did. In ttris way, certain
universal regularities are revealed by fte play. For example, it would reveal
what a certain kind of person is likely to do, given a certain set of
circunstances. Plato, who also mentions theneed forurfty in poety, never
reaches this conclusion. This is because he does not prescribe the kind of
tight corurection between parts (described in thePo etics as necessary or
probable connection between incidents, and between character-traits and
action), whichAristotle wants atragic play to have. Anyway, it does not
suit Plato's purpose to allow poetiy to express universal truths.
This is a significant difference between Plato and Aristotle. Plato
(sen Repub lic II, 3T T e) believes that art imitates only particular things (and
this also applies to poetry, for poety must give accurate descriptions of
the characters of particular heroes and gods). But forAristotle, poety is
not concemed with particulars but with universal statements. According
to Aristotle (Poetics,145Ib29-3O), wtrat distinguishes tre historian from
the poet is that the former describes, as accurately as he can, those
particular things or evenb wtrich have actually happened ( suppose today
we would have called thatdescriptive history, or mere reportirg). While
the latter (i.e., the poet) gives us his view of what sort of ttrings are likely
to be done by certain sorts ofpeople. But one may point outthat poets are
not tre only ones who deal witr such universal truths-sociologists, social
psychologists, and other social scientisS-may also be interested in making
claims of a similar kind. How, then, do we differentiate poetry from the
social sciences? The social scientist, on the one had, like tre historian, will
check his claims with o<temal evidence-and use such extemal evidence
to support his hypotheses. The poet, on the other hand, does not employ
extemal evidence to support his universal statements. And this is why
Aristotle stresses the need for conviction-the poet must be able to
introduce his universal statements in aplarnible way wittrout the adv utage
of extemal evidence to support his views. The difference between social
science and poetry is thatttre former supports its hypotheses by carrying
out empirical investigations, whereas the latter (poetry) only gives a
concrete view ofhuman nature in a convincing fashion. And poetry
convinces by arranging the events in such a way that each following
incident is the likely or inevitable outcome of a preceding one, by ensuring
that each action is the inevitable or likely result of its agent's moral
character, by deployment and manipulation ofimages, and so on. In other
words, poety convinces through intemal structuring and organization of
events in its plo( so that we need not check with extemal facts before we
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accept the views expressed in the work. And that constitutes the essence
ofAristotle's notion of mimesis (as differentiated from works that depend
on extemal factual evidence forttreir support).
We may say something more about the mode in which the poet
presents his or her insights (i.e., truths as he or she sees them) and their
difference from claims to truth which are also made in other kinds of
discourse, such as the social sciences.
The poet's insights may be revealed through what Olsen (1985, 62)
caTlsreports; i.e., descriptiors made in aliterary work ofparticularevents,
situations, characters and places. Olsen points outthatreports in literary
works are not to be rmderstood as informative (i. e. . as statements which
are to be judged as true or false). This is confirmed by the fact that
discussion about the trutlr or falsity of such reports do not feature in
literary criticism. In otherwords,thereisnospecialpartinliterary criticism
for deciding the accuracy or otherwise of such reports (as, for example,
there is a special part'**rich deals with stylistic featuresFand the literary
critic has no special skills for determining the tnrdr or falsity of such reports.

If reports

are not to be understood as informative, then what role

should we assign to them in poetry? I believe these reports play a vital part
in revealing tre insights of the author. Homer's lliad rev ea7 (among other
things) that friendship imposes the strongest obligations on aperson.
And this view is brought out by a series of events in the poem-Achilles
refusing to fight, Patroclus trying to saveAchilles'honour by fighting in
his armour and getting himself killed by doing so, Achilles avenging his
friend's death by fighting and defeating the most famous Trojan warrior,
Hector. One may say also that Shakespeare's King Lear reveals (among
otherthings)thatto actfrompride and lack offoresightis to bring suffering
and disaster upon oneself. And this is revealed ttrrough Shakespeare's
reports: Lear's abdication, his rejection ofCordeliaforrefi.rsingto publicly
praise him, and the surrender of his kingdom to his two elder daughters
who thentaketums to removehis trappings of kingship andto reducehim
to an insane old man raving atthe elements.
The poet uses reports not only for conveying his insights, but also
for presenting certain images to the audience. Consider Clytemnestra's

description (seeAeschylus 1938, 321-37), which she gives from her
imagination, of the sack of Troy

:

Think you-this very mom-lhe Greeks in Troy,
And loud therein their voice ofutterwail!

Within one cup pourvinegarand oil,
And look! Unbent, unreconciled, they war.
So in the twofold issue of strife
Minglethe victor's shout, the captive's moan,
For all the conquered whom the sword has spared,
Cling weeping-some unto a brolher slain,
Some childliketo anursing father's form,
And wailed tre loved and lost, the while their neck,
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Bows down already 'neaththe captive's chain,
And lo ! The victors, now the fight is done,
Goaded by restless hunger, far and wide
Range all disordered thro' the town, to snatch
Such victual and such rest as chance may give
Within the captive halls that once were Troy.
I believe it is not wrong to say that we have been presented here with
vvttatT. S. Eliot (1975, 77) calls "asequance ofimages" regarding tre captue
and sack ofTroy. I agree with Eliot here that the reader of a poem should

not question the resonableness of each successive image that comes to
his mind, but should wait to see whelher a unified effect is produced (which
will, in given cases, bring about conviction). Literary works are surely
valued (among otherthings) forthis capacity to manipulate and present
images to its readers.
Words used for describing certain obj ects or events in the poem can
also signify some situation or state of affairs (which the poet wants to
convey in his works). In order to explain ttris I refer to 7he persians by
Aeschylus (3 -46), wtrere the word ' gold" appears many times in tre chorus
of the Elders: the seats ofthe Council Hall are described as "rich and goldabourding," the armed host as "blazing with gold," the royal chiefs are
said to "shine in bumished gold," and so on. Ferguson (1972,42) points
out that 'the gold throughout the play symbolizes the society that depends
on wealth", and it is the wealth "that leads to hybris, which leads to
disaster. " He also says that while to the Elders gold represents the glory of
the host, 'to the Greeks it would savour ofpride and effeminacy, foryou
cannotforge fighting weapons with gold."Aeschylus has used'gold'as a
kind of metaphor forthe extravagance and wealth ofthe persian pmpire
which must lead eventually to its ruin. This means that reports can also be
employed to signify some state of affairs wtrich the poet does not directly
deScribe in his work.
The reports in a poem are not to be urderstood as informative, but as
the means employed by the poet for presenting images, signi$ring certain
states of affairs, and conveying his insights. I shall now say more ofthese
insights, and how they differ from claims to truth which are also made in
areas like the social sciences.
Olsen (1985 ,66-67) refers to these insights ofthe literary artists as

"reflections." He describes reflection.r as statements concerning the
significance of particular events, places, situations and characters
mentioned in the reports- in other words, they are the meaning of the
literary work. The issue is if we construe a piece of discourse as a literary
work, could we at the same time consider reflections which are derived
fromit as statemerrts making trrttr-claims abouttheworld? Olsar (1985,58)
provides whatl considerto be areasonable answerto this question. First,
it should be noted that certain remarks made by Olsen seem to suggest
thatthere is no place fortrue orfalse claims in literature (e.g., he says: ..It
will be argued below that literary discourse cannot be interpreted as being
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intended to inforrrt and ftatjudgmorts about&e truft md falsity of literary
works are therefore inappropriate and, indeed, meaningless'). But in his
subsequent discussion, it becomes clear that he is holding a radrer different
view-i.e., thetruths rn*rich literature may afiirm (ordretruth ofreflectiors
derived from a literary work) are not supported by reasons, argurnents,
evidence, etc. This viewis expressedby Olsen whenhe (1985,71) says:

It is highly unlikely that any reader would agree with all the
reflections, derived or direct . . . iftrey are construed as general
statements. Nevertheless, his objections to these reflections
in literary criticism does not take the form of argument to show
that they are wrong. For how, indeed, would one go about
showing that the world has joy, love, lighg certitude, peace,
etc., and that Amold therefore is wrong? [In "Dover B each, "
MatftewAmold offers hisown refl ections on scenes described
in his poem by claiming that ttre world has really neither j oy,
nor love, nor light, nor certitude, nor peace.I Acritic is usually
content to obj ect that a reflection is simply not true without
substantiating his claim with an argumentwhich worlld show
how the reflection was false. It is not even clear what would
count as supporting reasons for challenging poetic reflectionsj
Olserr (1985, 7l-72)flerr goes on to say that literary critics are simply
not equipped with the means necessary for determining the truth of

reflections derived from literary works. And neitrer is trere apart of literary
criticism which deals with the factual correctness of reflections (in the
same way that there is a part which deals with narrative technique, or
stylistic features, etc. ).
Olsen (1985, 7 4-7 5) also says that even if the truth of reflections
cotrld be determined, this need not affect our aesthetic evaluation ofthe

literary work from which such reflections are derived. We need not
downgrade aliterary work simply because its reflections arejudged to bd
untrue. It is possible for reflections derived from a literary work to be
rejected by certain critics who nonetheless still see it as agreat work of art
(an example of such a work is Tbm Jones). There are works in which critics

strongly disagree on their meanings (such as IIa mlet) , but there is no
parallel contoversy overtheir quality as literary works. So long as aliterary
work exhibits certain qualities like unity, coherence, complexity, and so on,

it will still be accepted as a successful work even if there is strong
disagreement on its meaning.
I pointed out earlierthatAristotle considers poety to be capable of
revealing certainurriversattrulhs (e.g., wtralsudr-and-such akind ofperson
is likely to do in such-and-such circumstances). Andthis is alsoAristofle's
attempt to defend poets against Plato's charge that they are making
redundant copies ofparticulars, as poeby can provide rs with knowtedge
on certain universal truths about human affairs. Noq a social scientist
(such as a pqychologist) may also deal with such universal truths, and he
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needs to support his claims with extemal evidence. But it is simply not

relevant to look for extemal evidence to support ruriversal statements
derived from poetry--Olsen's arguments have convincingly established
this point. We simply accept or reject the uriversal statemen8 revealed by
a

poern, without offering any argument to show why they are trug or not

true.

SinceAristotle consders poety as dealing widr universal statements
and not with particu.lars, he can encourage tragic poets to depart from
tradition by inventing treir own names and events-ratherthan adhering
strictly to historicnames andhistorical events which aretaken from Greek
mythology. As the poet's aim is to present certain universal truths about
human affairs (e.g. he may presenthis view ofwtrat certain kinds ofpeople
are likely to do rlnder certain circumstances, or how friendship actually
imposes ttre strongest duties on aman @etroclus fighting onAchilles'
behalf against Hector, Troy's greatest warrior, in Homer' s I li ad), or how
war offers opporhmities for glory but also death and doom to both sides
(Achilles defeating Hector but dying later in the hands ofthe Trojans), or
how acting from pride and complete lack offoresight must bring disaster
and misery upon the agent as well as those who are close to him
(Shakespeare's King Lear), etc,, he can achieve this purpose equally well
by employing invented names and events. Such poetic insights can be
revealed without employing or adhering strictly to historic names and
historical events. Aristotle is however aware that historic or known narnes
are still being employed by certain tragic poets during his time. But such
historicnames and historical events are only employed in orderto achieve
conviction-i.e., the a.rdiance will consider drings which are described in
the play as possible; for if they were not possible they would not have
happened (most Greeks at that time believed stories from mythology to
have actually happened. SeePoefics 9, l45lb l5-lS). Nevertheless, as
Aristofle points out(Poetics,1451b 15-16), the poet can still achieve such
conviction by employing names and events which are purely his own
inventions (as in the case with Ag athon'sAntheus).llis, therefore, not
necessary atall forthetragicpoetto employ knonnnames, andtrey may
do jrrst as well ifthey employ names which they have invented.
Plato, it should be noted, never reaches this conclusion that the
poets rrtay and should inventtheir oum names and events. This is because
he believes that what poety imitates are particular gods and heroes-and

poets such as Homer and Hesiod have even produced inaccurate
descriptions of the characters ofthose heroes and gods whom they have
chosen to imitate (a point which has been described earlier in

tris article).
Aristotle also goes beyond Plato by pointing outthat a complete
whole (with parts arranged in an orderly fashion; and witr a beginning, a
middle, and an end) requires appropriate size or magnitud e (see poetics 7 ,
1 45ob 2+29). Forifthepoemis too long then we will notbe ableto rernember
the relevant parts which leads towards the end or climax. And if it is too
short there will not be enough room for the poem to mfold in a convincing
fashion towards the end or climax. In other words, there will not be a
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proper middle. The need for proper magnitude is an Aristotelian
contribution-Plato has not, in any ofhis works, hinted on this requirement
for appropriate lengflr.
From what is said so far, Aristotle uses mimesis with the following
senses:
(1) As reproduction of speeches, utterances, and gestures

of others.
(ii) As malcin g a

li ke n e s s of the original. Even though he
tells us that in good portrait-painting, the artista/so makes the
model handsomerthanhe actually is. Andthe artist also goes
onto produce an "idealized image" ofttre model.
(iii)As impersonatioze ofthe characters in a poem.
(iv) And asthe representation of human action by a wellstructued plot (i.e., aplot which is whole, with a begiruring, a
middle, and an end; and which has its incidents arranged

according to probability or necessity; and which is of
appropriate length or magnitude). And this is the notion of

m ime s i s

whi ch Aristotle emphasiz

* in the p o

e ti

cs .

NECESSARY OR PROBABLE SEQUENCE
OF'EVENTS IN POETIC MIMESIS
It should be clear by now that one of Aristotle's most significant
contributions to the concept of mimesis is that it is not only the mere
making of accurate copies ofthings existing in this world. Mimesis as
representation ofhuman action involves the creation of anewthing with
its own intemal laws that unify its parts into a coherent whole (or an
intelligible whole). By introducing th e idea of mimesls as representation of
human action by awell-strucnred whole,Anstotle takes theideaof mimesis
much further than Plato ever does. The question thatnow arises is: how
does the artist (or playwright) create a well-structured or unified whole? In
the case of drama or poetry, Aristofle's reply is that the events in the play
must be structured according to the laws ofprobability or necessif,-(see
Poetics T,especially I451a27, 1 45 I a 30, 145 1 b I -1 S). In other words, each
event in the play must be connected to the following one in terms of
probability ornecessity. Butbefore discr:ssingthisAristotelian requirement
in detail, I need to explain a related requirement specified in the poetics.
And this is Aristotle's requirement that poetly (including tragedy ) must
describe what is possible, or what could have happened (and not what is
impossible or could neverhave happened). In orderto explain precisely
what this requirement involves, I want to begin with a particular statement
which Aristofl e makes in ch. 9 of the Po efics ( 1 45 1 a 3 6-37 ):
. . . the poet's function is to describe, not the thing that has
happened, but akind ofthingthat mighthappen, i.e., what is
possible as being probable ornecessary.
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There are two different requirements here. Firsfly, an incident or event

in a play must be "possible" (or it must describe a thing that "might
happen"). Secondly, the incidents in the play must then be connected
accofding to probability or necessity. I will now deal wittr the first
requirement. According to Aristotle, it is not the poet's role to describe
actual events, or historical events (i.e. "the thing that has happened'). As
I stated earlier when discussing theAristotelian notion of mimesis,the
poet can invent his own events. But they must be presented as "a kind of
thing that might happen," which is here equated wittr what is possible. But
it is still urclear whatAristotle means by "what is possible," or how the
poet cor.rld describe what is possible in terms of probability or necessity
(thesecond requiremurt). I shall first explain his meaning ofwhatis Ttossible,
and I want to begrn by referring to the following account of Butch er (1957 ,
76547):

The incidents of every tragedy worthy of the narne are
improbable if measured by the likelihood of their everyday
occurrence-improbable in ttre same degree in which characters
capable ofgreat deeds and great passions are ftre. The rule of
"probability," as also of'h@essity,"refers ratherto the intemal
structure of a poem; it is the inner law which secures the
cohesion ofthe parts.
The "probable"is notdetermined by anumerical average of
instances; it is not a condensed expression of what meets us in
the common course ofthings . . . The rule ofexperience cannot
be the law that govems art. The higher creations of poetry
move in another plane. The incidents of the drama and the epic
are not those of ordinary life: the persons who here play ttreir
parts are not average men and women. The "probable" law of

their conduct cannot be deduced from commonplace
experience, or brought under a statistical average. The lhoughts
and deeds, the will and the emotions of a Prometheus or a
Clyternnestr4 aHamlet or an Othello, are not an epitomrsed
rendering ofthe ways of meaner mortals.

According to Butcher ( 1 95 7, I 68-69>,the characters of tragedy are
capable ofgreat deeds and great passions, and such characters are r€u'ei.e., they are peoplewhom we are most unlikely to encounter or meet with
in real life. The incidents of every tragedy represent the actions of such
characters. Thereforg the incidents of every tragedy are equally urlikely
(or improbable) in terms ofreal life. And so Aristofle is not referring here to
incidents that are probable in real life. The tragic poet simply carrrot fall
back on human experience and real life in order to work out what such a
character will say or do in a given situation. But Butcher also says that,
according to Aristofle, the tragic poet may fall back on accepted legends
and myths. Both names and incidents could be taken from traditional
legends. Furthermore, the Greek spectators ofAristofle's time generally
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believed that these events from legend were trug or did really take place.
And this should make events taken from legend appear credible: for
Aristotle points out that things that have happened (or, we may add, rvhich
are believedto have happened) are obviously possible and, therefore, also
believable--for, iflhey were not possible, they would not have occurred.

I believe Butcher's account here of Aristotle's view is partly
inaccurate. He is right in saying thatprobability or necessity referstothe
causal connections between the incidents which ensure intemal unity in a
tragic poem. Buthe is not giving an accurate accorult ofAristofle's position
when he asserts thal events in good tragedy will be'lmprobable ifmeasured
by the likelihood of their everyday occurrence," so that "the rule of
experience cannot be the law that govems art." I shall now discuss why
this part of Butcher's accgunt is simply inaccurate.
According to Aristotle, it is the poet's function to describe "what is
possible as probable or necessary." I believe this means that the poet must
describe what is epistemically possible in terms of probability or necessity.
I shall first explain that which is epistemically possible, before proceeding
to discuss how it can be presented in terms of probability ornecessity.
That which is eptstemically possible is that which is not ruled out by
what is known at present. In other words, it is not inconsistent with our
present knowledge-e.g., ttre existence of intelligent beings on another
planet in our universe is epistemically possible, for it is not inconsistent
with anything ttrat we know at present (see Khamara 1986, 18). What is
epistemically possible is also logically possible, but not vice versa (e.g., it
is logically but not epistemically possible for men to grow wings and fly
wthout the aid of machines). Indeed, what we know at present excludes
much of what is logically possible.
Thetragic poetmustfall back on wtrAis knornzn fromhuman olper.ience
and inquiry if he is to describe what is epistemically possible. This is
becatse it is only by appeal to wtrat we know from experience that we can

determine and decide on what is epistemically possible (and what is
epistemically possible is the subject matter of art). Butcher is, therefore,
wrong to insist that'the rule of ocperience cannot be the lawthat govems
att."
However, I have so far assumed thatAristotle is referring to that
which is epistemically possible when he says that it is the business of the
poet to describe "what is possible." But what, it may be asked, is the
justification of my assumption? I believe there are two reasons that can be
given in support of my interpretation. Firstly, textual evidence fromthe
Poetics itself supports my interpretation. WhenAristotle cautions the
pod against describing impossibilities, the examples he employs to bring
out his point are clearly epistemic impossibilities. Consider what he says
in ch. 25 oflhePoefics (1460b 15 -32):
There is . . . within the limits ofpoetry itself apossibility of
two kinds oferror, the one directly,ltre other only accidentally

connected to art.

If the poet meant to describe the thing
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coffectly, and failed through lack of power of expression, his
art itself is at fault. But if it was through his having meant to
describe it in some incorrect way (e.g., to make the horse in
movement have both right legs thrown forward) ttrat technical
error (one in a matter of, say, medicine or some other special
science), or impossibilities of whatever kind they may be, have
got into his description, his error in that case is not in the
essentials of poetic art. These, thereforg must be the premises
of the Solutions in answer to the criticisms involved in the
Problems.

As to criticisms relating to the poet's art itself, any
impossibilities there may be in his descriptions of things are
faults. But from another point of view they are justifiable, if
they serve the end of poety iself-if (to assume what we have
said ofthat end) fiey make the effect of eittrer that very portion
ofthe work or some ofier portion more astounding. The Pursuit
of Hector is an instance in point. If, however, the poetic end
mighthave been as well or better attained without sacrifice of
technical correctness in such matters, the impossibility is not
to bejustified, since the description should be, if it can, entirely
free from error. One may ask, too, whether the error is a matter
directly or only accidentally connected with poetic art; since it
is a lesser error in an artist not to know, for instance, that the
hind has no homs, than to produce an unrecognisable picture

ofone.
In the above passage, Aristotle's purpose is to distinguish between
two'kinds of faults; one of which is central to poetic art, while tlie other is
actually amistake in some other art (e.g., apoet who describes ahorse in
movement with'both right legs tlrroun forward" reveals alack of lciowledge
about horses, but not about poetic art).
I only wish to point outthatAristotle describes the lesser fault (which
results from lack of lctowledge not in poetic ar! but in some other field) as
impossibilities. His examples here of such impossibilities are to describe a
female deer with homs; to describe ahorse in movement with "both right
legs thrown forward"; and the scene ofthe pursuit ofHector, whereAchilles
signals the other Greeks not to pursue Hector. Now it is clearly logicerlly
possible for a hind to have horns, or a horse to gallop in the way as
described, or for the Greeks to refrain from chasing Hector in bat0e. That
they are described here as "impossibilities" must mean thatAristotle is
spealiing about episternc impossibilities.
Aristotle also makes the general claim that technical correctness
should not be sacrificed unless it serves a poetic end-and by this he
means that impossibilities like the ones we haveiust described should not
be introduced into a poem unless they serve to make some part of tlie
poem astounding or amazing. Apoet who commits atechnical error by
describing a female deer with homs, or a horse in movement with both
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rightlegs thrown forward, is also describing something which is ruled out
by what is already known (in Aristotle's time) in the field of zoology. So
Aristotle is referring to epistemic impossibilities in the above passage
which I have quoted from thePoetics.
Consider another passage from ch. 24 of the Poetics (146Oa261460b

i):

A likely impossibility is always preferable to

an

unconvincing possibility. The story should never be made up
of improbable incidents; there should be nothing ofthe sort in
it. If; however, such incidenG are unavoidable, they shotrld be
otrtside the piece, like the hero's ignorance in "Oediprs" ofthe
circumstances of Laius' death; not within i! like the report of
the Fythian games in "Electr4" or the man's having come to
Mysia from Tegea without uttering a word on th e way,in'"The
Mysians." So that it is ridiculous to say that one's Plot would
have been spoilt withoutthern, since it is frmdamentally wrong
to make up such Plots. Ifthe poet has taken such a Ploq however,
and one sees that he might have put it in a more probable form,
he is guilty of absurdity as well as a fault of art.
Several examples of impossibilities are given in this passage and
they are all cases which contradict our knowledge of things or states of
affairs (i.e., they are clearly epistemic impossibilities). Hence, the poet has
to (unless it serves the purpose of art) describe only epistemic possibitities.
And one certainly needs to refer to past human experience to know what is
epistemically possible or impossible. Hence Butcher's assertion that
(according toAristotle) "what is possible" in tragedy has no relation to
what is possible in real life or in human experience is simply inaccurate.
unless it serves the purposes of art, Aristofle would prefer each event in
the tragic play to be epistemically possible (and not epistemically
impossible).

Now I have so far supported my claim (thatAristotle has epistemic
possibilities in mind when he says trat poetry describes "what is possible,)
by referring to examples of epistemic impossibilities mentioned in the
Poetics. Another reason which supports my claim is ttratAristotle employs
impossible utdimprobable in utinterchangeable way. For example, in ch.
24 of the Poetics (r460a12-r6) he describes the scene of ttre pursuit of
Hector as an improbability, while in ch. 25 (1460b23-27)herefers to the
sarne event as an lmpossibility Again in ch .24 (146Oa26-35), after claiming
that a "likely impossibility is always preferable to an unconvincing
possibility," he moves immediately to describing examples of improbabilities
(which he says should be avoided as far as feasible). So in thepoellcs
impossibilities and improbabilities arenot sharply defined or distinguished
from one anottrer, and they can overlap. This means ttratAristotle is not
referring here to what is logically impossible (for that which is improbable
is not

logically impossible). Rather, hehas epistemic impossibilities in
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mind when he speaks of impossibilities which are described in certain
poems-and we need to refer to what we know from experisrce or from real
life to work out epistemic impossibilities.
Aristotle (Poetics9,1451b 15-26) believesthat it
a

is

notnecessary

for

tragic poet to describe events from legend or history, and that he can

inventhis own events, provided that such events are epistemically possible.
But it is not enough for tragic poetry to describe what is epistemically
possible. Events that are epistemically possible must also be made
convincing-and this means relating them according to probability or
necessity. According to Aristotle (Po etics 8, 145I a23 -3 5):
In writing an Odyssq,,he li.e., Homerl did not make tre poem
cover all that ever befell his hero--it befell hir4 for instance, to
get wounded on Pamassus and also feign madness at the time
of the call to arms, but the two incidents had no necessary or

probable connection with one another-instead of doing that
he took as the subj ect of the Odyssey, as also of the lliad, arr
action with a unity of the kind we ere describing. The truth is
that just as in the other imitative arts one imitation is always of
one thing, so in poetry tre story, as an imitation of action, mtst
represent one action, a complete whole, with its several
incidents so closely corurected that the tansposai or withdrawal
of any one ofthem will disj oin and dislocate the whole. For that

which makes no perceptible difference by its presence or
absence is no real part ofthe whole.
This requirement for 'hecessary or probable connection" between
the incidents is again being stressed whenAristotJe(Poetics 9,1451a3235) says:

Of simple plots and actions the episodic are the worst. I call
Plot episodic when there is neither probability nor necessity
in the sequence of the episodes.
a

Aristotle is here emphasizing the need for organic unity in the form
of "necessary or probable connection" between the incidents ofthe play.
But this requirement applies not only to the relation between incidents; for
rvhat an agent says or does must also be 1he necessary or probable outcome
of his character. According to Aristofl e (P o e ti cs I 5, | 45 4a 33 -37 ):
The rightthing, however, is in the Characters just as in the
incidents of the play to endeavour always a.fter the necessary
or probable; so that whatever such-and-such a personage says
or does such-and-such a thing, it shall be the necessary or
probable outcome ofhis character; and wheneverthis incident
follows on that it shall be either the necessary or the probable
consequence ofit.
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But what does it mean for the deeds of an agent to be the "necessary
or probable outcome" ofhis character?And whatdoes itmean to speak of
"necessary and probable connection" between the incidents?
Halliwell ( 1987, 99- 100) provides what I consider to be a reasonable
answer to these questions. According to him,probability refers to that
which has a high likelihood of occurring (or trat which Aristofle considers
to "happen or hold 'for the most part"'). While necessity refers to that
which is complaely_certain or inevitable (that which we expect to happen
all fie time, witrout exception). I wish to support Halliwell's interpretation
of "probability" by referring to a statement inthe Poetics (7 , l45}b 29)
whereAristofle says: "[A]n end is t]rat which is naturally after something
itself, either as its necessary or usual consequent . . . " Aristotle is here
explaining what constitut es an end intagedy, after asserting that its plot
must have a beginning, a middlg and an end. But I only want to stress here
that what Aristotle later refers to as "probable connection" (see Poefics 8,
I45|a27)hementionshere(i.e., in 1450b 29) as lhe "usual consequent."
There will be "probable connection,"fierl ifthe consequentis something
fta tsually orcommonly follows fromthe preceding event In otherwords,
it is ttrat u,hich will very likely follow from the preceding event.
There are examples from Oedipus Rex andAntigone which may be
employed to ilhstrate this requirement for necessary connection between
character and conduct In fact Halliwell (1987, 107) has himself referred to
Oedipus Rex to explain this requirement:
Take, for example, the case of Sophocle's Oedipus, when
confronted with someone (the Corinthian herdsman) wtro has
the key to his identity. Despite the attempt of Jocasta to
dissuade him from proceeding, the likelihood that a man of
Oedipus's character in such a position will press on to full
discovery of the truth, is so strong thatAristofle might have
considered it virtual "necessity"-sometring we should expect
universally in such acontext.

I

also wish to refer to Sophocle's Antigone to illustrate this

requiremant for the necessary connection between character and conduct.
Given the character which Antigone is portrayed to have, i.e., as a person
of extreme piety who would never compromise on rdrat she believes to be
the right thing to do, it becomes inevitable that she would choose to
disobey Creon's order forbidding the burial ofher dead brother, polynices.
Watling ( I 97 4, I 3), in his commentary on the play, say s that Antigone is a
woman'Tor wtrom political expediency takes second place, by a long way,
to compassion and piety"-s1d that she will stubbomly hold on to her
position without any willingness to consider "the merits" ofthe opposite
principle held by Creon. Since she is portrayed in Sophocles's work as
having such acharacter, she mustnecessarily (or inevitably) challenge
Creon's order forbidding her to bury her own dead brotrer. Her rej ection of
creon's orderis wtrat we er<pectherto do inthe situation without exception.
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There can also be a connection between character traits and action.

Bradby (1977,120) points out that Lady Macbeth (in Shakespeare,s
Macbeth) seems to be 'trard, cruel, Witrout scnrples, witrout a corsciencg
and without senfi6sn{"-she is the directing will in Duncan's murder, she
plans the details, smears blood on tre grooms and accuses them ofkilling

their master, supervises their execution, and makes good any omissions.
But she is not as headstrong as she appears to be. For she needs to appeal
to the powers of darkness to stifle all her feelings of pity and remorse.
According to Bradby (1977,

I2t):

People who are naturally and wholeheartedly cruel do not
have to spurlhernselves on to deeds of cruelty. When we o<hort
ourselves to be brave, it is because we know we are liable to
fear. Lady Macbeft is accessible to feelings ofpity and remorse.
Sheknows it md streis afraid ofbeingoverwhelmedby them.
By an effort of will she represses, but carurot eliminate, thern"
and they take their revenge in her subconscious self.

Although Lady Macbeth has a strong desire to be the Queen of
Scofland at all cost it is not inevitable ttlat she eventually carries out her
scheme. From the way Bradly describes her character, there is always a
chance that she could have been overwhelmed by feelings of pity for
Duncan, which might have made her abandon her plan to murder him and
place ltre blame on his two grooms.
In order to illustrate how a following event may be tre likely outcome
of a preceding one, I will refer t o Oedipus Rex. Since the gods will not
relieve Thebes of its plague urtil the guilty person is cast out, and since
Oedipus Rex has (early in the play) passed a decree forbidding any person
from streltering the offender, one cm say that trre incident in wtrich Oedipw
finally discovers himselfto be the killer of Laius (i.e. dre scene in which he
questions the shepherd) must very likely lead to his expulsion from the
city. There is probable connection between the discovery and Oedipus's
exile from Thebes. In this way, there is causal connection that binds the
incidents together, as each following event is the likely or inevitable
outmme of an earlierincident.
Aristofl e points out in ch. 8 of the Poetics (1 45 1 a I 6-2 I ) that a poet
should not simply describe in chronological order all the events of a
person's career, without regard for whether or not they are connected to
one anotrer in terrns of cause and effect (e.g., to describe in chronological
order all ttre things that happened in the life qf Odysseus wittrout regard
for whether or notlhey are related to one another). The poet should instead
select or describe incidents which can be related in terms of cause and
effect, i.e., each following incident should be trelikely orineviEble outcome
oftre preceding one. An incident wtrich cannot be related to other incidens
in tre plot is merely superfluous, and its inclusion will affect orgmic unity.
This means ttrat the play must be atighfly-knit utrole in wtrich the removal
of any one event in the series must affect our understanding of some event
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which follows it. This means that forAristofle, poetry describes what is
epistemically possible in terms of probability and necessity. And this is
the principle that ensures the creation of a tightly-knit and unified whole.

CONCLUSION
Plato's two main objections to art are firstly, it simply produces
redr.rndant copies that do not add to.human knowledge; to know how
apples look like, would it not be better to look at a real apple than at a
painting of apples? Secondly, artists deceive their spectators; a painting
of an apple may deceive children and foolish men into thinking that they
are seeing the real thing. Poets deceive by giving false descriptions ofthe
gods and heroes from legend. Aristotle defends the arts by arguing that
the products of artistic activity are not mere reproductions ofthe onginal.
The artist does more, much more, than simply reproduce the original. He
creates entities that can exist in their own right, with unified stnlctures
integrated according to their own intemal laws ofurrification and coherence
(e.g., a tr?gic or epic poem would sequence its events according to the
principle ofnecessif or probability); and they can be undentood without
checking with what happened in reality (or in history). In fact, Aristotle
even advised playwrights to go beyond stories from legend (which u.ere
believed by the Greeks atthat time to be true events which have occurred
in the past), and invent their own events and characters. In this manner,
tragedies and other plays would no longer be imitations in ttre traditional
sense; perhaps all that they "imitate" from the real world are events that
are epistemically possible (the characters and the manner in which events
are sequerlced would all be contributions from the playwright alone).
Hencg by emphasizing art as the representation of human action, Aristotle
has to a certain degree shifted Plato's notion of artistic mimesis.By
sequencing events according to the law of probability or necessity, the
tragic play (or dramas in general) can still act as a source of information
(and this is in direct disagreement with Plato, who considers art to be
totally redundant copies that can never function as sources of information).
It can tell trs what a particular kind of person or character would probably or
necessarily do under certain circumstances; orhow cerlain kinds of events
mustnecessarily orprobably lead to certain outcomes. Artworks, such as
tragic and epic dramas, are therefore not redtrndant and worthless copies.
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THE CONCEPT OF THE PUBLIC
GOOD: A VIEW FROM A FILIPINO
PHILOSOPHER1
Rolando M. Gripaldo
De La Salle University
Manila
The author argues that the concept of the

public good

carries largely the politico-ethical sense which subsumes the
politico-economic sense. The public good is public in the sense
that the beneficiaries are the generalpublic. The government
or state pursues itwith a service orientation while private

corporations pursue itwith a profit orientation.The author
also discusses mixed public goads which are pursued by
private organizations with a service motivation. Government
corporations are basically motivated by service though
havingproft is notprecluded. Finalty, the author tall<s about

public bads such as corcuption, pollution, and crimes.

INTRODUCTION
I have alwayS viewed philosophy as an activity consisting oftwo
(l) clarifying the meaning of concepts and (2) usingtrese concepts
to construct or reconstruct an integrative view of a philosophical subject
or a syntretic solution to a philosophical problem. philosophy as an activity
is not simply limited to the analytic clarification of notions, which in itself
is empty unless the activity ofclarification is put into more productive txe
by solving (or dissolving) a philosophical issue or by a synlhetic integration
ofthose concepts into aphilosophical whole. In short, we undertake the
first aspect because of its extrinsic good (application) and we.undertake
the second aspect because of the intrinsic good (cleamess of meaning) of
the first. Genuine philosophizing is therefore both malytic and synthetic,
or in an Aristotelian fashion, both epistemic and phronetic-contrary to
some views which consigns the epistemic aspect to the natural sciences
and only the phronetic aspectto philosophy.,
aspects:

This paper originally wants to pursue the two aspects of a
philosophical activity. However, forlack oftime,I will limitthe present
paper to the first aspect. I will attempt to make clear the concept of the
public good. I will leave the second aspect to another paper in thl future,
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that is, which of the many public goods should be construed at present as
the ptblic good for a Third World corurtry like the Philippines.

THE PUBLIC GOOD FROM THE POLITICOETHICAL SENSE
National People and the Public Good
Preliminarily, I will constrict the definition ofthe "public good" to
communal or national public goods, or goods aspired to-or believed/
assumed to be aspired to from the perspective of the state-by the
communal ornational public. This type of goods may probably become
global p:ublic goods,3 but I wish to limit myselfto communal or national
public goods, which are to be understood in the politico-ethical sense.
Hence, it becomes apparent that by public good, in this section of the
discussion, I do not necessarily mean something to be understood from
the politi co-economic sense.
Apublic godis thatwhich benefib by its usethe communal ornational
publig that is to say, the greatestnumber ofthe local ornational population.
This can be perceived in two levels. The first level comes from the people
themselves: they perceive the public good to be beneficial to most ifnot to
all of them. This utilitarian consideration is important in that, on the one
as the ethical standard by which the public-through a civil
societya-unift tremselves in consideration oflheir individual and social

hand, it serves

benefits. As individuals, they may of course think in terms of their or.m
selfish benefits from a public good but there is also a recognition drat urless
they work together for treir comrnon welfare, then the public good aspired
for may not materialize. And ftey as individuals mry suffer as beneficiaries
from its nonrealization. In this regard, the elements ofrnity @onding together
individual interests) and subsidiarity (working togeth er for the common god)
are significant aspects of anational public goodfromthe communal or
national people's point ofview. The second level comes from the local or
national govemment rl.hidrbelieves orassumes wittrarxilitarian perspective
that a particular proj ect or service is desired by the populace as necessary
for thar commonw elfare. As such fre local ornational govemmentviews it
as a public good. Examples of these assumed necessary public services or
public goods are national defense, education, public health, public ports/
airpots and highways, social services, postal services, and the like.s

Communal People and the Public Good
I will presume that the communities, or the communal people,

will

likewise perceive anational public good as a communal public good. I
think that in general this is the case. There are, however, difficulties
sometimes in that-on occasions-a community or group of communities
may believe that their communal public good does not
be in

confllct with-ltrenational publicgood.

jibe-in

fact, may
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A massive dam that will irrigate vast tracts of land and provide
thousands of megawatts of electricity that would be connected to ttre
national grid would undoubtedly be anational public good and the national
people wor:ld aspire to have the govemment build it by expressly or tacitly
supporting the proj ect. However, the commrural people ofthe place where
the dam would be constructed may oppose it as it would mean the loss of
their ancestral lands, the abandonment of their traditional means of

livelihood, and ttre confrontation with relocation problems in a new
environment as their commrurities would be submerged in water. Sometimes
the construction of the dam is abandoned or not pursued despite its being
anational public good because the cost of the rebellion or resistance of

the communities would make it economically nonviable or politically
uner<pedient
I believesuch acommunal resistanceis rarq and wherethe communal
public good and the national public good are coincident, then the project
would be pushed through. It would seem in the bxample above that ttre
national public wotrld have to wait for tle tribal communities to be touched
by modemizalion to such an er(enttlatthey would be amenableto sacrifice

their tribal traditions and values for the greatest good ofthe greatest
number. Or, alternatively, the I ocal or national gov emment will have to
find-if atall possible---othersources of energy and ofirrigating lands. I
believe *ris is still an unresolved philosophical issue and philosophers
may offer a satisfactory solution as to which is ofnational significance: to
preserve a communal heritage as part of the national heritage or to sacrifice
itforthe general good in the pursuit ofmodemization and globalization.

Government and the Public Good
We must clearly distinguish between the national public good as
pursued by the national public on ttreir own initiative, with little or without
the help ofttre local or national govemment, and the national public good
as pursued by the local or national govemment with the support of ttre
national public. Both are desired generally by all in the sense that its

realization will redorurd to the general public's common good in terms of
national pride, aesthetic appreciation, national well-being, national moral
uplift economic uplift, or all ofthe above. The first, however, is pursued
by civil societies with minimal support or wiltrout the support of local and
national govemments while the second is pursued by the local and/or
national govemment because its cost of implementation is so great civil
societies cannot afFord to pursue it on their own.
The alleviation ofpoverty oreradication of slums in acounty is a
public good in that it satisfies one or more of the general considerations
we set above: namely, trat it at least satisfies national well-being, national
moral uplift, economic uplift, and national pride. The fight against poverty
is a pillar in the political platlorm of many national govemments and frnds
are generally channeled tfough the govemments' social welfare ministries
or depa-rtrnents. But wually the funds are not enough. Acivil society may
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come in and work out its own slum eradication programthrough vohxrtary
contributions and massive mobilization of the society-at-large in terms of
the volurtary participation of students, workers, professionals, the wealltry,
and the schools (colleges and uriversities), among others.6

THE PUBLIC GOOD F'ROM THE POLITICOECONOMIC SENSE
Microeconomy
Political economy, or economics in short, deals with both the
microeconomy of industrial and commercial firms and with the
macroeconomy ofthe nation. The economic concept ofthe public good
pertains to the benefit (profrt) that may accrue an individual or a firm in
pursuing a project that will offset possible losses or adverse effects and
that will likewise benefit the ganeral public, including possible extemal or
free public riders. The basic assumption isthattheHomo economictts is a
selfish individual who would pursue an economic projecteitrer individually
or in group if he/she or they will benefit from it. A lamppost may be costly
but iflhe lightit provides will make one's storevery visibleto the passersby
and the customers, and in the process raises one's profits and offsets the
cost of electricity, then the lamppost will be built. But at lhe same time, the
noncustomers who would be passing by and the neighbors (or, in general,
the free public riders) will benefit from the light, and in that sense the
lamppost (or streetliglrt) is a public good. Notice ttrat the noncustomers or
free riders directly

use-in n sslss-ths

streetlight.

There are two criteria for considering something as a public good,
economically speaking: nonrivalry and nonexcludability. Apotable stream
is a public good in that if one drinks from ig ttre sream will not be diminished
or exhausted (nonrival) while at the same time no one is excluded from
drinking from it One who fills hisiher container with water from the stream
and brings that container to hisftrer house will consider that container of
water as a private good. Ifhe/she drinks from ig its content will diminish
andhe/she can exclude othen from drinkingfromit.
There are a lot of arguman$ now rvhich say tratthe economic idea of
the public good is ideal in ttrat in practical reality there are no such things
in view of the development of technology, the passage of laws or
exclusionary regtrlations that wotrld tend to convert what appears to be a
public good to a private good, and other considerations (see, e.g.,
Samuelson 1955 mdVatcnin 2OO4).
For example, the potable stream we talked about above might in due
time be apportioned to certain owners oftifled private lands and the whole
streammay nowbe owned by many landowners.As aresult, noteveryone
is free to drink from any podon ofthe stream without permission from the
owner of that portion. The free use of clean air can, in practice, be limited
by pollution (carbon dioxidg carbon monoxide, etc.) or by the special use

of oxygen (an element of air) in, for example, hospitals. Hence, some
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economists argue only for ideal or pure public goods to which extemal
reality approximates.
It is interesting to note that goods can be rivalrous and excludable
(private goods), rivalrous and nonexcludable (common pool resources),

nonrivalrous and excludable (club goods), and nonrivalrous and
nonexcludable (public goods). Examples ofthe first are houses, cars,
clotres, and the like. Examples oflhe second are hunting games and fishing
grounds, among others. Deep-sea fishing is difficult to police such that
the world's fish stocks while viewed as 'frnite and diminishing,', appears
as anonexcludable resource. An example ofthe third is cable television in
that it is a public good delivered as a private good. It is excludable because
its tse is limited to a household but nonrivalrous because no matter how
many households will own a cable television, it is not diminished. Finally,

among the common examples of public goods are defense and law
enforcement, public works, clean air, information goods, and suchlike
('Public goo d," W?lcipedia, 2006).
Between rivalry and nonexcludability, it is the latter that is usually
affected by technological progress and the status oftraditional public
goods are modified to club goods, private goods, or common resource
goods. For example, in cable television cerain programs
@oxing or movies)

can be seen on a pay-per-view basis. Thus, "encryption allows
broadcasters to sell individual access to their programming.', The other
side of technological progress is that it "can create new public goods.,'
streeflights, for instance-a relatively recent good-is both nonrivalrorx
and nonexcludable (see'?ublic good," Vf4kipedia, 2006).j

Macroeconomy
We usually make a distinction between service and profit orientations.

Generally, industrial and business firms are profit-oriented while
governmental agencies are service-oriented. Gov emment-owned or
-controlled corporations are basically service-oriented although they are
encouraged to be self-liquidating and even accrue profits. In many
irxtances, especially in Third World countries, when a govemment makes
an accounting of all its corporations (ovmed or controlled), thetotal is in
the red, that is, there are more losses than gains. And so the govemment
puts in more subsidies. In some instances, when ttre subsidies increase
rather than decrease, the losing corporation is privatized. The govemment
may substantially lose here, but it is only once, and it is generally perceived
to beintheinterestofthepublic(i.e., apublicgood inboth politico-ettrical
and economic senses). Theyearly subsidies on that corporation can be
channeled to more productive projects while the same service can be
provided by the newly privatized corporation.
It might puzzle rs why a newly privatized corporation can generally
make a losing government corporation profitable. There are many reasons
for this, and at least two can be forwarded outright: one, the govemment
corporation has

a

bloated bureaucracy while the private one trims it down to
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manageable size to cut on overhead costs and, two, govemmgnt contracts
are laden with comrption and the
costs are high while ttre private one gets the lowest price for a subproj ect to
maximize its profits. In one discussion atthe Catholic Univenity ofAmerica
on comrptiorg for examplq abmk representative saidttratin LatinAmerica
the comiption cap on a govemment project is at least 20 percent which goes
to certain govemment individuals.8 Certainly, comrption-wtrich is one of
the public badse-should be eradicated in governrnent
It is this service orientation that prods the govemment to provide
services through an wrprofitable enterprise because such an enterprise is
considered by govemment as a public good. It is generally demanded by
the people, especially in the provinces or suburbs. Apostal service, for
example, is important in far-flrng areas where privde mailing services cannot
reach. Moreovet govemmentpostal services are cheaperand affordable
to everyone, especially the poor, while private mail services are no! and
are usually pauonized by the rich andthe middle class.
It seems thag in general, what is considered as a public good by the
national public, and recognized as such by the govemment (local and
national), is the one in the politico-ethical sense. It is basicalty service
ori entation. Profits, although encouraged, is a secondary considerati on.
a

for subprojec8 wittrin the corporation

There is no question that sorne govemment-owned or -controlled
corporations are profitable. For

as

long

as

the corporation is substantially

profitable, the govemment will continue to hold on to it. It will be to the
public good-in at least the politico-ethical sense-to add to the coffers
of the national govemn\ent whatever benefits (profit remittance or
contributions or prestige) there can be. Where a goverrunent corporation
aliability and, if there are private takers, then the govemment usually
privatizes it for it considers it a public good to channel the subsidies on
that losing corporation to more productive govemment projects.
In contrast, it appears that generally what is considered a public good
in the economic sense is mosfly the concem of the private sector of the
economy. Some of the private public goods are taken cared of by
microeconomicfirrns, rvhich canbe oflimitedcirculation (withinlhevillage,
city, or province) or can be of national circulation. The private sector can
actively contribute to the realization ofttrese public goods not only in their
own interests but also, extemally, in the interests ofthe public sector.
Where the private sector is not ready to shoulder fhe cost of making
a public good readily available, and where the govemment considers it
necessary for the general public, then the govemment allocates funds for
realizing that public good either immediately or in the near future even if it
would be a losing proposition.
is

PRIVATE PUBLIC GOODS AND PUBLIC PUBLIC
GOODS

Earlier, we made a distinction between a private good and a public
good from the politico-economic sense. To refresh our memory, apublic
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good ideally is nonrival and nonexcludable while aprivate good is rival
and excludable. we also made a distinction from the politico-ethical sense
between a public good desired by the national public and a public good
recognized or assumed as such by the govemment. Theoretically, at least,
weraise these questions: (1) Arepublic public goods nonrival and
nonexcludable? Q) Areprivate public goods in the interest of the national
public and recognized by the govemment as such?

Public Public Goods
I can only adumbrate my arguments in this subtopic which should
require a very o(ensive treatrnent someptbtic public goods are considered
by the govemment as basic or essential and necessary: national security
and defense, education, postal service, health service, trade and indr.xtry,
and ttre like and certain ministries or departrnents are created to address
and manage these public goods. The general public recognizes these as
public goods as well in that they as riders benefit from them. of course,
they are not entirely independent free riders, for they somehow help pay
for lhese govemmental public goods through paying their taxes direcfly or
indirectly. so are also the members ofttre private econornic sector: tirey
recognize these as public goods, and in many cases ltrey supplement these

public public goods with theirprivate ptblicgoods

as

in establishing

private schools, private hospitals, private security services, and so on.
From the above consideration, it would s emrltattheoreticatty pttblic
public goods are nonrival and nonexcludable in that the participation of
one does not in pnnciple diminish-for example, education as a public
good-or exclude others from participating in it. r At fhe same ti-e, these
public goods are in the interest not only of the individual public but the
nation as a whole as well.
There are public public goods, which the private sector does not
generally want to participate because it is too costly and it would rather be
a free rider itself as in the constnrction of nationat highways and bridges
(altrough recently in the Philippines private toll highways or skyways are

beginningto exist).
we have already mentioned the nonrealization of a public public
good, which both the national public and the govemment recognize as
such because ofttre resistance ofthe commrnities (communal publics)
adversely affected by it (such as the construction of adam).

Private Public Goods
Private public goods are goods which the private sector sets up
either by itself or in participation with the govemment (local or national)
since the private sector sees their realization as profitable, and the general
public benefits from them as well either as customers or as free riders.
In practice, what seems tobe theoreticaily a public good (in the
sense ofnonrival and nonexcludable) becomes in many cases-as we have
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already said above-ephemeral lt is even argued that a public good is
practically nonexistent one way or the other. Aprivate good car be enjoyed
by others whereas a public good can be restricted. Moreover, any
participation of one private company in a line of business necessarily
diminishes the chances of profitability of others in that same line. When
viewed as overcrowded, the local ornational govemment issues a regulation
limiting the number of companies that canengage in such a business,
which is a ficrm of exclusion.
Here is a quote from Hoppe (1989, 28-29):

While at least at first glance it seems that some of the
state-provided goods and services might indeed qualify as
public goods, it certainly is not obvious how many of the
goods and services that are actually produced by states could
come under the heading of public goods. Railroads, postal
services, telephone, streets, and the like seem to be goods
whose usage can be restricted to t}te persons who actually
finance them, and hence appear to be private goods. . . . Just
as a lot ofstate-provided goods appear to be private goods,
so many privately produced goods seem to fit in the category
of a public good. Clearly my neighbors will profit from my
well-kept rose garden-they could enj oy the sight of it without
even helping me garden. The same is true of all kinds of
improvements that I could make on my property as well. Even
those people who do not throrv money in his hat can profit
from a street mrsician's performance. Those fellow passengers
on the bus who did not help me buy it profit from my deodorant.
And everyone who ever meets me would profit from my
efforts, undertaken without their financial support, to tum

myself into alovable person.

Without going deeper into an analysis of this quotation, which
shows how the economic criteria of nonrivalry and nonexcludability can
put us into an intellectual quagmire, perhaps-forthe purposes of this
paper-we keep the essential distinction between service orientation and
profit orientation as the distinctive marks between the goods or services
provided by the state (govemment) and by the private sector.

Mixed Public Goods
Mixed public goods are rurdertaken by some private organizations or
civil societies forthe common good of the commural ornational public.
These are basically service-oriented. The public goods pursued are mixed
in the sense that the undertakers are private groups and yet they seek not
profits (unlike private firms) but service (like the govemmant). Once these
private groups make profit the primary consideration, then they become
private corporations or cooperatives.
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Public Bads
Public bads are negative goods which the general public scoms, and
in many cases, are avoided or not tolerated by both the private and public
sectors. Some ofthese are comrption, pollution" crimes, and ttre like. In the
early stages of economic developmen[ these public bads existed and were
generally tolerated or taken for granted by the national public, the private
sectoq and tre locaVnational government However, r,ltren the national public
begins to feel that its personal security or health is threatened, ttren it starts
to clamor for laws and regulatiors curbing or eradicating trese public bads.
The national situation regarding this matter is actually complicated.
We recenfly read reports of companies closed because of pollution (of the
atrnosphere or river or sea), of govemments prescribing regulations of
newly-built factories to have a pollution control system, of laws restricting
the use of certain machineries or gadgets that largely contribute to pollution,
and so on. We also hear of cases where laws or ordinances are passed to
curb criminality orto check on comrption practices of both the private and
public sectors.

CONCLUSION
As regards the notion ofthe public good, I agree with ttre view that
this notion is largely ideal or pure. It is a prescriptive standard by which we
ty to approximate in practice since we notice that in practice there is no
public good that is purely nonrival and nonexcludable. It would seem
reasonable to reclari$ and redefine the concept ofthe public good, not in
its ideal (economic) sense but in its practical (ethical) sense. However, I
want to qualiff immediately that the ethical sense I am referring to here is
limited to activities of arational private sector and arational public sector
(govemment or its agencies). On ttre one hand, the rationality ofthe private
sector is determinedby its profit orientation It would be irrational for
such a sector to pursue a losing proj ect or build an enterprise in a business
area that is overcrowded. On the other hand, the rationality of the public
sector is determined by its service orientation. It seems that where the
private and public sectors are irrational, no public good, but perhaps a
public bad, is essentially served.
Now, let me go to ltre concluding observations.
First, the public good is "public" in the sense ttrat the beneficiary is
the general public, that is, the local or the national public eitrer directly or
indirectly (as a free rider).
Second, it is pursued by the private (economic) sector for the sake of
profit and in view of its profit orientation. It assumes the individiral person
as alfomo economicus, that is, a selfish individual who desires to satisfy
his or her personal needs or wants. And a private company or corporation
is alfomo economicus witlarge.
Third, the public good is pursued by ltre local or national governrnent

for the sake of the general public and in view of its social-service
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orientation. It assumes the individual person as aHomo politicus (in the
Aristotelian serxe), that is, a socio-political individual who desires to satisS
not only his or her personal needs or wants but also those of others since
he or she recognizes the need for the others in order to survive. And the
government (or state) is aHomo politicus witlarge.
Fourrh, the private sector pursues apublic good through its own
initiative when it believes the public good is affordable and profitable
even if there will be extemal riders to it. Otherwise, it will a-llow the
government to pusue a public good and it will simply make itself a rider to
it. In other cases, the private sector participates with the govemment in
the pursuit of apublic good for as long as its profit orientation is satisfied.
Fiftlr, the governrnent pursues apublic good ttrough its own initiative
when it believes that that public good can be had with financial reasonability
forthe welfare ofthe general public. By 'furancial reasonability," I mean to
say that the government can affcrd it outright or can obtain a loan which it
can pay over a period oftime without unduly j eopardizing the other basic
services ofthe people, or it can let the people pay the tolls (as in highways)
or pay a tax whenever a person makes use ofthe services (as in an airport
tax). There is no doubt that some of these pursuits may be convertible
politically into election votes, but this is a consequence rather than the
goal ofgovemment. Where the govemment is irrational, the public good it
pursues (for election purposes, e.g., rather than for the welfare of the
public) is only apparent since its real cost to the general public in the long
run will be such as to cause the general public to eventually suffer (tsually
in terms of curtailment of its other basic services since funds allotted or
intended for these services are used for other purposes).
Sixth, private organizations or civil societies pursue apublic good
through their ovrar uritiative when they recogruzetrat ttre govemment cannot
do it for them, but they believe-by collective effort with little or even
without the help of govemment-they can do the project for ttre sake of
communal, orgarrizanonal, or national welfare. It is also conceivable{rat a

private business firm may pursue

a public good in a purely nonprofit
altruistic gesture,that is, a public service, as in constructing a bridge for an
isolated communal village, without any direct or indirect financial retums.
It is in this sense ttrat the pursued public good is practically viewed as

mixed.

Seventh, any benefit thal

private or public person may enj oy or
or mixed good is an
extemality.toTheriding publicdrat enjoys ltre pleasant smell ofone,s private
use of a deodorant, for example, is an extemality since it does not emanate
from a direct use by the public of the deodorant. A passersby who walks
on a lighted street direcfly use-in one sense-the streetlight which, in

experience-as

a

free

a

rider-from a private, public,

that respect, is a public good.r I
Finally, the politico-ethical dimension of the notion of the public
good is preferable since it subsumes ttre politico-economic dimension in
both the ideal and practical senses ofthe term. That is to say, the practical
sense-in its contingent reality-subsumes tre ideal sense as a prescriptive
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standard. The whole direction ofthis paper is epistemic in nature as it tries

to know the sense by which the notion of the public good can be
consistortly viewedand trnderstood. Thepractical applicationofltrissense
(assumed to have already been made clear), or the phronetic aspect, will
comelater.

NOTBS
i. Paper presented during the Eastem Division Conference of the
Americar Philosophical Association, Washinglon D.C., 28 December 2006.
Read for Gripaldo by John Abbarno, president of Conference of
Philosophi cal Societies.
2. See, for o<ample, Karl Jaspers (Copleston 1965) andHans-Georg
Gadamer

(I

996, 3 12-24).

3. Johnson (I994-2OOS) also calls the public good as the'bollective
good." Samuelson (T954), the first to refer to this term calls it as the
"collective consumption good." "Global publicgoods" are those desired
by most, ifnot all, people of the world (the world public) and generally
recognized and desired likewise as such by world leaders. World peace,
for instance, is one of these global goods. Knowledge or information is
another example ('?ublic go od," Vf/ikipedia, 2006; yee, n.d.).
4. A"civil society" may be defined as a group of people forming an

association to satisfy certain needs with or without the help of the
govemment. It is basically characteri zedby urity (bonding together to
achieve strength and oneness of purpose) and subsidiarity (working
together for the cornmon good). It is essentially a society that lies between
Mclean eOOt and 2005, 8 9- I 07).
5. The terms "public good," "common good," and ..general welfare"
have different nuances but fiey share the common characteristic by which
the general public would benefit from the good or desired object referred
to.
6. In the Philippines, we have the Gaw ad Kalinga (literally, .trelping
those in need') movement. It aims at eradicating Filipino slums by building
700,000 houses in 7,000 communities in 7 years (up to 20lO), orthe777
Movement. so far, through voluntary contributions in terms of work and
funds, it has built houses for more than 875 communities. Each Gawad
the family and the state. See

Kalinga village consists of 50 to 100 families. It is hoped that the
reconstruction of villages will accelerate in tre last remaining 4 years (see
Gawad Kalinga pictures below). Members of

a GK village are immersed in
value-formation fainings.
7. No doubt" trere are many grave issues connected wilh the economic
sense of the public good such as the free rider problem, the incentives
problem, issues on the urderprovision ofthe public good, the subsidy
issue, etc. But this paper is not addressed to the purely economic aspect of
the public good where profit is of utrnost consideration.
8. This inforntation came up during the discussion of Sandro de
Franciscis on "Ethics and public administration" at Life Cycle Institute,
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Calholic University ofAmeric4 on 11 October 2006. The discussion was
jointly sponsored by the Center for the Study of Culture and Values and
the Departrnent of Politics, Catholic University ofAmerica
9. The concept of 'thepublic bad, whichis also viewed in terms of
nonrivalry andnonexcludability, is just as important as thatofthepublic
good.

10. Some writers connect positive extemality to nonrivalrous
consumption (see Cowen ZOO2;Vaknin, n.d., Musgrave 1969; and
Samuelson 1954, 1955). For comments on the 1954 Samuelson paper, see
Pickltardt(2006).
1l . We might make a distinction between a customer, a free-using
rider, and a free-nonusing rider: (1) a customer is one who uses the private
good or service and directly pays for it or indirectly pays through other
means (e.g., one makes use ofthe streetlight built by the storeowner and
indirecfly pays its electricity by buying something from the store), (2) a
free-using rider is one who uses the good/service but does not pay for it
(one uses the streefl ight as a passersby and does not buy from the store),
and (3) afree-nonusing rider is one who benefits extemally from a service/
good, but does not direcfly use it or is not even aware of its existence (one
may urj oy the pleasant effect of a deodorant but is not even aware that the
adj acent fellow uses iq or he/she does not personally use it).
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A CRITIQUE OF THE ANALYTIC
TREND IN AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY
Amaechi Udefi
University of lbadan
Nigeria
In the discourse ofAfrican philosophy, what may still seem
unresolved is the question of the content and methodological
approach appropriatefor its study. Two apparently opposing camps are isolable here, namely, traditionalist or
ethnophilosophical school and the Universalist or analytic
school. The latter is criticized qnd rejected in this essay because it adopts a methodological approach characteristic of
Western analytic philosophywhich itselfhas come under severe criticism by the post empiricist philosophers and post-

modernist thinkers.

We argue that the position qf the
ethnophilosophical group is more attractive since it pulsates
w ith Afri can cu ltural environment.

INTRODUCTION
The history ofAfrican philosophy as a distinct academic discipline
in African (Nigerian) universities, has no doubt witnessed a lot of
controv ersi es, deb ates, a-rguments, and corurter-a-rgurnents bordering
essentially onthe problems of methodology and contents ofsubject-matter
amongst African professional philosophers. I This is understandable
because the discipline ofAfrican philosophy, apart form being relatively
new and unknown to some of those engaged in the debate, also need to be
properly defured in order to avoid any conceptual confusion. Also couched

in the debate is the question of the philosophical status of African
traditional belief systems, which is still abone of contention and can be
used as a basis for grouping African philosophers into different schools of
thought (Oladipo 1989, 3 1) or orientations. Although the debate may have
subsided, as it is now accepted thatAfrican philosophy exists, yet some

recent developments in Westem philosophy have arorsed our interest to
interrogate and reassess, at the risk of being accused of belabouring a
dead issug the positions of trese African philosophers. But is there really
any dead issue in philosophy? For it is claimed that no philosophicat
questions, unlike madrematical ones, end in Q.E.D. In this paper, an attempt
is made to state the respective positions of the two dominant curents or
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trends in African philosophy. In the main, I argue, following the emerging

trends in Westem philosophy, particularly Richard Rorty's pragmatism,
that the position of the analyticAfrican philosophers is inadequate and
should be rejected because it seems to ignore the inseparabitity of culture

from human experience and the crucial role which culture plays in
sr.rtainable development.

RESTATING THE DISPUTE
I should begin by saying that the question ofthe philosophical status

ofAfrican traditional thought systems, just like "the urge to practice
philosophy in accordance with some fairly defined goals" wittrout
necessarilyjettisoningiAutilitarianrelevancetosociety(Sogolo 1993,2).
has tom professional philosophers inAfricainto different directions or
orientations. Forthe sake of brevity two orientations will concem us in
this paper.

AFRICAN ETHNOPHILOSOPHY
The first orientation, which P. O. Bodunrin (1985,

xi)

calls

onoli s/s and Paulin Houtondj i ( 1 98 3, 8) calls e thnophi I os opher s,
seek-among other things-to discover authenticAfrican ideas and
thought systems uninfluenced by alien accretions (see Irele 1983, 8). In
other words, it is their contention thatAfrican philosophy is the traditional
philosophy, which has been inherited by contemporary Africans through
their oral traditions, worldviews, myths, folklores etc. For them, ttre
preoccupation of theAfrican philosopher is to collect, interpret, and
disseminate African proverbs, myttrs, folktales, and other traditional
materials of a philosophical nature. It is clear from this brief summary of
the position ofthis group lhat trey would accept a definition of philosophy
that is broad or general to include African traditional worldviews. Hence,
it is their belief that philosophy is no more than the collective experience of
a people, theft Weltanschauung. This point is well stated by Innocent
Onyewuenyi(7976,521), a member ofthis school ofttrought, when he
tr adi ti

says:

Philosophizing is a univ ersal experience, every culture has
its own world-view; ifyou study the history of philosophy,
you will find there is no agreement on the definition of
philosophy. [But] what is generally agreed about philosophy
is that it seeks to establish order among the various phenomena
ofthe surrounding world . . .
From what has been said thus far, our traditionalist group attempts in the
main to derive a collective philosophy that is common and peculiar to all
Africans from the welter ofAfrican forms of cr:ltural expression. The effort
of this group serves to debunk the then popular but erroneous ideas, or
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"picture of racist propaganda

popularized in European dehumanized, philosophical circles," to the effect
that African people manifested a child-like or pre-l ogi cal mentality (see
Lery-Bmhl 1923,24>. Becauseithas been shown thatno adulthuman
being can avoid the necessity of thinking or that the ability for thinking is
a special privilege granted to special people in special cultures (Anyanwu
I 983, 5 I ). Thus dre expressed intention ofthe traditionalists is to promotg

among other things, an understanding of what existence or reality as
experienced in African culture means to African thought through an
exposition ofits turderlying assumptions (see Oladipo 1992444).
Let us now examine briefly *re views ofthe ottrer dominant strand in
African philosophy.

UNIVERSALIST.ANALYTIC AT'RICAN PHILOSOPHY
The modemist2 or universalist-analytic (Sogolo | 993, 2-3 ; Oladipo
1992b.47) orientation, in conscious opposition to the claims of the
traditionalists, argues thatAfricais in urgentneed of development and
since development and modernization cannot be achieved in the
contempora-ry world without science and technology, then African

philosophy oughtto keep faith with modem developmen8 in science and
technology. It should also make possible those conditions necessary for
scientific and technological development to be engendered inAfrican
societies. Kwasi wiredu, a member ofthe analytic school, expresses this
point when he (1980, 32;2OO4,Introduction) says lhat:
The habits of exactress and rigour in thinking, ttre pursuit
of systematic coherence and the experimental approach
characteristic of science are attributes of mind which we in
Africa urgently need to cultivate not just because they are
themselves intellectual virtues but also because they are
necessary conditions for rapid modemization

.

Wiredu (1980, 49) thinks thattheAfrican philosopher should be
interested in areas such as logic and the philosophies of science and
mathematics which already have solid foundations in the west, where
modem developments in human lcrowledge have gone farthest and where,
consequenfly philosophy is in closesttouch with the conditions of the

modemization whichhe urgently desires forhis continent.
Thus with auniversalist conception of philosophy, theseAfrican
logical neopositivists, to borrowMomoh's phrase (1 985, I 4), seephilosophy
as arational critical study of which argumentation and clarification are
essential elements. Their argument simply put is that since the traditional
worldviews identified with African philosophy by the traditionalists do
not meet these standards, then trey cannot be philosophy. The universalistanalyticAfrican philosophers may not be objecting to ttre idea of abstracting
African Philosophy fromAfrican worldviews or culture (e.g., Bodunrin
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and Wiredu); what they are saying in the final analysis is that "these
world views must be critically examined, nalyzn{igorously argued for,
and documented, if ttey are to be acceptable as philosophy in a universal
sense." In other words, it is their contention that these worldviews

cannot, in their uncritical and unanalyzed forms, constitute African
philosophy.

DECONSTRUCTIVE STRATEGY
OF RORTY AND OTHERS
One cannot deny that our universalist-analytic trend endorses the
adoption ofthe analytic approach inAfrican Philosophy. The acceptance
offte analy'tic approach seems to justiS' fieir claims ftaAfrican worldviews
do not possess such essential ingredients as philosophy in a universal
sense; narnely, awritten tradition; an individual's as opposed to group's or
communal ideas orthoughts; a critical, rigorous, argumentative, and
analytical method; and a rational, logical, and scientific approach, etc. As
it is clear now that these notions which our analyticAfrican philosophers
hold dearly have become essentially contested in fte philosophical circles,
we should note that the analytic approach cannot be representative of all
the methods of doing philosophy since some might adopt some other
procedures of refl ection and/or edification (in the case of Richard Ro4y)
by which the procedure ofdoing philosophy is conversdional or dialogical.
This point is noticeable in the attitude of pre-Socratic philosophers who,
out of curiosity and wonder, reflected on the various phenomena ofthe
surrounding world apparently to discover the common stuffthat sustains
them
It is now familiar that the insights ofthe post-empiricist philosophy
of science enable us not only to revise our belief in science as the only
paradigmatic model, but they also suggest that there can be forms of
knowledge other than those of natural science. In this connection, some
post-empiricist philosophers of science such as Thomas Kuhn ( 1 970),
Paul Feyerabend (1975), and Mary Hesse (1980) have argued for the
acceptance of other forms of knowledge into our theories of knowledge,
truth, and ontology. Similarly, analytical philosophy, which seems to be
the fulcrum upon which our universalists' argument revolves, has been
brought into question. In particular, in the seminal wotk Philosophy and
the mirror of nature, Rorty has argued that analytical philosophy, which
is a legacy of classical philosophy, has itself come to its end and has to
be abandoned. Rorty's swipe with this tradition is informed by its
pretensions to the effect that philosophy is a foundational discipline,
which provides justification for all other areas of discourse. Needless to
say, what Rorty sets out to do is to deconstruct philosophy. According
to him, philosophy, since Rene Descartes, has been dominated by
epistemolory. In otrer words, he claims that foundationalist episternology
is a legacy bequeathed to philosophy by Descartes, John Locke and

ImmanuelKant
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Their views taken together compel us to see the business of
philosophy as that of investigating the foundations of the sciences, the
arts, culnre, and morality and as adjudicating dre cognitive claims of these
areas.

Itis Rorty's view (1980, 3) that:
Philosophy can be foundational in respect to the rest of

culture because culture is the assemblage of claims to
knowledge, and philosophy adjudicates such claims. It can do
so because it understands the foundations of knowledge and
it finds these foundations in tre study of man-as-knower. . . or
the activity of representations which make knowledge possible.
Thepointhere is that philosophy, as epistemologz, must setuniversal
standards ofrationality and objectivity for all actual and possible claims to
hrowledge.
Rorty, however, rejects this and claims that philosophy is ill-suited
to perform this task because philosophy, like all other discourses, has its
own presuppositions; hence, it is notthe task of philosophy to adjudicate
on matters that are beyond its discourse. He argues further, adopting a
pragmatist position, that truth is relative to societal agreements. In other
words, an assertion is true and justified if and only if it is warranted by the
epistemic norrns ofthe relevant society. The ideahere is that epistemic
justification is a matter of social practice, and knowledge, too, is a matter
of social practice. Thus what can be truly known is not a matter of some
sort of correspondence betweenyou and the thingyou claim to know, but
a matter of whether your claim to know coheres with a certain social
practice, a language-garne, a worldview goveming such claims. It is
important to note that the kind of coherence here is not the intemal
coherence of an individual's belief butratherthe coherence of agiven
belief or knowledge-claim with the collective beliefs and practices of the
epistemic community to which one belongs. Thus, according to Rorty
(1980, 188; 198p,ch I 1; and 1988, 48), the community is the souce of all
epistemicauthority. WhdRorty (198q 174, seeKraut 1990, 156{9) attempts
here can be described x epistemological behaviorism, that is to say
"explaining rationality and epistemic auftrority by reference to what society
lets us say rather than the latter by the former." Here, there is a sense in
which we can sEz thatRorty's pragmatism(Machan 1996,423)isa'Trank
and unapologetic admission of asort ofcommunity bounded way of looking
atthe world."
Now, if the claim that epistemic notions like truth, rationality, and
justification arerelativeto the community is accepted, then philosophers,
according to Rorty, should better forget the attempt to essentialise these
notions because they do not have an essence. The danger in what Rorty
says here is that some critics might charge him with relativism. However,
he (1991a, 23;1991b,27) claims that his position does not lead to
philosophical relativism in the traditional philosophical sense in which it
means that every "belief is as good as every other."
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CONCLUDING REMARI(S
Now let

us tie the tlrreads of our argument thus far by saying that the

position of the universalist orientation in denying philosophical status to
traditional African systems of thought-because they lack argumentative
and logical rigour-obviously betrays their methodological bias towards
Westem analyticai philosophy. This tradition has been severely challenged
and its privileged status removed because there is no fixed method in
phil osophy. H ence, Rorty characterizes philo sophy, following Wil frid
Sellers, as "an attemptto seehowthings, inthe broadest possible sense of
the term, hang together. " Our tmiversalist group's reliance on the method
of analytic tradition in Westem philosophy as a model to be adopted in
African philosophy seems to commit a reductionist fallary, apart from the
fact that such method has been shown to have broken dovrzn following the
insiglrts ofthe post-empiricist philosophers of science and post-modemist
thinkers. Hence, ttre position ofthis group is not particularly rewarding
and even unlikely to promote the growth ofAfrican philosophy in the
sarne manner as our ethnophilosophy or traditionalist orientation-vd1e5s
insistencettratthepractice ofphilosophy must at all costreflectttreAfi:ican
cultural er<perience-would.

N

OTES

i. A similar point is made by Abiola Irele (1983, 8) in his
"Introduction" to Paulin Hor.urtondji's book.
2. This group is called as such because ofits members' training and
conception ofphilosophy (see, for examplg Bodunrin 1985, 8 and Hallen
196,68:7t).
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LOVE: A PHTNOMENOLOGICAL
INQUTNY INTO THE SELF.
OTHER RELATION IN SARTRE
ANI) BEAUVOIR
Noelle Leslie G. de la Cruz
De La Salle University, Manila
The author explores the views oftwofamous philosophers
and one-time lovers about the self-other relation, pa,rticularly
in the context ofromantic love. InBeing and nothingness

(l956), Jean-Paul Sartrefamouslywrote that any mode of
relation between two subjectivities is doomed tofail. One of
these modes is love, which is the desire to possess another
fr e e dom w i th out a lt e rin g i ts fundam enta I cha r a ct eri s ti c a s a

f

eedom. In contrast to Sartre, meanvvhile, Simone de Beautnir
hints at the possibility ofnon-possessive reciprocal relations
in her philosophical novel, She came to stay (1943). In light
ofsuch considerations as the relationshipbetween love and
the construction ofself, and thatbetween love andfreedom,
Dela Cruz evaluates the respective merits ofthe two thinkers'
views. She concludes the paper with a brief analysis of the
lyrics of a contemporary song performed by Seal, entitled
"Love b Diine. " The song has an existential theme as it linl<s
lovewith the naming ofanother subjectivity: "Give me love,
love is what I need to help me lmow my name. "

INTRODUCTION
Theimpetus forlhis papergrewout ofaconversation wifi one ofmy
friends. we were talking about our mutual appreciation ofJean-paut Sarffe's
radical notion offreedorn" which we agreed was his original contribution to

philosophy.t But while my friend and i were both seduced by Sartre's
hauntingly beautifi.rl view ofhuman potentials and personal responsibility,
we disagreed fundamentally about the actual extent of our freedom. He
interpreted Sartre as saying that ttrere are, in principle, no limits to the
freedom ofthe for-itself, that any rationalization which attempts to qualii/
this is bad faith.
I immediately pointed out that this interpretation is simplistic
especially in light of Sarfe's description of our relatiors with otrer people.
Indeed, it is often forgotten that in Being and Nothingness (l 943), the
human being is not simply referred to as a being-fo r-ilself (1,€tre-pour-
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roi), but also and more importanfly,

as a

being-for-others (l'A*e-pour-

I 'autrui) .I argued ttrat since an authentic person can never be isolated,
the regard of other people tends to fix one's possibilities.
My friend courtered that one could always choose how to respond
to the look of the Other. In other words, one is free to transcend other
people's perceptions, to simply refuse their definition of oneself. While I
was thinking about how to respond to this notion, which I badly wanted to
say was typically mascriline, he added that he was more qualified dran I to
settle the question ofhow free we are. He said this with the good-natured
condescension of aman about twenty years my senior-who had taken the
leap of faith into 1he unlcrown abyss of marriagg raised lhree childrul and
perhaps only recenfly started dealing with a classic case of midlife crisis.
That long-ago friendly disagreement comes to mind now as I go back
to the issue of freedom and the self-other relation in Sartre's thought,
especially in light of gender. It has since occurred to me ttrat the fact that
my friend is male and I female may have contributed to our differences in
opinion, atleastto some exte,ntz Perhaps the influence of gender has led
him to read Sarffe's philosophy as highly individualistic, while the same
text struck me as atreatise not only on individual freedom but also on the
problem of others'existence. As Beauvoir righfly observes in The ethics of
ambiguity (1948), these two opposing concems-the freedom of the
individual on one hand and the limiting presence of otrers-re flrndamental
to the ambiguity of the human condition. while Sartre regards these two
as diametrically opposed, Beauvoir attempts to reconcile them.
As I've leamed from years of feminist scholarship, this pererinial
and hierarchical dualism in philosophical texts is inevitable, wherein the
privileged parttends to be identified wittrthe masculine andthe denigated

part with the feminine. One such dualism prominentin Being and
nothingness is between freedom and necessity. while Sartre does not
direcfly address the relations between the sexes, focusing rather on the
relations between consciousnesses, the freedom-necessity dualism is
nonetheless gendered. The reason lies with the social construction of
male and female roles: Men are encouraged to be independent and to pursue
their livelihood and interests outside the home (freedom), wtrile women are
taught to rely on others and to care for the family (necessity). Although
masctrlinity and femininity are set up as "complementary" in patriarchal
culturg freedom is traditionally valued over necessity.
For instance, the mess age of Being and nothingness is often
interpreted as oneof absolutefreedom. onthe otherhand, its pessimistic
assessment of our relations with others is shrugged offas the necessary
consequence of our absolute freedom. That hell is other people is seen as
the unavoidable consequence of coexisting with rival consciousnesses.
Similarly, Sarffe's dramatic pronoulcement that love is doomed to fail is
generally received with rynical agreement or resignation. It is not usually
taken as an invitation to explore the impracticability of love as a serious
philosophical problem. Among the existentialists in Sartre's circle, it took
Beauvoir, a woman, to address and resolve the problem of the other
satisfactorily, constructing a coherent ethics out of it.
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In this paper, I explore Sartre and Beauvoir's unique views about the
self-other relation, in particular with regard to the idea of love.I notice that
despite a few contemporary books and anthologies on tre topic-primarily
those by Solomon md Higgins (1 99 I ), Solomon ( I 988), and Singer (1
love has not been suffrcienfly explored in philosophy. It is generally not
perceived as an important issue, or at least this is what a cursery review of
available materials and course syllabi tells me. Could it be that the mere
mention of anything to do with love is perceived as cloyingly feminine,
and hence un-philosophical? As hooks (2002,77) asserts, "In lhe patriardral
male imaginatioq the subject of love was relegated to ttre realm ofthe weak
and replaced by narratives of power and domination."
In any case, whether one believes that gender is relevant to the
discourse oflove orthatlove is ultimately beyondgender, thetopic remains
a fi,rndamental part of the existentialist quest for the meaning of human

98ft

experience.

The central question ofthis paperis Sartre's query: Is love doomed
tofail? I compare and contrast the answers of Sartre (yes) and Beauvoir

(no)

found in their most notable works, the specific tittes of which

will

be mentioned shortly. This paper is by no means o<haustive, since the

two

as

philosophers were prolific writers and a frrll-fledged analysis of the selfotherrelation in all oftheirpublistred works is beyond my scope.
The body of the paper is composed of four main sections. In the first
section, I disctrss Sartre's ideas regarding love and the self-other relation,
as revealed inthe Being and nothingness and-A/o exit (1945).
In the second section, i take pains to elaborate on the tme nature of
Sarffe and Beauvoir's philosophical relationship My goal here is to get rid
of a number of persistent gender-related clichds, which hinder a proper
ruiderstanding ofthe extent of Beauvoir's contribution to existentialism. In
this section I also trace Sartre and Beauvoir's self-other relation back to
Hegel's analysis of the master-slave stage in the development of
consciousness.
In the third section, I discuss Beauvoir's ideas regarding love and
the self-other relation, as revealed in The ethics of ambiguity and The
second sex (7949).
Finally, inthefourttr section, I evaluate Sartre and Beauvoir's views
based on the following questions: (1) What are the central elements of
(romantic) love?, Q) How is love related to the selJ? , and (3) VI/hat qre the
implications of lovefor humanfreedom? Here I direcfly address the main
problem of whether love is doomed to fail. I restate it as,Which between
the two dffirent accounts of love-conJlict or reciprocity-is a more
accurate phenomenological description? I end the paper with a set of
song lyrics whose import may be best understood in Sartrean terms.

CONFLICT AS THE ORIGINAL MEANING
OF' BEING-F'OR-OTHERS

What Sartre has to say about love consists in his description, in
Being and nothingness, of one oftwo possible attitudes of the for-itself
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when confronted with the alienating presence ofthe ottrer. Later in fhis
section I will discuss these two attitudes in detail. At the outset however,
here is his famously tragic view oflove in simplified form: Since the Other
has stolen my freedom with his look, I attempt to recover it by possessing
hirn, a free being. However, it's impossible to possess a freedom rnless it
is tumed into an object. And because I have to seduce tre Other to get him
to love me, I haveto objecti$ myself before his eyes. Therefore, either
way, love objectifies both the lover and the beloved.
In order to understand why Sartre sees love as having sinister
motivations and woeful prospects, it is necessary to begin with his
description of the self-other relation.
Sartre's ideas about the problem of others'existence are articulated
in Part Three (Being-for-Others) ofBelng and nothingness, and in his
famous play No exit. T}:.e human being is conscious and free precisely
becausel constitute alackof natureoressence. I am"condemnedto be
free" in the sense that I cannot resort to the concept of God as the giver of
meaning or creator of human nature. I fashion the world and myself in
accordance with my choices and preferences. Thus, it is the for-itselfthat
assigns meaning and value upon the brute world ofthe in-itself.
However, other similarly free beings or consciousnesses threaten
my freedomto constructthe world. To illustrate, Sartre (1956, 34I-42)
describes walking in a park and encountering another man. Because this
man is not merely an obj ect whose position I can fix arbitrarily, like a chair
or atree, he cannot simply fit into my perspective or worldview without
ftrndamentally disturbing it. The presence of another consciousness
introduces the possibility ofan alien orientation ofthe world. The following
is an oft-quoted description of sansing the Other: ". . . it appears that the
world has a kind of drain hole in the middle of its being and that it is
perpetually flowing offtroughtris hole" (Sartre 1956,343).In olher words,
confronted with the existence of other people, suddenly I am no longer
master of my world. ". . . [I]nstead of a grouping tow ard me of the obj ects,
there is now an orientationwhichfleesfrom me" (Sarte 1956, 342).
Not only does the Other interfere with my mastery of the situation,
but his regard of me also affects my personal freedom. In the absence of
the Other, I am free to construct the world as I see fit; I am a devouring
consciousness that acts upon being, unaware ofmyselt disembodied. But
the moment I sense the otrer looking aI me, I become conscious of myself
as an objectforhim orher. Sartre's (1956, 34749) classic o<amplehas to do
with the activity ofpeeping into akeyhole, out ofjealousy or curiosity. I
am so involved in the stealthiness ofthe act, perhaps so engrossed in the
spectacle unfolding before me, that I have no sense of self. I am on the

level of wrrefl ective consciousness, wtrich-in isolation-is not inhabited
a self. Strictly speaking, I am not ajealous self so much as I am the
possibility ofj ealousy.
This changes, however, when I hear footsteps approaching. The
sensation of being looked atmakes me suddenly self-conscious: ..I see
myself becavse somebody sees me" (Sartre 1956, 349). However, since I

by
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cannot apprehend myself directly as an object, my self appears to my
consciousness as an objectforthe Other. Accordingto Saffe (1956, 349),

This means thatall of asudden I am conscious ofmyselfas
escaping myself not in that I am the foundation of my o*n
nothingness but in that I have my forurdation outside myself. I
am for myself only as I am a pure reference to the Other.

lnNo erit, Sartre further develops this abstract sketch of how the
look ofthe Other objectifies me and thereby limits my freedom. In this play,
three characters-Gargin, Estelle, and Inez-find tremselves together in
hell. The pl ace resembles an ordinary living room with u gly fumiture, and
they marvel at the absence of brimstone and the usual instruments of
torture. Gradually they discover that they are in fact each olher's torhrers
orjailers. Estelle wants to have Gargin's attention as aman, buthe will
have nothing to do witr her. Gargin tries in vain to convince Inez that he is
not a coward, but she continually mocks him. And Inez desires Estelle,
who consistently and cruelly rejects her overtures. Each character is
tormented by the perceptions of one another.
Indeed, it is very telling that in hell, there are no mirrors; to assess
oneself, one is forced to rely on other people's opinions. Estelle bemoars,
"When I can't see myself I begin to wonder if I really and truly exist"
(Sartre I946b,17). Along I ampurenolhingness. Butthelook ofiheOther
locates me in the world, assigns me a set of characteristics, finalizes my
possibilities. If ttre mocking consciousness of Inez had not been there,
labels sueh as "brave" and "cowardly" would have been meaningless as
applied to Gargin. But alas, she exists and he cannot avoid her; after all,
one cannot close one's eyes in hell or fall asleep there. In ttre presence of
lnez, Gargin becomes acoward.
Thus,lhe existence of ottrerpeople serves as the limiting fotmdation
ofthe for-itself Before the Other, I am no longer a pure lack or nothingness.
I become something, an obj ect for the Other. While I am free insofar as I
continually create myself, the introduction of another consciousness
obj ectifi es what I cannot-due to my (lack of) nature-obj ectiS : my
"essence."Insofaras tris objectification is experienced as alack ofcontrol,
as a surrender of one's freedom, hell indeed is other people. The following
is the exact quote in its context in the play (Sarre I946b,4l):
GangrN: . . . What? Only two ofyou? I thoughtttrere were
more; many more. fLaughs.l So this ishell. I'dneverhave
believed it. You remember all we were told aboutthe torturechambers, ttre fire and brimstone, the 'buming marl.' Old wives'
talesl There's no need for red-hot pokers. Hell is-other people!

Finally, the Other also tends to resolve the contradictory
characteristics of the for-itself. Wanting to be an in-itself-for-itself, the
human o-eing is continually engaged in botr flight and pursuit with respect
to being. On one hand, he or she flees from being, as for example when a
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surgeon believes that she is more than an instrument, such as a scalpel,
which has a fixed natre or purpose. on ttre other hand, dre for-itself also
pursues being by wanting to be its own foundation; as for example when
the surgeon identifies completely with her profession and defines herself
essentially as a surgeon. Because the for-itself wants to be both free and
the foundation of its own being, it is a 'lrseless passion. " It desires, futilely,

tobeGod.
Sartre (1956, 473) thus refers to the for-itself as a.lursuing flight,', a
contradictory being who is what it is not and who is not what it is. As a
perpetual negation, the for-itself cannot be pinned down; it may closely
approach an essence but can never fully constitute it. However, as
mentioned above, the look of the other reduces the for-itself into a being
with an essence. In isolation, the for-itself is what it is not and is not what

it is. However, before the Other, it is what it is: an object.
At this point, I hope I have provided enough backgror.rnd about the
significance ofthe other's existence to the for-itself. It is time to discuss
love, vrtichis a primordial attitude toward others.
My concrete relations with others are governed by two mutually
exclusive attitudes, two opposing poles between wtlich I continually swing,
as in a vicious circle (Sartre 1956,47 4). These attitudes are a response to
the quandary in which I find myself, nowthatl havebecomean objectfor
the Other. One strateg5, is to ty to objectify the Oftertoo. Another is to try
to recover my freedom by possessing the Other as afreedom. Love
exemplifies the latter attitude.
As orplained in detail above, the Otrer has taken away my freedom,
or stolen it ifyou will. Since anolher person has become the foundation of
my being,I have no security in this untenable situation (Sarfe 7956, 477).
one solution is to try to possess the otrer's freedom through love. If I can
getthe oftrerto love me (freely), I would become an absolute end forhim.
I would no longer reduced by his look into an object among other objects
in the world. Rather, in love, "the world must be revealed in terms of me"
(Sarre 1956,482).
The tricky partis thatthe lover desires theOther as afreedom,notw
a physical possession. x want a conscious being, not a robot. I don't want
my beloved to be with me because, for example, he is financially depurdent
or because he is somehow being held at grurpoint. I want him to choose me
out of his own free will. In other words, I want to possess a subjectivity
whose freedom remains magically intact. Anything less than the complete
preservation of the other's freedom would objectiS him mrd cause me to
lose tlre fourrdation of my being. RecalltrtxnNo exil, the characters serve
as a kind of mirror to one another. Since I am dependent on the other for
defining mg to deprive him of freedom is to lose a reliable ontological mirror.
However, itis manifesfly contradictory to demand of afreedomthat
it should no longer be free, that is, for it to ..will its own captivity,, (Sartre
19 5 6, 47 9). The very idea of a person who cannot help but choose me and
be faithfirl to me while still remaifinglfree is implausibre. He would not be a
person but an automaton. Hence, the other cannot be possessed as a

freedorn-only

as an

object
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Another difficulty is that in order to get the Other to love me, I must
first seduce him; I must present myselfbefore him as a'Tascinating object"
(Sartre 1956, 484).The irony is trat even as I atternptto recover my freedom
through love, I consent to being obj ectified. Noq one might argue that

if

one loves another person and is loved in return, then the two
consciousnesses would cancel out their mutual objectification. Both
freedoms would be sustained. However, in principle, the merging ofthe
selfand the Otheris unrealizable because one consciousness is separated
from the other by the abyss ofnothingness (Sartre 1956, 490).

Sartre's contention that love is doomed to fail rests on the
characteristic nihilation ofthe for-itself. Ultimately, I cannot both recover
my freedom from the Oth er and presewe his subj ectivity. I perpetually

swing between objectifying the Other and allowing myself to be
objectified-between sadism and masochism.
In surn, Sartre (1956, 475) writes that "Conflict is the original meaning
of being-for-others." This means that in dealing with other people, the foritselfmerely oscillates betweentwo contrastingpositions. Eitrerl counteract
the Other's power over myself by objectifuing him or her too, or I ty to
recover my freedorn-wtrich has been lostto the Odrer-by possessing tre
Other as afeedon. Both strategies are mutually enclusive and riddled with
dilemmas. The attitude of love, since it airns to recover my freedom by
possessing the Other as afreedorn, is doomed to fail fromthe start.

BEAUVOIR AND SARTRE: MAPPING
THE PHILOSOPHICAL RELATIONSHIP
We have seen from the foregoing section that Sartre's view of love
complements his dismal claim that the human being is a useless passion.
Indeed, Being and nothingness is riddled with such dark statements about
the impossibility ofhappiness or closure, especially given our burden of
freedom and the eistence of rival consciousnesses. By contras! Beauvoir
casts a positive light over the human condition, which she redeems as
challengingly "ambiguous" rafherthan simply "absurd," \trtlich is Sarre's

description of er<istence in Nausea (1 938).
Between the two ttrinkers, Beauvoir is lesser known and is often

mentioned only tangentially as Sartre's "longtime companion and lover."
Except in feminist circles, rarely is Beauvoir's work studied and discussed
on iB own, without wrongly being dismissed as just an offshoot of Sartre's
existentialism. For the reader to fully appreciate Beauvoir's valuable
contributions to the study of the self-other relation, in the next few
paragraphs I will clarify dre statm ofherwork in the overall context ofher
relationstrip wift Sarre. I do realize dle irony of mentioning the following
background and inadvertently affirming the sexist notion-thoroughly
debunked in The second sex-that women are derivative beings. However,
it's important to segue into the story oftheir relationship in order to reveal
a nunber of gross misconceptions about Beauvoir's work.
During the prime oftheir lives, Simone de Beauvoir and Jean-Paul
Sarfe were intemationally well known as the heralds of existentialisrn, the
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first philosophy of the continental tradition after World War II. Sartre was
the leading spokesperson of this movement, while Beauvoir wrote the
book that launched modem feminist thought. They took controversial
political stmces particr.rlarly with respectto commtmisrrl which trey initially
supported but eventually criticized. Then of course there was the saga of
their tnconventional romance, which-though lifelong-admitted other
lovers. It was destined to become pruely an intellectual bond rather than
also a sexual one, at least a_fter the first few years wherein the two were
physically intimate.

However, this romanticized "textbook" version of their famous
relationship is full of misconceptions, which in tum are related to traditional
views of gender. For one thing, Beauvoir was not the stereotypical meek and
long-suffering woman niro stayed home and fretted about Sarfe's affairs. In
fact, in 1931 when they had teaching posts that were too far apart for
convenience, Sartre proposed marriage and Beauvoir refused him (Scholz
2000, I 0). Even u&ile with hirq she had other romantic ties, the most seriorx

of which were with the American novelist Nelson Algren and then with
Claude Lananan, wtromstrelived with for atime (Scholz 2000, 12-1 3).
Then ftere is dre inaccurae ideatrafi Beauvoir merely borrowed Sarffe,s
concept ofthe Other inBeing and Nothingness mdapplied it to her analysis
of women's situation in The secondsex. Her basis is not Sartre's work but
Hegel's description of the master-slave relationship, which both she and
Sarfe incorporated in their respective frameworks. Her writrngs about the
problem of other consciousnesses-particularly in her memoirs arid in the
novel Sfte came to stay-predated Sartre's. Indeed, with regard to the
importance of the self-other relation, it was actually Beawoir who influenced

Sarfe and notthe olherway around. According to Simons (i 986, 169):

An important area of Beauvoir's originality and influence
on Sartre is in the relationship of the individual to the social,
historical context ofthe individual's action. Beauvoir was the
first to address herselfto the problem ofthe Other, a concem
which later became so prominent in Sartre's work. Beauvoir
also recognized earlierthan did Sartrettrelimiting effects ofthe
social-historical context, including one's personal history and
childhood, upon an individual's choice. She fotmd Sarre's early
voluntarism exaggerated.
As a young and precocious philosophy student, Beauvoir was
particnlarly interested in Hegel. Her ontological novel She came to stay
reflects vestiges ofthe struggle between two consciotnnesses as described
in Hegel's P/z enomenologlt of spirit. She uses as an epigraph his famous
statement that "Each consciousness seeks the death ofthe other" (Scholz
2OOO,2l>. (Indeed, Frangoise, one of the characters in the story, ends up

killing Xaviere

because the latter

fails to recognize Frangoise,s

consciousness in reciprocity. )
This brings me to the relevant portions of phenomenologt of spirit
that Sartre and Beauvoir both appropriated, wittr different conclusions.
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These concem Hegel's dialectical account of the development of selfconsciorsness, vrihich proceeds in seven steps from the mastery of material
objects to ascent into the realm of reason. The roots ofexistentialist ideas
about the self-other relation can be traced back to the second and third
steps: the struggle unto deattr and the master-slave relation.
Hegel begirs with the premige trat human beings relate to tre world
through fte principle ofnegation. We seek to affirm ourselves by nihilating,
devouring, or destroying objects. Our relations witr otrerhumans follow
the same pattern: we wantto master each other. Two opposing selves thus
engage in the "struggle rmto death," each one aiming to reinforce its
identity by killing the ofter (Lavine 1984, 220).
However, it is not enough for me to subjugate the other; he or she
must recognize my will. I need the ottrer to look at me and acknowledge me
as a self. In the end, because the death of one consciousness would
ultimately deprivethe other of amirror, whatemerges is themaster-slave

relation. Here, ltre master keeps the slave alive in order for himself or herself
to be recognized by someone as amaster (L avnel984,22o-22I). Of course

Hegel makes clear that this relation contains the seeds of its own
destruction. Eventually consciousness passes over into the next stage,
and then to ttrenext, and so on rntil it comprehends theAbsolute.
Taking his cue from Hegel's antagonistic and hierarctrical description
of the relations between consciousnesses, Sartre concludes that conflict
is the original meaning of being-for-others. We cannot exist with one
another without annihilating each other's freedom. The look ofthe Otrer
obj ectifies me, and I cannot help but do the same thing to him or her. On
the other hand, on a more hopeful notg for Beauvoir trere are two possible
"resolutions" to the problem ofthe Other's existence. One is the death of
either myself or the other, which is the rurfortunate outcome of She came

to stay. However, the story presents another altemative, heretofore

unrealized but possible in principle: Reciprocity (Scholz 2OOO,26).
Reciprocity involves my acknowledging the subjectivity of the other
consciotnness at the same time that he or she also acknowledges mine.
Beauvoir, a thinker who is always grounded on the sociopolitical,
develops the theme of reciprocity in her two most famous works: The
ethics ofambiguity urdThe second sex.

AMBIGUITY AND THE POSSIBILITY
OF RECIPROCITY
"Ambiguity" is Beauvoir's term for the seemingly contradictory
characteristics ofthefor-itself, its perpenral oscillation between being and
nothingness. As mentioned in the previors section, consciousness desires
an tmrealizable goal, which is to be an in-itself-for-itself-to be God.
However, the facticity and transcendence wittrin a single consciorxness
are irreconcilable, which makes bad faith possible (Sartre 1956, 98). In fac!
my default state is bad faith, which is a state of lying to myself.
Recall that the for-itself is what it is not and is not what it is. The
human being caffrot escape the contradiction through recourse in his or
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her facticity, as for exarnple when a waiter at a caf6 embraces the role of
being a waiter as his fixed flmction in society, Sartre ( 195 6, I 02) writes ltrat
the waiter is in bad faith because he cannot be just a waiter in the same
manner trat an inkwell is an inkwell.

On the other hand, neither can the human being resolve the
contradiction through recourse in his or her tanscendence, as for o<ample
when ahomosexual refuses to consider himself a "paederast" and denies
that he can be defined in any way at all. Sarfe (1956, 108) writes that the

homosexual in fact isn't owning up to the true contradiction of
consciousness. His beliefthat he is not a paederast is rzol in the form "I am
not what I am," since in the first place he refuses to acknowledge the
second part of that statement ("what I am"). According to Sartre, the
homosexual is in bad faith because "he understands 'not being' in the
sense of 'not-being-in-itself.'" He is claiming, wrongly, that he is not a
paederast in the same sense that a table is not an inkwell.
Thus, the tragedy ofthe human condition is that it is forever in bad
faith. My consciousness is always reaching out toward a goal that can
never be fi.rlly achieved-hence Sarfe's description ofttre human being as
a'trseless passion." lJnderstandably, this statement has been customarily
as apessimistic proclamation of the absurdity or futility of

interpreted

existence.
Nonetheless ,inThe ethics ofambiguity,Beauvoir (1948) heralds the
possibility of individual fulfillment and social harmony, the possibility of
an ethics grounded on a supreme end: The promotion of freedom. She

contextualizes the phrase "useless passion" against the primordial
existentialist message of optimism about human capabilities. According to
as useless, it is beaause there
exists no absolute value before the passion of man [slc], outside of it, in
relation to which one might distinguish the useless from the useful"
(Oaklander 1 992, 388).3
Therefore, despite the perpetual contradiction of the for-itself, my
existence isnotabsurd so much as it is ambiguous.Indeed, there is an
important dif,[erence betwe€n thetwo terms. "To declare that existence is
absurd is to deny that it can ever be given a meaning, to say that it is
ambiguous is to assert that its meaning is never fixed, that it must be
constanfly won" (Oaklander 1991, 393).

Beauvoir, "If ttris choice is considered

Whereas the Sartre of Being and nothingness paints

a

lonely,

anguished picture ofltre hurnan being-wandering a world devoid ofguiding
values, condemned to be free-Beauvoir attempts to grornd her philosophy
of ambiguity on an absolute end. This enables her to succeed where Sarfe
has failed, even in his dense political tract, Critique ofdialectical reason
( 1 960). Beauvoir is able to consffuct a coherent existentialist ethi cs whose

foundation is freedom
She writes, 'Treedom is the source from which all significations and
all values spring. It is the original condition of all justification of existence"
(Oaklander 1992,391). However, given the adversarial relation between
consciousnesses, the dilemmais how to reconcile competing individual
freedoms. Like Sartrg Beauvoir acknowledges ttrat our relations with others
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are fraught wittr conflict. But quite unlike hirrq she doesn't conclude that
the conflict is irisurmorrrtable. As mentioned earlier in this section, Beauvoir

allows for the possibility of reciprocity between cons ci ousnesses. I can
both recognizethe subjectivity ofthe oherand retain my onn subjectivity;
we need not engage in the struggle unto deattr or assume the hierarchical
positions of master and slave.
The preservation ofthe self even in the face of recognizing another
consciousness means thatthe ettrics of ambiguity is still fundamentally

individualistic. However, Beauvoir clarifies that it is not "solipsistic,,,
because, as Oaklander (I 992, 40 1 ) says:
. . . the individual is defined only by his relationship to the
world and to otherindividuals; he exists only by trarscending
himself, and his freedom can be achieved only through the
freedom of others. He justifies his existence by a movement
which, like freedom, springs from his heart but which leads

ou8ideofhim.
The beauty of The ethics ofambiguity as an exposition on practical
morality inheres in its description of the delicate moral balancing act that
humans must perform in order to protect and promote freedom. On one
hand, there is the pressing need to do something aboutthe situation ofthe
oppressed, since the goal is not only to attain my individual freedom but
also to help liberate olhers. on the oltrerhand, there is ttre lack oftraditional,
pre-given values that will conveniently tell me whether amoral action
would benefit rather than hinder another's freedom. For instance, when
can I say that is violence justified? Lltimately, the only recourse that is
compatible to the existentialist attitude is to base ethics not on a realm of
etemal values, but on the socio-historical situation. This brings us to
Beauvoir's analysis of othemess in her other magnum opus ,The second
sex.

The book is aphenomenological description ofwomen's situation,
ranging from a discussion of biology, history, and myths to the specific
formativeyears, situations and'Justifications" of women. Forthe purposes
of this paper, I will concentrate on two points: (1) Beauvoir's thesis that
woman is the other, and (2) her donrnciation ofromantic love in the context
of inequality between the sexes. The first point is tre single most important
ideathat launched modem feminisrrl or what is commonly calledthe Second
Wave. Meanwhile, the second point may be read as her recommendation
for women and men regarding love, given the problem of women's
othemess.

The main question posed in ttre Introduction of The second sex is,
"Whatis awoman?" Beauvoir rejects the biological answer-thatwoman
is a womb-because physiology alone does not suffice to make one a
woman. She writes, ". . . every femalehuman being is notnecessarily a
woman; to be so considered she must share in that mysterious and
threatened reality known aspzzl ininiql' @eatvoir 1952, xli, italics supplied).
The fact that the question about what makes

a

woman is asked at all hints
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femininity has been traditionally constructed. It is posed as a
problenq in a way that ttre fact of being a man is not posed as such. Rather,
the masculine is set up as the standard or the norm against which the
feminine is seen to deviate. As Beauvoir (1952, xliv-xlv) maintains:
at how

Thus humanity is male and man defines woman not in herself
but as relative to him; she is not regarded as an autonomous
being. . . . She is defined and differentiated with reference to
man and nothe with reference to her, she is the incidental, the

inessential as opposed to the essential. He is the Subject, he is
theAbsolute-she is the Other.

What distinguishes tre relation between the sexes, in comparisonto
other oppositiors (e.g. betwe€n groups defined by race or economic class),
is that tre negafion appean to be one-sided. In all otrer conflicts, odremess
is relative. For instance, from the point of view of a Jew the anti-Semite is
the other; from the point of view ofthe anti-semite, ltle reverse is true. But
as between the sexes, man sets up woman ashis Otherbut woman does
not set up a reciprocal claim Beauvoir explairs this anomaly by pointing to
ltre various factors that prevent women from constituting a cohesive group,
resisting male oppression, and trereby winning their liberation. They have
no comnon history religion, and solidarity of work and interest @eauvoir
I 952, xlviii). Therefore, a woman has a stronger bond wift a man from the
s€une race, culturg or economic class, rather than with a woman who differs
from her in some or all of these categories.
Nonetheless, all is not lost. Again and again in The second sex,
Beauvoir retums to ttre idea that the othemess imposed on woman is a
social construct. Far from being worrian's destiny, it is merely ahuman
interpretation of the data from biology, ourhistory, and our myths.
However, what makes this othemess additionally pemicious is that
women themselves are complicit in their oppression. To some extent at
least, women are in bad faith. Using a classically existentialist analysis,
Beauvoir argues that since ttre for-itself is the creator of values and that
we are nothing more or less than what we make of ourselves, it is possible

for women to transcend othemess. Their oppression is not inevitable.
Following the ideal of reciprocity inThe ethics ofambiguity,Beauvoir
advocates equality between the sexes as an ethical and mutually beneficial
goal.

Here we can see how Beauvoir's phenomenology ofthe self-other
relation differs fromHegel's hierarchical account ofmaster-slave dynamics
and Sartre's conflict-based model of being-for-others. while one possible
outcome is the total annihilation of the other consciousness, Beauvoir
svggsts rectproclfi-the muhral recognition of subjectivity-as the more
comp ellin g ethical altemativ e.
In relation to this, Beauvoir demonstrates the damaging effects of
the lack of reciprocity between the sexes in chapter )oilIl, entitled "The
woman in lovg" asubsection ofPartw (Tutificatiorrs'). Dtrring Beauvoir's
time, to a much greater extent than now in some privileged parts of the
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world, social institutions and culture conspired to keep women the
intellectual and economic inferiors ofmen. This power imbalance perverted
(heteroso<ual) romantic love, tuming women into frightening monsters. In
facg Beauvoir's indictrnent ofthe behavior oftre woman in love is strangely
remini scent of Ni etzs che's descripti ons of the "dangerous, " but really
ultimately palhetic, seductress. The difference is that Beauvoir is referring

to a socially-constructed situation that ought to be changed, while
Nietzsche believes himselfto be describing sometring ordained by nature.
The world of the othered woman is such that she has no life of selfdevelopment; she is shut up in the domestic sphere where her activities
are repetitive and uncreative, and always in reference to other people. Of
the famous female loverc ot grandes amoureuses of her time, Beauvoir

(1952,677)says:

No otheraimin lifewhich seemed worthwhilewas opento
them, love was their only way out.
Even if they can choose independencg ttris road seems the
most attractive to a majority of women: it is agonizing for a
woman to assune responsibility for her life.

Through her man, the woman in love gains access to an entire world
beyond her ovrm. Wanting to live through hirn, she destroys her self-identity
at the same time that she magnifies him in deific proportions. Echoing
Sarfe's analysis of love as amasochistic statery ofself-recovery, Beauvoir
(1952,688) writes, 'Tlaving become identified with another, she wants to
make up'for her loss, she must take possession of that other person who
has captured her."
Inevitably, ttre recipient ofherpossessive regard feels pressured and
trapped, and starts to move away fromher. The woman may thur rqpond in
several ways, all of which indicate that she is the complete opposite of a
transcendent being. One is to become even morejealous and tlneatened by
herlover's otherrelationships. Anotheristo resortto play-acting and sexual
games in the hopes of enticing him back. Still another response is to become
resigned and to vow to wait for him to give her what she wants-which is
nothing less than total merging. In all of these cases, the woman in love
objectifies herselfin the project oflove. Beauvoir (1952,691) adds that,
stangely anough, dre woman knows thaf this project is doomed to fail.
Although Beauvoir paraphrases Sarfe here, there is an important
difference between their accounts of love. Whereas he declares that love
is doomed to fail and stops there, she suggests-in accordance with the
over-all theme of The second sex-.ttatit is woman's socially-constructed
otherness that is at fault here. The latter can be remedied through
transcendent acts, and so too can love be redeemed. Beauvoir thus
develops tre following preliminary sketch of an intersubj ective relationship,
whereby the subjectivity ofthe other person is accepted turconditionally.

An authentic love should assumethe contingence ofttre
other; that is to say, his lacks, his limitations, and his basic
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gratuitousness. It would not pretend to be a mode of salvation,
but ahuman interrelationship. @eauvoir 1952, 687)

IS LOVE DOOMED TO F'AIL?
Now that I have already presented Sartre and Beauvoir's views
regarding the self-other relation, as well as *re role of love in it, in this
section I will attemptto address the main problem: Is love doomed to fail?
Sartre's answer is '!es" while Beauvoir's is 'ho." In evaluating the two
different views, I will rely on the following criteria: (1) The central elemenb
of(romantic) love, (2) how love is related to fte se[ and (3) the implications
of love for human freedom.
Romantic love. Sarte and Beauvoir do not differ fi:ndamentally in
theirinitial definition ofromantic love as apossessive emotion. The driving
force behind it is my desire to possess the object of love, because I have
already been possessed by him (a phenomenon we call "falling" in
colloquial terms). This is consistent with the modem Westem paradigm of
aheterose,xual monogamous relationship, which has erotic roos and \ rhidl
is motivated by the goal of merging two selves.4 Traditionally, this leads to
a long-term exclusive parfirership that is usually formalized through
marriage. Of course, neither Beauvoir nor Sartre personally adopted this
ideal, which I think partly explains why love is seen as problematic from
the existentialist point of view. Contrast this to traditional culture, which
encourages the misleading fiction trat love is the most effortless, conflictfree emotion, one that is hindered not so much by intemal obstacles as by
extemal ones. ln the doomed stories of Lmcelot and Guinevere, as well as
of Romeo and Juliet, ttre love between the couple is tnequivocal. It is the
circumstances and extemal forces that force the tragic ending. But for
Beauvoir and Sarre, love is inherently problematic due to the very (ack
of) nature ofttre for-ibelf In fte story ofmodem rorrutnce, freedom creates
an unbearable tension with the desire to merge with another person.
The selfin love. Once again, the two philosophers share a similarly
negative view of the self in love, except that Beauvoir's description is
gender-specific. Both of them agree that the individual in love desires
wtrat is in principle impossible: a freedom as afreedom. Hence, the project
of recovering from the Other the forndation of my being is rmrealizable.
For Sarrg even as I attemptto seducethe Other,I only end up objecti$ing
myself before him orher. The self in love is masochistic. Meanwhile,
Beauvoir takes up this idea in her description of the various strategies of
the woman in love, similarly concluding ttrat she may become masochistic.
Love andfreedom.It is only in their analysis of freedom itself that
Sarfe and Beauvoir diffier. In reading their works, I noticed two different
emphases as to howthe ultimate end of freedom may best be achieved:
individualism on the part of Sartre, and intersubjectivity on the part of
Beauvoir. For ttre early Sartre, the only vehicle of freedom is the self-

contained, nihilating consciousness. The existence of other

consciousnesses leads to an inevitable clash of wills, whereby each one
threatens the other's freedom. Freedom is seen as a finite commodity trat
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either dwindles or increases depending on how the self relates to tre other.
Given this primordial antagonism, love does not serve the end of freedom
inasmuch as it inevitably obj ectifies either the lover or the beloved.
Meanwhile, although Beauvoir also values the freedom of the
individual, she accords equal moral weight to the freedom of others. The
fulcrum ofher philosophy of ambiguity is freedom as the liberation of
oppressed or othered people. This is expressed most masterfully inThe
second sex, where she argues that othemess is socially-constructed and
associated with femininity.

(fhis

is not to say that men cannot be othered.

However, when men are oppressed, lhere is some sense in saying trat they
are'Teminired.'5)
This shift in emphasis from individualism to intersubjectivity in

Beauvoir is consistent with her faithfulness to the socio-historical
locatedness of the human being. This aspect of her philosophy obviomly
reflects the influence ofHegel morethan thatof sartre. And although she
does not develop a sustained description of "authentic love" in The second
sex, sheimplies thatthis is realizable in principle. The key is overcoming
the historical inequality between the se><es, which has comrpted romantic
love. Authentic love is possible only between two truly free individuals.
In practical terms, Sarte's and Beauvoir's views have differing
strengths and weaknesses, depending on the given situation.
Fin! I believe that Sartre's account of love in Be ing and nothingne s s
mistakenly seb up selffrood as primordial. on tris poing Beauvoir's concept
of reciprocity is closer to reality. To illustratg the ancient Buddhist teaching,
tlae

prajnaparamita sutra or the heart sutra, is about the wisdom of

interconnectedness. In reality, we are one with the universe and the ego is
merely an illusion. Meanwhile, in feminist philosophy, lhere is a strand of
thought that emphasizes such "feminine" attributes as conxnunity and
empathy (for example, Sarah Ruddick's philosophy of matemal trinking
and in carol Gilligan's ethic of care). These are presented as altematives to
the prevailing patriarchal discourse ofviolence and isolation. As Solomon
(1988,204)writes:
We cannot understand love until we get over the idea that
theselfis, in each casg individually andinalianably ourov,,n. A

strong and independent self is an incredible and rare
achievement. But independence is an act of defiance and

perversity, not a retum to a natural state. We define ourselves
in terms of other people and we are largely defined by other
people, no matterhownobly individual we may be. The modem
idea of the isolated self-defining self is a myth.
Even Sartre himself may be said to have toned down his radically
individualistic view offreedom by the time he wrote czz tique ofdiatectical
recaon. In this book, following his own political stance regarding the issues
ofhis time, he attempts a daring synthesis ofMarxism and existentialism.
As to whether he succeeds, commentators' opinion are mixed. His other
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work, Being and nothingness -a book that was completed before his
experience ofthe waryears, abook fromthe apolitical phase ofhis liferemains more popular. However, itis amistaketo generalize Sartrean
existentialism only in terms of the absolute freedom he describes in Belng
and nothingness. In his more mature Cr itique, Sarfe (Kamber 2000,

3

0)

willingto concede tratthe scope offree will and resporsibility
is a good deal narrower than he previously claimed. He
is

aclcrowledges that social, economic, and historical factors play
a much larger role in influencing and limiting individual droices
than he had previously recognized.
On the otherhand, ttre early Sar[e's radical individualism may be
particularly useful for women in certain situations. As Beauvoir herself
shows in her chapter about the woman in love, women more than men may
be vulnerable to losing their identity when it comes to rornance. Socialized
as caretakers and nurhrers, women have been traditionally rewarded for
forsaking their own interests in order to serve o'thers. In this case, the

Sartrean view ofthe self as free and abandoned-in constant struggle
with otrer nihilating cornciousnesses-may actrnlly help women transcend
their othemess.6
At this point let me now settle dre main question of whether love is
doomed to fail. The question may also be restate d as, Which between the
two diferent accounts oflove-conflict or reciprocitl*-is a more accurate
ph en omeno I o gi ca I de s cr ipti on ?
My answer is not an either/or choice between Sartre's view and
Beauvoir's, but one which is based on the existentialist premisethat we

create our own values. Paraphrasing Sartre, something has value only
because it is chosen. In love, I may choose to eitrer see the relationship as
a futile entanglement with another negating consciousness, or have faith
ftat the presence oftre Odrer in my life will enhance-ratrer than diministrmy freedom. There are no principles writ in stone tablets ttrat will tell me
which choice is better, only I can define what that value means for me.
Howwer, following Beauvoir, I believe that my unique and constrrfly
changing social situation equips me with a reliable moral framework on
which I can base the decision to love. If for example I had only recently
emerged from abreakup, it wouldbe urwiseto atternptttregrand project of
reciprocity wilh another person. This wor.rld only drain personal resources
better spent trying to know myself again and making future plans as a
single penon. In fact in this situation, I may even take perverse comfort in
Sartre's dark pronounc€rn€nt trat love is doomed to fail. I may feel validated
by existentialism as amature philosophy of abandonment. On the other
hand, the wiser choice would be different if I had been alone for long
enough, if I had come fi:ll circle in my adventure of self-discovery. In that
case, it would be time to explore the possibility of merging with another
self and discovering anervworld.

In closing, I leave the reader with the following lyrics from

a
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contemporary ballad ertifled'Lovet Divine," performed by Seal. I include
them here because the central message-that love's divine-succinctly
encapsulates the heady, impossible desire that drives tre for-itself, making
life worth living. It is the dream of adopting aGod's eyeview of life: The
dream of being free and yet grounded at the same time. It is ttre dream of
going beyond myself, and yethaving aname bestowed by somebody wtro,s
important to me. Ultimatel1 I trink, this is vvtrat we are all looking for.
Then ltre rainstorm etmq over me
And I felt my spirit break
I had lost all ofmy beliefyou see

Andrealizedmymisake
But time threw a prayer to me
And all around me became still
I need love, love's divine
Please forgive me now I see that I've been blind
Give me love, love is what I need to help me know my name.

Through the rainstorm came sanchrary
And I feltmy spiritfly
I had found all ofmy reality
I realize uftat it takes
Oh, I don't bend (don' t bend), don't break (don' t break)
Show me how to live and promise me you won't forsake
'Cause love can help me know my name.

Love can help me know my name.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, I compared and contrasted Sartre's and Beauvoir,s
views regarding the self-other relation, as part of the attempt to address a
larger question: Is love doomed to fail? In answering this, I reviewed the
reasoru why, forsarfq tre original meaning ofbeing-for-olhersis conflict
This can be traced back to the frndamental nothingness oflack ofnature
of the for-itself, whose radical freedom causes it to have inevitably
antagonistic relations wittr other consciousnesses. Since the look ofttre
Other objectifies me and steals my freedonr, I seek to either objecti$ him
too or to try to recover my freedom by possessing him as a freedom. Love
represents the second strategy and is, as such, doomed to fail. Afreedom
cannot be possessed as afreedorr; but only as an object.
On the otrerhand, Beauvoir acknowledges this conflict between the
self and the other and offers two possible resolutions, basing her analysis
on Hegel's description of the development of consciousness (i.e. the
"struggle unto death" and the resulting master-slave relation). One
resolution echoes the sartrean view, which involves the annihilation of
eitherthe self or the other. The other resolution involves tlre concept of
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reciprocity, which is at once the recognition of the other's subjectivity
and the preservation of my own. Reciprocity complements Beauvoir,s
ethics of ambiguity, which reinterprets the existentialist ideathat the human
being is aueless passion and grounds authenticity on the ideal offreedom
for everyone. In relation to love, Beauvoir, like Sartre, describes it as a

possessive emotion that objectifies either the lover or the beloved.
However, she points to the possibility of authentic love upon wonten's
transcendence of othemess and the realization of equality between the
sexes.

Ultimately, Sarffe's and Beauvoir's accounts of love--conflict and
reciprocity-are each usefi:l in particular contexts. orrly the for-itself can
choose, based on his or her own social situation, whether to consider love
as doomed to fail. Finally, the ideal ofmodem romantic love represents the
impossible attainment ofboth my freedom and ttreforurdation ofmy being
(my 'hame') in another person. It is a "divine" or transcendent experience
because it resolves the fundamental contradiction of the for-itself as a
useless passion. With love, life is worttr living.

NOTES
1. True enough,

Sarfe borrowed ideas from thinkers

as diverse as

Hegel, Hrsserl, Heidegger, Kanl and even Simone de Beauvoir. However.

Sartre's impassioned description of the human condition as one

of

enescapable freedom and abandonment certainly merits the adjective

"original."
While it is often asserted that Beauvoir's work is a mere application
of Sartre's philosophy to ettrical issues, primarily gender, recent research
shows that her idea of the Other is original. It predates SarFe's magnum
oprts, Beingandnothingness, andhas even heavily influenced him ur his
search for an existentialist ethics and his transition into what I call the
"later Sarfe" (the mature, Marxist-friendly Sartre who penned the Critique
ofdialectical reason). See in particular Simons (1986). Later in lhis paper,
I will elaborate on the litfle-known and rurderstated claimthat SarFe's idea
ofthe Other reflects Beauvoir's influence rathertran vice versa.
2. This is not to say though that gender determines the .hature,'

of

men and women, or that th er e ar e e s s enti a I w ay s of thinking that may be
labeled as eitrer "male" or "female. " Feminists were the first to distinguish
between what is culturally constructed (gender) and what is biological
(sex). Qn fact, even sex is already being contested as an unstable category.)
My own view is that while our attitudes may be deeply influenced by our
cultural milieu, they are not completely determined by it. We are free, to
some degree, to respond to the givens of our gendered situation, and
thereby to make authentic choices. what distinguishes a feminist from a
non-feminist account ofmale and female capabilities is theextentto which
the theory acknowledges that gander-while it is a givan part of the human

condition-is socially constructed and flexible. However asserfing that
is flerible is dtfferentfom saying that it is completely irrelevant.
Granted, trinking of gander in terms ofthe biological determinacy of sex is

gender
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contrary to the project of liberating both women and men from their
established roles in patriarchy. But the other extreme-ignoring the
influence of gender altogether-is equally pemicious. It is tantamount to
rejecting fte original modem feminist insigh! pioneered by Beauvoir, trat
genderhas somettringto do with othemess orthe situation ofbeing othered.
Beauvoir's point is that while the Other is woman, individual women rxty
transcend this socio-culturally-imposed label.
3. Compare this with Sarre's memorable defense of existentialism in
tlre article "Existentialism is a Humanism," which-unllke Being and
nothingness-was not intended for a scholarly audience btrt for tre general

public. Aboutthe people who accrse existentialism of being agloomy
philosophy fiat delights in despair, Sartre (1946, 2) writes, "Indeed their
excessive protests make me suspect th.at what is annoying them is not so
much our pessimism, but, much more likely, otr optimism ''
4. For athorough contemporary analysis, see Richard Solomon's
tughly readable and cogerrtAbout love: Reinventingromctncefor our times
(1988). His theory drat "love is fi.rndamentally the experiance of redefuring
one's self in terms of the other" has startling connections to some main
existentialist themes. According to Solomon, the primary motivation for
love is the desire for communion with another self, who atffacts me because
I like who I am with him. (C/ For Sarfe, in love I wantto possess the Other
in orderto recover my being,) Onthe otherhand, Solomon continues, the
greatest obstacle to love is the fact that the other person is not me. Given
all ourfundamental differances, the O*rerwill inevitably become annoying
or obnoxious once the temporary haze of romance evaporates. (C/ Sarfe's
contention that love is doomed to fail because I cannot possess afreedom

qtrafreedom.)
5. The idea that oppression is fundamentally linked to feminization
lucidly explained in Elizabeth Spelman's landmark article, "Woman as
body:Ancient and contemporary views" (1982). Here she analyzes a
is

persistent affitude in westem philosophy, most apfly exemplified by Plato,
tJrat sets up reason as the ideal by denigrating the body. The rationalistic
tradition is notorious forrejeaing anything associated withthe body-for

example, sexual desire-as
as

"somatophobi4"

a

comrpting influence. Spelman refers to this

or the inational fear ofthe (feminized) body. The body

is feminized because women morethanmen areseen as embodiedbeings,
as

closerto nature and reproductive work. Plato thus sees embodied beings,

i.e. women, children, slaves, and arrimals, as incapable ofreason. However,

even men may fall within the purview of such othered and ferlirinized
identities. In Plato'sZaws, for instance, the soldier who surrenders forthe
sake of physical safety is acting like ar.voman; his punishmant is to be bom

awoman in his nextlife,

6. For an engaging discussion of the tension between female
autonomy and romantic I ove, see bell hooks' higlrly personal C ommuni on :
Thefemale searchfor love (2002). Eventhough patriarchy has perverted
love, hooks writes thatradical feminism was wrong to exhort women to
love altogetrer. She calls for a redefinition of romantic love that will

rej ect
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respect both women's freedom to love as well as their freedom to be
authentic indivi duals.
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This

paper

tall<s about

Heidegger

b

concept ofauthentic

existence. One has to accept or "own" his very selfin order to
attain authenticity. No matter how incomplete one b existence
intrinsicallyis, he must own such an existence in that only in
doing so can onefullyrealize the magnitude andnecessityfor
himself to exist authentically. Needless to say, however, the
callfor the human person to erist authentically requires him
to gome to termswithfear, dread, andconcern. Feari because
the person is a beingwho is "hurled over" into theworld;
dread, because one has toface squarely his ownfacticity; and
concern, because one has to relate himself to the world
without losing grip ofone 3 own existence.

INTRODUCTION
On account ofMartin Heidegger's interest in Being (Olafson 1995,

98),"Being and time, begins with an evocation ofthe question ofBeing,
and it is made clear that it is the concept of Being as such that the book as

awhole isto be concemed with."

It mnst benoted atthe outsetthatHeideggertifles Divisionr of Being
and tirne as "Preparatory fi:ndamental analysis of Dasein"t while he calls
Division II "Dasein and temporality." In Division I, Heidegger
1999,

@olt
85) openly indicates that his "intimations of authenticity . . . is a way of
Being in whi ch Dasein istluly ibelf, in wtrictr we are not simply absorbed in
falling in the sel{ but live with darity and integrity. " In tris fread oflhougfr!
we "need to consider authenticity in orderto understand the deep character
of our Being, in particular, our temporality.,, In Division II, Heidegger
expoturds his view on aulhenticity by 'lnvestigating amrnber ofphenomena
. . . such as death, conscience, and resoluteness. Authentic existence will
illuminate our temporality and Heidegger will thm reinterpret everydayness
in terms oftemporality." Adiscussion ofthese i s conditio sine qua non in

orderforus to undersandhowDasein can comprehend Being in general.
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In Being and time,Heidegger (Mulhall 1997 ,33) bravely disposes
his "basic diagnostic assumption aboutthe errors ofhis predecessors and
his colleagues: their failure to pose the question of Being correctly is
caused by and is itself afailure of authenticity." In this light, it can be
validly inferred that "the task of posing the question of Being correctly
will only be achieved by an oristentially authentic inquirer." This paves to
a solid conviction that the issue of authenticity is very important in setting
the goal towards achieving the end of Heideggerian philosophy, i.e., a
philosophy ofBeing through Dasein. The denouement ofBeing, therefore,
indispensably requires the authenticity of its inquirer-th e Dqsein.
In a situation where the issue of authenticity is brushed aside, the
consequence would be that all fields of leaming and everything that they
incl ud e-b e they phi lo s o phy, theol ogy, p sy chol ogy, anthrop ol ogy,
sociolog,, and all othersocial, natural, and physical sciences-will lose

their sense of meaning and value. In this respect, the question of
authenticity should be given ample attention, for none is immure to the
inquiry into authenticity. None has the chance of flight from ttre inquest of
the state ofbeing authortic. Presumably, only one can perhaps be e,:<cluded
from the sharpness ofthis questioning, he who has already acquired the
licenseto beingtrue, genuine, orreal; in aword, authentic.
Now, when serious ttrought is paid to the question of authenticity,
the questioner would not only end up questioning the authenticity of
things that are extrinsic to him. This is because the questioner will frnally
confront the question and address it back to him. Here, he will posit the
"how" of authenticity, one's own authentic existence.
Strange as it may appear, but an ordinary understanding of
authenticity is not in harmony with the way Heidegger understands it.

Usually, this term is associated with ideas like ..real," or not fake.2 In
general, authenticity should not be construed as a criterion, but rather as
"an ideal r.r,hich stands in need of a criterion" (conn 19g l , 5). Later, we will
see how Heidegger conceives some ofthe ideals he sets as he develops

his concept of authenticity.
Accordingly, we should wonder at how we can properly tnderstand
this concept of authenticity especially when it is applied to our very selves.
In this perspective, we should ask about the nature of our lives. Do all of
us have the sublime realization that as human beings, there is a specific
pattem or paradigm of life according to which we are ideally required to
live? In this respect, it is apt to raise another question: what does it mean
to be one's self? In raising this question, we eventually ask how it is
possible that authentic existence can be determined and actualized. Ifmy
existence, being aDasein, is mineness, then I shoutd ask, how can I really
be me? These are some of the critical questions that we are going to
tackle in this paper.
Historically, the concept of authenticity is arevival oflhe concept of

goodness. To ancient philosophers, specifically plato (195g, g3) and
Aristofle, goodness is realized in the performance of a proper frurction. For
Aristotle (1962,14), agood flute-player andthe one whoj'stplays with
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the flute show no difference relative to their performance of playing the
flute.3 Here, Aristotle asserts that as long as one ftnctions properly (in
ttre case of playing the flute properly) one is a good flute player. Also, the
concept of authenticity is not solely a Heideggerian doctrine; it also
pervades tre whole ambiance ofeldstentialistlhought Itis, however, argued
that it is Heidegger who makes an excellent and extensive study on this.

In fact, Heidegger pioneered in using or applying the term to human
existence, which later was taken up by Jean-Paul Sartre.
In spite ofthe traceability ofthe concept of authenticity to ancient

philosophy as goodness in the performance of proper function, the
existentialists do not appreciate the ethical tones of ethical ideas, such as
"happiness in one's life," "the goodness of one's disposition," or "the
rightress of one's ac8."They prefer, rather, to apply aulhorticity to humm
existence. Andthis is one ofHeidegger's intellech,nl projects. Undeniably,
though, there is always thattempting enticementto think of authenticity
as an ethical concept. This is being claimed by the ethicists. The
existentialistsa readily admit that authenticity can be reckoned within the
arena of morality. However, they are quick to object that authenticity is
purely an ethical concept. In their collective analysis, auttrenticity is a
metaphysical doctrine that is rooted in ontolory which finds its crowning
phase in ettrics.
Anyone who would aggressively attempt to reconcile Heidegger's
philosophy of authenticity withthe ancient view by postulating some
eftical premises would definitely retum to tre theory of authenticity in tre
light of goodness. Authenticity is used by Heidegger in a very special
sense; and its connection with "my-own-ness"' is always to be bome in
mind. In the most general sense, authenticity means the awareness of
one's own self. While Heidegger was primarily interested in the question
of Being (Sein) ratherthanthenature ofbeings (Seiende),heis deeply
concemed with the meaning ofhuman existence. Based on Heidegger's
primary interest in the question of Being, he theorizes that authenticity is
amode of existence which is owned by Daseiq who is in his real sell and
is consequently concemed wittr ttre hounding quest of Being without being
lost in beings. It is indispensable for man to own his existence because
only then can he assert that his existence is his ornn task and responsibility.
So, nobody should decide for man the kind of life he wanB to live; it is up to
the person to decide on it. My life is my own discretion. I have to be free to
live the kind of life I want to live. And tris freedom to choose the kind of life
I want to live depords on tre fact firat Dasein is essentially my own. On the
contary, an inauthentic oristence means the awareness ofone's self brought
about by the prism and spectacle of others as others see it.
It must, then, be fully understood that "Heidegger's account of
authenticity. . . reveals the depth and complexity of the conception of
human odstance in Being and time" (Guignon 1984, 323). And, generally,
Heidegger opines thatfor an existenceto be authentic such enistencemust
be an owned existence. Authenticity is indispensable in the process of tre
rurconcealment ofBeing. Only when Dasein is authentic can it decide for
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iaelf whether,

as ttre entity it is, it has the composition of Being which has
been disclosed in the projection ofits formai aspects. As authentic, Dasein
will be ableto lay barethe seem-to-be-impermeable layen of "customa_ry,
traditional theories, and opinions aboutBeing" (Guignon 1984,25).
To Heidegger, Dasein has to be authentic so that it can engage in a

deeper grasp of the meaning of Being. This means that to be authentic,
Dasein cannot just have any style of life out of which he can dispose

as a human being. "It would appear, then, that
authenticity is not so much a matter of 'content' of a life as it is of the
'style' with uhich one lives" (Guignon 1984,334). Sean in this perspective,
the distinction "between authenticity and inauthenticity seems to hinge

himself in existing

not on what one is in the sense of what specific possibilities one takes up,
but ratrer ofhow one lives."
This paper attempts to elucidate Heidegger's concept of authenticity
qua Dasein's thrownness into the world which intrinsically allows Dasein
to experience fear, dread, and concem.

COSMIC DIMENSION OF HUMAN EXISTENCE
The human person and the world are closely related to each other
that without man there is no world and vice-versa_ No one can adequately
understand ahuman being apart fromthe world, and the world cannot
have mearring withoutttre human person. This relation between the human
person and world is so fundamental that when this is denied the result will
be an utter desLruction of the forurdation of Dasein's authanticiry*. And the
correlative dependence ofthe human person and world in their relatedness
cannot be reduced to the paradigm ofsubject-object relation.
This relatedness is rooted in Dasein's very existence in the world, for
he is a being-in-the-world. Dasein is a Being-in-the-world; he is not a
being-in-an-environment. An environment is only true to animals, not to
the human Dasein. Dasein has a world, not an environment. He is not
bound to an environmen! he is open to the world.
However, ifthe meaning ofhuman existence requires experience or
consciousness, and if consciousness always has an object since it always
means intentionality, then, where can this consciousness be realized? There
should be a proper domain where man's finding and realizing oftre meaning
of his existence should happen. The answer is forurd in the world and the
human person's inseparable relatedness to it.

Indeed, the term world (cosmic) is intriguing and, above all,
confusing. whatmakes itconfusing is the ordinary understanding ofttre
word as the totality of everyttring. OE more constructively, thetermwor/d
is ordinarily trnderstood as everything that forms the human milieu and
provides the setting in which human existence has to be expressed and
manifested. Besides, this ordinary understanding is deceiving; ittends to
show a diversity ofworlds, such as the worlds of philosophy, art, religion,
sports, music, mathematics, and science. All these concepts of world as

the "totality of everything," "nature," or "natural universe,,, are
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diametrically rejected by Heidegger (see King 1966,72), so much so that
when he uses the term world inany of these senses. he always writes it in
quotation marks.6
But what is this "world" we are talking about? Ifthe human Dasein
exists in the world, then, in what world does he exist? Is there a world
where a diversity of worlds can be contained which we can call the "world
of worlds'? To this, Heidegger (1962,92) remarks:
Is it possible ttrat ultimately we cannot address ourselves to

"world" as determining the natue of the entity we have
mentioned? Yet we call this entity one which is ..within-theworld. " Is "world" perhaps a characteristic ofDasein,s Being?
And in that case, does every Dasein "proximally,, have its
"world"? Does not the "world" thus become something
"subjective"? How, then, can there be a "common,, world
"in" which, nevertheless, we are? Neitherthe common world
nor the subjective world, but the worldhood of the world as
the

such.
In Heidegger's vielv (l 9494 Z7), thetermworlddesignates ..neither
the sum-total of all the things of nature nor a fi.ndamental characteristic

of

the community of men . . . but it means originally the 'how, in which the
things are 'in the whole' as implicitiy related to humrtDasein." Furftrer,
"world" forHeidegger is akind of clearing which opens up and is opened
up by the dealings of Dasein with things by
ryhich things show forth or
undisclose to Dasein. In this sense, the world is understood by Heidegger
as the unconcealment ofbeings. The world is the locus ofthe denouement
of beings. In this vein, the world is the correlative whole ofexpression and
meaning in which the human Dasein encounters himself. It is that locus
where the human Dasein is givan possibilities ttrat enable him to find himself
and eventually come to terms with ttre attunement ofhis being who he is.

Besides, Heidegger (Dondeyne i 95 1 , 5 l ) also drives home his
argument of the world as '?rappening" which to him means a propulsive,
creativg and historical action of concealment and unconcealment that is
dependent on the mode

of Dasein's existence.

The world where the human Dasein is thrown is an experience of
"meaning" that allows him to be his own and that which lets him be who
he is.

'Tlappening" and "meaning" illustrate whatHeideg ger (1971,147)
opines in his one-line dictum: "to be man means to dwell.,, To Heidegger
(llalll993, 133) the human Dasein is no ordinary orcupant or inhabitant in
the world; to him, the human Dasein is a dweller in the world. To capture
the essence of Dasein's fate as dweller "in" the world, it is proper to say
that all "human activity is worldly, that is, it requires a background of

implicit familiarity, competence, and concem or involvement.,, In

Heidegger's own words (1962,92):'human being ishis world andthatthe
world has fDas ein 3f way of being. "
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DASEIN: A BEING-IN-THE.WORLD
What is clear is that the human Dasein exists ..in" the world. But
Dasein's Being-"in"-ttre-world does not mean Dasein's physical location
or space in the world. This means that Dasein is not..in,, the world as, for
instance, a spoon is "in" a glass, that is, an object ..inside" an object.
Rather, "being-in" is an existential characteristic of Dasein. For this,
Heidegger (1962,170) writes: "Being-in is distinct from the present-athand insideness of something present-at-hand 'in' something else that is
present-at-hand." And Heidegger continues to argue: ..Being-in is not a
characteristic that is affected, or evenjust elicited, in a present-at-hand
subject by the 'world's'Being-present-at-hand; Being-in is rather an
essential kind ofBeing ofthis entity itself."

In this peculiar way of describing Dasein's Being-in-the-world,
Heidegger (see Ebersole, n.d.) contends ttrat Dasein's Being-..in', means
"dwelling alongside," or "residing alongside," or "being-familiar with,"
since forHeidegger, Daserr comports itself concemfully in the world.
Heidegger's concept of Dasein's Being-in-the world can be better
understood and appreciated tlrough a presentation ofthe following topics,
viz.: feat, dread, concem, understanding, discourse, fallenness, and
thrownness.

Fear
'Fear could be acoward's most urwanted companion,, @abor 1999,
I 62). ontologically, the inauthentic human Dasein is never afraid of life or
existence. Fear, relative to existence, never matters to him. only the
authentichuman Dasein affords forhimselfto imbibethe spirit and depth
of fear. And this makes him courageouly embrace the varied forms offear,
viz.: alamr, dread, terror, timidrty, shyness. misgiving, and becoming startled
(Fleidqgger

1

962, 182).

In Scholastic philosophy, fear is urderstood

as one ofthe irascible
passions. Per se, fear induces the will to do what it will not do otherwise.
It is defined as the emotion that apprehends an impanding evil and manifests
iself in the desire to get away, avoid, or, as much as possible, escape from
such impending evil. Since fear desires to evade an impending evil, its
goal is nothing else but to safeguard the self from the anticipated evil.
In view ofttre foregoing discussion, Heidegger's analysis offear sleotrld
not be understood through the prism used by the Scholastic philosophers.
In this regard, Heidegger's analysis of fear should not be construed out of
context. It must be clarified that Heidegger's concept of fear is neither
ethical nor psychological, but ontological. Gleaned from this perspective
(see Gelven 1970, 85), the 'hunanly recognizable aspects of fear become
significant forthe investigation of ontologr."To Heidegger (1 993, 1 g2), fear
is "an existential possibility ofthe essential state-of-mind ofDasein.,,
In his ontological analysis of fear, Heidegger nrles out the idea that
fear is a weakness of the human person, the Dasein. To him (1962, 192),
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"Dasein as Being-in-tre-world is fearful. " "By no means is he suggesting
fiat fear, any more thanjoy or exultatiorl is apredominant mode ofhuman
existence. He is not "opting for pessimism or a pathological and wrcertain

view of the human person. In fact, he is merely showing the reader the
advantages ofthe existential analytic" of fear (Gelven 1970, 85).

In Being and time, Heidegger expounds his thought on the
phenomenon offear into three perspectives, namely: (l ) trat in ttre face of
which we fear; (2) feadng; and (3) that about which we fear. To the first,
Heidegger (1962,179) asserts: 'thefearsomeis in every case something
wtrich we encounter widrin-the-world and which may have eilher readinessto-hand, presence-at-hand, or Dqsein-wittr as its kind of Being." To
Heidegger, "That in the face of which we fear can be characterized as
threatening." Andthat utrich is threatening is detrimental.
To the second, Heidegger (1962,180) argues:

Fearing, as a slumbering possibility of B eing-in-the-world
in a state-of mind . . . has already disclosed the world, in that
out of it something like the fearsome may come close. The
potentiality for coming close is itself freed by the essential
existential spatiality of Being-in-the-world.

In principle, it is a blatant absurdity to argue ttrat one can imagine
somettring which one does not know. Ifthis were applied to the issue of
fear (see Gelven 1 970, 85):'T{ow can we be threatened by arryttring trnless
we exist in such a way that we are intimately connected with the world, and
that this openness to whatever threatens is an integral part of the way in
which we exist?" This leads Heidegger, to contend that fearing as such
has found its way in tnconcealing the world so that lluough it the fearsome
may come to the fore. Therefore, the actual or concrete manifestation of
fear unconceals a part of Dasein's Being-in-the-world.
To the ftird, Heidegger (1962, I 80) maintains:

Thatu,hichfearfears qbout is that very entity which is
afraid- Dasein. Only an urtity for which in its Being this very
Being is an issue, can be afraid. Fearing discloses this entity
as endangered and abandoned to itself Fear always reveals
Dasein in the Being of its "there," even ifit does so in varying
degrees of explicimess.

It is interesting to note that in his analysis of fear, Heidegger
beautifully paints apicture ofhuman Dasein as abeing who is horribly
beset by fear. Heidegger is telling his readers that it is the fate of human
Dasein to be fearful. In effect it appears ttrat the human Dasein's naflre is
so designed that it must be fearful. Yes, the Dasein must be fearful. The
human person must be fearfirl for him to attain authentic existence. He
must be fearfrrl ofhis 'boncem for rnhat is, and what is a mode
my existence" (Gelvan 1970, 86).

of fDasein

bl
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In his analysis of fear, Heidegger also explains tral fearhas variations.
rrt Being and tirne,he says that the following are the variations of fear,
namely, alarm, dread, terror, and other modificatiorx as timidity, shyness,
misgiving, and becoming startled. ofall these variations offeal, however.
it is only dread that Heidegger develops specifically in his post-Being and

tintewri0'ngs.
Inasmuch as dread is intrinsically embedded in fear, it is necessary
to devote some pages to it.7

Dread
In B eing and time,Heidegger (7962, 1 79) writes:

That in the face of which we are alarmed is proximally
something well knov,ar and familiar. But if on the other hand,
that which tlreatens has the character of something altogether
unfamiliar, then fear becomes dread.
Undeniably, dread is one ofthe frighturing children offear. In other words,
dread is one of the lucky mutations of fear. In one oftheir footnotes in
Being and time perltnentto the present discussion, John Macquarrie and
Edward Robirson (1962,227) oprne

"Angst.

"

While this word

has generally been translated as

"anxiety" in the post-Freudian psychological literature, it
appears as "dread" in the translations ofKierkegaard and in a

number of discussions of Heidegger. In some ways
"tmeasiness" or "malaise" would bemore appropriate still.I

Both Macquarrie and Robinson proved their contention right, since
occasi onally, in B ei n g and time, Heidegger uses anxiety for fear. Says
Heidegger(1962,234):

Anxiety is oftan conditioned by "physiological,'factors. This
fact, in its "facticity" is aproblemontologically,notmerely rvith
regard to its onlical causation and course ofdevelopmerrt. Only
because Dasein is anxious in the very depths of its Being, does
it becomepossible for anxiety to be elicited physiologcally.
In Being and time,Heidegger does not provide a sharp distrnction
between dreade and arxiety. Consequently, several among Heideggerian
scholars and commentators of Being and time are driven to explain dread
and anxief interchangeably.loThis predicamentreadily disposes us to a
glaring difficulty had it not been for Heidegger's flouting resistance to
such highly distasteful misconstruction of his pristine viervs on dread.
Heidegger (I949a,335) contends: "By 'dread' (Angst) we do notmean
'anxiety' . . . which is conrnon enough and is akin to nervousness. ',
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Despite the convenience we got from Heidegger's distinction between

dread and anxiety, it is still very hard to size up what Heidegger really
meantby dread.
As Heidegger treads the way to expound on dread, he makes it clear
that dread is not fear and vice-versa. Fear, for Heidegger, is an active
feeling or passion which has an innerworldly object and reference. For
instance, one is afraid of a particular illnessor sickness because he may
possibly be contaminated by it. Fear then is apassion which exposes the
Dasein to athreat or an intimidation that emanates from an extrinsic or
even intrinsic object. Thus, what is being intimidated is "the human
Dasein's factual being, or some phase ofthis" ft{eidegger 1962, 185). Fear,
as fear of something or anything, always discovers a definite ttrreat
approaching from a definite direction. Hence, fear is always a fear of or a
fearfrom. Ir Heidegger's own words (I949b, 33 5): "Dread difFers absolutely
from fear. We are always afraid ofthis or that definite wa5'. . . ; the human
person who is afraid . . . is always bound by the thing he is dreadful of or
by the state in which he finds himself."
The structure of dread is quite different, for its object is practically
indefinite or undiscemible. Ahuman Dasein cannot say precisely what it
is that he is in dread of. This means that nothing is the definite "object" of
dread, because dread cannot be localized; it is nowhere. Hence, "alttrough
dread is always dread of, it is not dread ofthis or that. Dread of is always
a dreadful feeling about-but not about ttris or that" ft{eidegger I949b,

5). For Heidegger, the indefiniteness of ttrat which, a hrrman Dasein is in
dread of; is not to be reckoned with as a limitation in terms of definition. It
33

rather manifests the impossibility of defining dread for it is nothing. For
Heidegger, the ultimate source of dread is nothing else butnothing.
in tlre language of ontology,nothing simply means nothing. But
Heidegger is a philosopher who refuses to know nothing of the nothing.
To hirq notling is as meaningfrrl as being. Nothing also bothers Heidegger
so rnuch. He does not think only ofthose that are, but also of those that
are not. To Heidegger, the human Dasein is in dread-in dread of nothing.
Despite Heidegger's insistence in his post-B eing and fime u.ritings, it is
not incorrect if we Iakedread utdanxiety as synonvmous terms. This
position, as has been cited earlier, is supported by the transl ators of Being
and time, John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson. To this account.
Heidegger (1962, 23 i) r.vrites:
In that in flre face of r,rtrich one has anxieff, the 'It is nothing
and nowhere' becomes manifest. The obstinacy ofthe'?rothing
and nowhere within-the-world" means a phenomen onthatthe
world as such is that in theface ofwhich one has antxief,,.tl

Unlike Scholastic philosophy, which upholds the ideathatnothing
is nothing but the antithesis of being, Heidegger asserts that nothing is
not categorically nothing. To hirn, it is the object of dread or anxiety in the
context of the world as such. S ays Heidegger ( 1 9 62, 232) :
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The "nothin g" . . .is grounded in the most primordial
'something'-in theworld. Ontologicafly, however, the world
belongs essentially to Dasein's Being as Being-in-the-world.
So

ifthe "nothing"-thatis, the world

as

such-exhibits itself

that in the face of which one has anxiety, this means that
Being-in-the-world itselfis that in theface ofwhich anxiety is
as

anxious.
So, gradually, we come to know that it is indeed the world that human
Dasein is in dread or anxious of. why should not Dasein be in dread or
anxiots ofthe world rdren, withouthis will or consent, he is utterly thrown
into aworld which is aliento hirrl just as he is, likewise, alien to the world?
Part ofthe "object" ofhuman Dasein's dread or anxiety are the ready-to-

hand and present-at-hand entities. Heidegger (l 962, 231) notes:'Nothing
whieh is ready-to-hand or present-at-hand within the world firnctions as
that in the face ofwhich anxiety is anxious."
In Heidegger's analysis, dread or anxiety singles out the human Dasein
and leaves him alone to face vr;hat he still might be of the .hot-yet.,' In this
vein, thehuman Dasein becomes dreadii or anxious ofthe world because
the world is the locus where he could be in contact with his possibilities

which lie ahead ofhim.
Becatse ofDasein's Being-in-ltre-world, he dreads and is anxious of
the facticity into which he has been thrown and the selfttrat he is already
in. Hence, dread reveals human Dasein's entire Being-in-the-world as his
deeper threaq leading him to the choice of authentic existence fiat liberates
him from his incarceration in the dark abyss ofthe various forms offear.
An aulhentic human Dasein faces dread. He confronts his uneasiness, his
malaise, and the "homelessness" of his facticity which gives him the
uncertainty of what he is to become. The inauthentic human Dasein, in
contradistinction to the authentic one, is too busy trying to escape the
painful pricks of dread by ignoring it and eventually soaks himself in the
illusory flight from his own self in his everydayness. The inauttrentic
human Dasein, the "dreadless" or the "anxietyless" one, is auspicious
enough that Heidegger does not despise his spiteful lot. Heidegger still
shows the spirit ofgenfleness to him. He still accords him with worttr and
diCnity. Herg he

(1

962, 68) writes:

But the inauthenticity of Dasein does not signify any . less'
Being or any 'lower' degree of Being. Rather, it is the case that
even in its fullest concretion Da sein canbe characteri zedby
in authenticity-when busy, when excited, when interested,
when ready for enjoyment.

And witfr Heidegger's sort of soft-heartedness to the inauthentic
human Dasein, he further remarks: "fhs 'in'-gf inauthentic' does not
mean lhatDaseilz cuts itself offfrom its Selfand understands 'only'the
world. The world belongs to Being-one's-Self as Being-in-the world.',12
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Thus, the "dreadless" and the "anxietyless" Dasein is spared by
Heidegger from utter damnation. Hope is still in his midst. And ttris can be
realized if such grade ofDasein starts to understand that life on earth,r3 or
human existence as such, is beyond the human Dasein's choice. Life is
simply tossed at his own disposition. When life crept into him, he was
given no room to participate in the decision-making relative to the kind of
life he has to choose. He is sirnply thrown into an existence called human.
The call to be one's self, the call to be authentic, does not only
require Dasein to be dreadful and arxious ofhis Being-in-the world or the
world per se. He is also called to establish asound relationsfup not only to
his fellorv Dasein, but also to entities which each occupy a specific location
in the worldhood of the world, rvhich Heidegger calls the.s/nr cture of
things in the world. This opens us the way for a discussion on concern.

Concern
There is the "world," because there is Dasein and vice-versa. This
interdependence of Dasein and his "world" gives birth to one of the
existential structures of Dasein, which Heidegger caTlsconcern. Thro:ugh
his concem. the human Dasein paints and beautifies his "world" that is
givento him. It is by q'ay ofrelating to things (in-the-world) and by giving
meaning to them that Dasein manifests concem. By showing concem, a
human Dasein gives justice and proof of his task as a shepherd of Being
tluough beings. By shepherding Being through beings, Dasein appears to
be a care-taker of the "world" or a gardener of the "$'orld." Thus (see
Zimmerrnan 1993,I1O):

. . . significance, the meaningful totality of reference
relationships constituting the "world," is grorurded in Dasein.
. . . Dasein itself is that for the sake of which . . . ilre referential
totality operates. Without the 'world' opened up by human
existence, beings would not' mean' anyttring. t'
Concem is ttre basis of Dasein's relation to the "world." This relation,
orplained earlier, should not be taken to mean a subj ect-obj ect
relation, because "Man (the human Dasein) is not the lord of Being. The
hunan person is the shepherd of Being" (Fleidegger 7993,245>. The way
by which Dasein shows his concem in the rvorld affects his mode of
existence in the "world." Concem is ftndamentally tre relation of Dasein
tothings inthe "world"interms ofusing, handling. andproducing. In his
own words, Heidegger (1962, 83) says:
as has been

. . . neglecting, renouncing, taliing arest-these. . . are ways of
concem; . . . The term "concem" has, in the first instance, its
colloquial . . . sigrification, and can mean to carry otrt something,
to get it done . . . to "straighten it out." It can also mean to
"provide oneself wifh something."
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Heidegger claims ftat Dasein basically shows concem. And tre way
Dasein does tris determines the mode ofhis oristence. The human Dasein's
concem is notjust an occasional feature ofhis existence; it is rather one of
the essential structures of his existence. Dasein's relationship to tools or
entities he uses involves somefiing more consequential than mere spatial
relaliorship-m activity wtfch is realized only by an atltrentic human Dasein

A closer look at Heidegger's concept of concem will lead us to
understand that it (concem) is rooted in care. According to Heidegger
(1962,1 69), "[t]he primordial Being ofDasern itself-is (namely) care. "
Expressed differently flVeber 1 968, 541 ), concem is "care wtrich is direaed
towards things. " Heidegger (1962,84) o<plains that'1he Being of Dasein
itself is to be made visible as care." This leads Heidegger to argue that
care is an ontological understanding of Dasein's being-in-the-world. He
opines : "B ecause B eing-in-the-worl d bel ongs ess entially to Dasein, its
Being towards the world . . . is essentially concem."
Care is a vantage point where concem can be gf eaned at. What is
important is that Heidegger is cautious in providing a delineating line
between care as human Dasein's relatedness to things ils concem and care
as man's relatedness to his fellow human Dasein as solicitude (Weber
I

968, 54

1

). And

in

fte arnbiance of concerrL Heidegger (1 962,

84) contends

:

. . . having to do with something, producing something,
attending to something and looking after it, making use of
something, giving something up and letting it go, r.urdertaking,
accomplishing, evincing, interrogating, considering, discrssing,
. . . All these ways ofBeing-in have concem.

daermining.

In thepreceding pages, we encounteredHeidegger's firm conviction
that man, the Dasein, is a Being-in-the-world; he is not a Being-in-anenvironment The introduction ofthe idea "environment" in relation to the
human Dasein sparked ttre firor ofHeidegger's philosophical interest He
(1962, 84) writes:

Nowadays, there is much talk about man's having an
. . butthis says nothing ontologically as long as
this "having" is left indefinite. . . . To talk about "having an
environment" is ontically trivial but ontologically it presents a
problem. To solve it requires nothing else than defining the
Beingof Dasein.
environment.

In defining th e Being ofDasein Heidegger contends that Dasein is a
Being-in-the-world. This simply means tratDasein is not a Being-in-anenvironment. Heidegger's obj ection ( I 962, 84) to the idea of environment
stamps out from his radical analysis that the "snvironment is a structure
which even biology as a positive science can never find and can never
defing btrt must presuppose and constanfly employ. " Despite Heidegger's
distaste on 1he import of "environment" in Dasein's 'Being-in," Heidegger
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believes that "Dasein is essentially an entity with Being-in, it cm discover
those enti{ies which it encounters environmentally." such is the case
becaue, forH etdegger (1962, 85), ontologically as well as ontically, Dasein,s
relatedness to entities belongs to being-in-the-world as concem.
It is in the "world" that Dasein encounters entities, be they presentat-hand or ready-to-hand. And this encounter is punctuated by Heidegger,
since in this encounter, Dasein is called to care for them (the entities) in
the realm of concern. It is one ofthe most distinctive features of Dasein to
bear witness to tre "existence" of otherbeings
entities in the world.
-the
In Dasein's submission to his commitment as
an active witness of the
"existence" of otrer beings, he augments and reinforces his affrrmation of
his very own existence as abeing-among-beings. Dasein, indeed, in the
context of concem, is nothing else but abeing among beings.
As Dasein exploresthe magnitude oflhe "o<istence" ofotherbeings,
he discovers that these beings are simply living.t5 They do not develop a
sense of relationship with one another; they do not have ..personal"
consciousness, much less agrade of consciousness for others' welfare
and the like. Birds and other animals are bereft of the ability to pay an
explicit element of notice that things and other beings are.16 Dasein is
quite unique. He is not only conscious that he is conscious, but he is also
conscious of ttrat which he is conscious of In other words, Dasein has dre
intrinsic capacity to have self-consciousness and much more to spark a
glaring consciousness for and of other "edsting" beings.
As an authentic being, Dasein exists as abeing-among-beings; he is
cautious that he does not lose himself in the identities of these other
beings he coexiss with. In his sfuggle to maintain the composure, structurg
and feature of being, a being who is commissioned by Heidegger to
wrconceal Being, Dasein avoids the dangers that befall on him when he
loses grip with his identity, i.e., he is reduced to the level of entities. He
stops to exist and eventually loses contact wittr the beacon of light that
guides him in his pattr in search for Being.
Thus, in the context of concem, authenticity lies atttreheart of the
human Dasein's critical and consciots role to keep abreast with his unique
identity and task, which is, never to be the lord of beings, but a shepherd
of beings.

CONCLUSION
Heidegger refi.nes to call ahuman being

as

mm or wonun. He prefers

the term Dasein to man or woman. Forhim, the Dasein has to exist
authentically . ln Being and time, he has exhaustively presented a lot of
ways to attain authentic oristence. But the basic contention thathe raised
is that Dasein is a Being-in-the-world.

As a Being-in-the-world, Dasein has to confront fear, dread, and
concem. Heidegger maintains that Dasein's thrownness into the world
reduces him/her as afea$ome, dreadfi.rl, and concemful being. As Dasein
is consumed by fear, dread, and concem, he is led to struggle towards
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winning an existence that is exercised and spent in the auspices of
aufienticity.

The most significant aspect ofHeidegger's troughtis the recognition
that we existnot in isolation but as apart ofthe world. The analytic tendency
to think in terms of a solipsistic or individualistic '1" should be corrected
since at fhe very start of our existence we are related to theother, that is,
to other Daseins and the environment ours is a socio-personal world: we
owntheworld as an inseparable part of our existence..

NOTES
I . This is Heidegger's term for tre human person. However, it should
nottre same as consciousness and e,:ristence.

be clarifi ed here that Dasein is

What makes man Q am using this term generically to include woman) a
Dasein is not his consciousness, but his "standing in the 'out' and the
"there" of unconcealedness in which Being itself is present." This is the
meaning of Heidegger's concept of Existenz,lheperson is open-standing

in the unconcealedness of Being. To Heidegger (1965, 214-15),
"consciousness does not itself create the openness of beings, nor is it
consciotrsress that makes it possible for man to stand open for beings.,,In
this light, Dasein and consciousness are different. The sameis true with
existence. Dasein is not eistence, for existence is rather its essence. And
consciousness embraces the postulate that existence is the essence of
man. Thus, man is conscious of his essence, which is always situated in
the world. Here, Heidegger asserts that due to man's consciousness ofhis.
existence, he is ableto question it, and this human inherentproclivity to
question his existence affects that where man dwells, i.e., the world. A
point of clarification regarding the issue of self in relation to authenticity
shor:ld be accommodated here also. In Heidegger's analysis (polt 1999,
63), "[T]he self-whether it is inauthentic or authentic-is not athing of
any kind. It is not some hard core of our Being, some existential peachpit
that remains untouched and unchanged throughout our lives. Instead, it
is an existential possibility, a way of existence." This also implies that an
"inauthentic existence is not adiminution of Being; itis no less real than
autrentic existence" (see Mulhall 1 997, 33). It fi.rther means that tire selfwhether it is authentic or inauthentic still has its intrinsic value. If man is
Dasein, then Dasein is correlatively related with the self This position
safeguards the dignity of man that even when his self is not authentic,
man, the Dasein, still has dignity. This stance is contrary to Marx's view
relative to man in relation to labor. To Marx, when man ceases to be
productive, man is inauthentic; he loses his dignity. In effect, man is
robbed of his dignity as ahuman being. For firther readings, see Babor
(2003,21-22). It must also be clarified here thatit is understandable tratthe
concept of "self ' screams for attention in Heidegger's philosophy. This is
because in Being and time, Heidegger fitft:lly describes the self in relation
to man, the Dasein. And for a further in-depth discrxsion on the disparity
between authenticity and inauthenticity, read Heidegger (1 993, 23 6 tr.).
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2. The terrn authmticity isderived from dre Greek word authentikos,
which means primary or original. "It refers to a correspondence to the
factual situation, anot-being-false or merely an appqrance." This, as

Thomas Dubay (1977, 13) remarks, "constitutes our ordinary
understanding of authenticity." Obviously, our initial encounter of
authenticity is far-off, different from the way Heidegger explains it. At
least, we expose the Greek derivation of this word. We will clari$ this
fi.rther

as

we move along.

Wild (1966, 47), in his cornmentary to this statement, says
that "human goodness is not a property, not a quality, not an attribute of
any kind, but rather something much deeper-amode ofreally living and
acting, existing authentically as man. "
3. John

4. Many of the existentialists are not at ease with the term
"authentic" because of its association with l9th century idealism. The
existentialists' point is that even if authenticity expresses a moral ide4 it
is founded on ontology. From his end, Heidegger (1993, 236) remarks:

"... the terms authenticity and inauthenticity, which are used in a
provisional fashion, do not imply a moral-existential or an
'anthropological' destruction, but rather ... an 'ecstatic' relation of the
essence of man to the truth of Being."
5. As we mentioned inthe preceding chapter, theword'bwn" plays
a vital role in the meaning of authenticity. Eigen then is the source ofttre
w or d

e

i ge

nt li c h, which means authenticity (see Heidegg er 19 62, 24, 67,

378). From this term aezthentic, Heidegger derives his discussion on
authentic existence. Nonetreless, some ofthe Heideggerian corrunentators
call authentic existenceby different but related terms. For instance, Magda
King ( 1 966, 56) calls it "ouned existence. " Ma{ orie Grene ( 1 95 7, 45) terms

it"personal integifi." JohnWild (1963,T28) also calls itby asimilarterm
as that of Grene. The pqychoanalyst, A. Weisman (1965, 168), who is also
fascinated by Heidegger, calls authenticity as "identity."
6. In Heidegger's own words (7962,93): 'Ifwe shor:ld sometimes use
it (world) . . . we shall mark this wilh quotation marks."
7 . It must be bome in mind &at Heidegger himselfreminds his readen
regarding the different perspectives and variations of his analysis of fear
are essential. This means trat Heidegger (1962, I 79) wants us to consider
his analysis offear collectively. This then permi8 us to pursue a discussion
on dread.

8. Michael Gelven, however, is convinced that the best English
translation ofthe German lermAngst isnotanxieft,butdread. In his own
words, Gelven (7970,115) asserts:

His [Heidegger's] choice ofterm in the orginal German is
Angst. Although Macquarrie and Robinson have rendered
this as 'anxiety,' I feel that 'dread'is really a more successful
choice. No single term, though, can adequately reflect ttre
meaning ofthe phenomenon; butthe role that the term plays in
Heidegger's philosophy is central nonetheless.
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Heiddeger goes with the Kierkegaardian

interpretation of dread, but he gives a deeper analysis by clariffing certain
points. Both Heidegger and Kierkegaard are engaged in basic problems
like existence, dread, conscience, sin, guilt, and death. In a way, they are
similar, but in spite ofttris, Kierkegaard is not considered a philosopher by
'
Heidegger. For hirn, Kierkegaard is not a ttrinker, but merely a religious
writer. To Heidegger, the Kierkegaardian analysis of dread is merely an
attribution to ttre problem of existence and not so far as the problem of
Being. However, in the observation of Kurt F. Reinhardt(L952,135),
"Kierkegaard's concept of dread provides the psychological setting for
Heidegger's ontological analysis."V fcinas (1969, 53), in additiorl says
that "dread is not a psychological factor, but is truly ontological and of
profound importance." Both views seemto be right The fact is, Heidegger
is not a psychologist, but an ontologist. In this regard, his concept of
dread is mainly ontological.
1 0. See, for irsEnce, M. Gelven (1 970, 1 1 5- I 9); Yeow Choo L ak (197 7,
28-30,34-35, 45); and W Ridrardson (1963,72-7 4, 197).
I 1. For a critical analysis ofHeidegger's concept ofnothing, refer to
Zirrrnernm ( 1993,24l -50).
12. For Heidegger, concern does not mean a subject-object
relationship of Dasein and other entities. That is to say, when Dasein
understands being as object and he is subjecg this shows the concept of
tnrth. Heidegger flr'y cinas 1969, 33) rej ects this becarxe "we do not carry

the images of ttrings around in our consciousness to compare them
occasionally with the things outside of our consciousness, but we
apprehend, or merely think ofthings, we are with the things themselves
outside ofus."
1 3. Inhis piece'The concept of 'earth' by Heidegger, "Alberto Carrillo
Canan (n.d.) arguesthatearth shows itself as a concept with which
Heidegger retakes the problem of propriety or propemess of Being and
time inthe version of properhistoricality. Here, Canan maintains that
Heidegger's concept of " earth llas a momentous link to the famous idea
thatHeidegger calls the oblivion of Being."
1 4. Zimmerman ( I 993, I 40) argues :'Tlence the phenomenon ofthe
'world' is not to be rurderstood as thetotality ofnatural entities or as the
domain of creatures rnade by God, but instead as dre sffucture of reference
relationships constituted by and forhuman existence, a structure that
enables entities to manifest themselves. "
15. For a discrssion on the difference between 'lliving" and "existing,"
see Babor (20 OI, L7 7 -7 8).
1 6. For firher readings, see Zimmerman ( I 993, 242) andTiad Beckmar
(n.d.).
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THE DAIMON IN THE
EUTIIYDEMUSL
Carl Levenson
University of Idaho
Sctcrates ' datmoruory that numinous ' 'presence " restraining

himfrom error,

is

prominentlyfeatured in Plalo

is

Apology

and plays an important role in several other dialogues.
Socrates speaks of it often. Itwas, he reports, a constant

feature ofhis life. It may also have caused his death because,
as we read in the Eurhyplvo, he talked about the daimon so
often that he aroused suspicion and resentment----andwas
finally indictedfor impie? @uthyphro, I .b). It may seem a bit
scandalous that the patron saint of reason in the western
tradition was a daimon-haunted personality. And many
commentators tend to deemphasize the daimon, or at least not
tofully invesfigate its role in Ploto b writing. But something
essential is missed in this way. Accordingly, this essayfocuses
on the daimon in the Eulhy dumus,which is a macabre mystical
comedy. Ifere we see that, while the daimon is a power that
sets limits, itwillingly associates itselfwith a mysticism ofthe

limitless (the Corybantic mania) and we see how this
as s ociati on bear s fruit in P lato b other dialo gues----espe cially
in the notion ofthe Good.

INTRODUCTION
Most of us are aware of apresence in our mindthatholds us back
when we are about to do something wrong. If we are breaking rules we
ought to follow, or lying when we ought to tell the truth, or hurting when
we ought to help, we feel a presence arise inside us-almost like another
self, another mind-apresence which watches over us and wams us to
stand by our ideals, and threatens to withdraw its protection from us if we
fail to heed its message. Freud (1933, ch. 3 1 ) calls itthe suprego. My I 2year-old calls it conscience. And Socrates' famous daimon-which is tre
firstmainfireme oftris paper-is in some way like atremendous consci€nce
or superego, unrelenting, powerfi-rl, mysterious.
As y ou have heard me say at rrany times and places, there is
something divine and mysterious trat comes tome (theion ti
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kai daimonion gi gnetai). . . I have had tris from my childhood,
a sort of voice that comes to me. And whenever it comes, it
always holds me back fromwhat I'm about to do. but never
urges me forward.

Q4pologt3lc-df

The othertheme ofttris paperis the divine feeling of maniatowhich
Socrates alludes on anumber ofoccasions.3 It is a giddy, expansive feeling,
the opposite of the daimon-feeling; for while the daimon holds Socrates
back and never urges him forward, the mania urges us forward and never
holds us back. Children feel this mani4 to some extent, when laughter
infects them, and they start to laugh uncontrollably, and, to the annoy ance
ofttreir elders, they do and say the craziestthings---obscene or cruel or
simply stupid things. Adults, Freud tells us ( 1 900, ch. 7; 1 905), regress at
times to this condition, and in some ways, dreams restore it. But'omania"
is a Greek word for a feeling invoked by certain rites, such as Bacchant and
Corybantic rites-it is the sense ofa God approaching nwhose embrace
all is permitted.
And so I cometo my thesis in this paper. Plato's Euthydemus>an
obscure but significant dialogug teaches us the relation between the daimon
and the mania On ttre side ofthe daimon, restrainq on the side oftre maru4
expansiveness, permissiveness. But "opposites come from opposites,,' as
Socrates s4ys trtthe Phaedo(7Oe); md tre daimon inthe Euthldemusactually
brings on tre mania, or at least blocks ltre patr of escape from it.
Six years ago, I published a book onthe Euthydemus. I tried, at
least, to do justice to the maniacal side ofthe dialogue (the wild jokes,
strange rites, etc.) but after the first few pages, I said nothing about the
daimon, since I had not grasped its connection to the rest of dialogue, and
still less to Plato's other writings. '"The daimon," however, ..does not go
away" as James Hillman writes in his book T-he soul b code (1996,8-9).a
And if I once slighted the daimon while writing ab outthe Euthydemus , itis
nottoo late to make amends.

THE DAIMON IN TIIE EUTHYDEMUS
By some providence (kata theon tina)slhappened to be
sitting there--{here, rvtrereyou sawmg inlhe undressing roorn,
quite alone-and I had it in mind to get up and go. Butjust as
I was getting up, there came the daimon's usual sign. So I sat

douaragain. Q73a)

No doubt the daimon's sign is beautifi,rl: the sacred usually is. But
its beautiful presence spells error. So if Socrates is getting up to go, the
daimon's arrival means : ''Stay ! " Disobedience wor:ld be foolish, for Socrates
knows fiat, ltrough the daimon's interdictions are sometimes tnexpected,
good reasons for them emergg sooner or later.
The thing that makes Socrates' daimon greater than conscience or
tre superego is its power to anticipate ttre fuhre. conscience only restrains
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us from what we believe to be ethically wrong, butthe daimon restrains
Socrates whenever he is going wrong. Its presence infallibly wams of
bad outcomes (wams hinL for example, not to finish a sentence, or not to
go into politics, or not to work with certain students), and if he takes these
wamings to heart, he is assured that, in whatever sphere he moves-great
or small, high or low--he will not betray his vocation.
And so, inthe Euthydemus,he stands up to leave the gu mnasium,
and the beautiful numinous presence makes it manifest that leaving would
be wrong. In a moment he sees why. Other people fill the room: tre y outh
Cleinias, his close friend Ctessipus, other youths, and the two maniacal
brothers, Euthydemus and Dionysodorus. Something will happen among
these people to which Socrates needs to lend himself. To miss it would
cause some harm, both to him and them.
He would have missed, in tre first place, a conversation with Cleinias

which takes up the theme of happiness-in Greek, eudaimonia (since a
favorable daimonion brings happiness). And Socrates' own daimon, having
arranged the conversation, presides in the background throughout.
To Cleinias, Socrates says that ifyou want to be happy, it's not
enough to have gifts and talents and wealth and health and beauty, you
also need wisdom-the wisdomto usethings rightly. For, of course,
you use things badly, the best things may hurt you most of all, and tire
daimon's law ofrestraint-the"Thou shalt not!" of itspresence-will then
apply universally asyouhold back fromthe firllness of life.

if

Consider, Cleinias, ifyou will, the case of a man who does
and possesses much but who is entirely lacking in
intelligence-will he really be better offthan if he did and
possessed little? Look at it like this. Wouldn't he err less, ifhe
did less? And erring less, do less ill? And doing less ill, be less
wretched?
Yes.

In which case will one do less-when one is poor or when
one is rich?
When one is poor.
And when one is weak or when one is strong?
Weak.

And when one is brave and self-controlled

...

orwhen one

is acoward?

Acoward.
And when idle rather than busy?
Yes.

And slowratherthan quick? And with sight and hearing
that are dim rather than sharp?
He agreed to these and all such casgs.
It seems, then, Cleinias, I proceeded, that

if these things

[t]rat most people think are goodl are guided by ignorance,
they are greater evils than their opposite insofar as they can
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ministerto tre needs oftheir evil guide; whereas ifunderstanding
and wisdom guide them, they are greater goods; but in
*remselves, either way, they 're worth---nothing (28 1 b-d)

Everyone knows the negative definition of wisdom that Socrates
offers at his trial. Wisdom is "knowledge of ignorance"; the wise know
nothing else than that wisdom in them is lackin g (Ap olo gt 2 j a-b). But
here in the .Eu thydemus we have a positive definition. Wisdom is "the art
ofhappiness." And while all our other assets-wealth, strength, courage,
vitality, self-mastery-will cetainly bring rx misfortune ifwe err in the use
we made of it, wisdorry on the contrary:
is the cause ofgood forhne in all situations: since wisdom, I
suppose, can never etr (hamartaneirz) but must be right in act
and result . . . or else it would be wisdom no longer. (280a)

Wisdom, then, is knowing how to use whatever is surfacin g now ,
whatever is coming aty ou now . It points the way to good outcomes
guiding those who possess it. . . and "he witl whom wisdom is present
has no need of good fortune as well" (280b).
Such wisdom "belongs to the God" because it involves the
transcendence oftime. All the gold in the world, as Socrates says, won't
help you

ifyou misspend

it But spending or investing it fruitfully involves

knowing whatthings will lead to,

a sense of what's on the hoizon Q89a),
and such time-transcording wisdom is more divine than human-though
Socrates, too, has a share in it, thanks to his daimonic visitations.
Let us look more carefully at this wisdom that happiness depends
on. '"The sort of knowledge we require, fairyout[ is that in which we find,
at one and the same time, an art of making and of using the thing made"
(289b). The wise, then, know how to wear a coat while weaving it so they
know it's the coatthey wantto wear; and howto dwell in ahorxe while
building it, so ft ey know it's a horse that will please them; and how to give
a speech while writing it, so they know its effect will be exactly what they

desire. They have similar skills as well with regard to finding ttrings or
hunting for fiem (289d). In the orperience ofttre wise-who are the only
competent sovereigns-it's one urd the same art to hunt game and prepare
it, to find friends and enjoy them, to conquer a city and nrle it, to secure a
crown and hold sway with i! so ocpecldions in lhe present moment regarding
feasts and friends and conquests and all else are not disappointed later on.6
As for Socrates, his time-transcending daimon restrains him in the
middle of a sentarce (Aplog 39e). His daimon, in ottrer words, foresees
the use to be made of his words, and restrains him from words of bad
consequence. And his whole life is like trat. The daimon senses the firhre
use of what he is making, seeking, orhunting, and if the outcome is going
to be bad, the daimon stops him by coming on the scene. So Socrates
stays on his path, and almost always he seems happy. His happiness
brightens Plato's writing.
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He is happy even as he dies. For if, at his trial, the defense he offers
to the jury leads to a sentence of death, the failure ofhis daimon to wam
him and save him can only mean one thing: that deattr is good.
The sign ofthe god did not oppose me, either when I left my
house, or when I came here to the court, or in any word I was
going to say; but in other speeches it would stop me in the
middle of a sentence . . . opposing me in even small matters.
What do you think is the reason? I will tell you. Those who
think death is an evil must be mistaken. My familiar sign would

have opposed me,
(Apologt39e4Od)7

if I were not going

to meet with good.

Rarely in the history of religion has the god's non-appearance at the
momentlhe martyr's fate is sealed been felt as proof ofttre god's devotion.
But with Socrates that's how it is. Silence is the daimon's highest blessing.
And yet there are times, Plato suggests, when Socrates (or a less
tolerant person) might desire the daimon dead (ifthat were possible), just
as the city seeks Socrates' death. one would grow tired of incessant
interdictions. one would feel at times, perhaps, like the Man ofMaximal
Repression intheEuthydemus (2811\11'1e man so afraid ofhis strength,

wealt[ etc., that he actually wishes them awqz, forhe has
apremonitiontratmiswe ofttrem will finally harmhim; likewise tre daimon
blocks paths, waming of unnamed catastrophe. Ahigher wisdom, on the
otherhand, would guide us going forward, would teach ustowear acnat
while weavingit, or give a speech while writin git, or rule a city while
conquering it . . . or to grasp while still alive the point of our life as a whole
(seeing life from the side of death) and shape life rightiy from hour to hour
courage, health,

(Republic 418c-d); whereas the daimon, by contast, would simply bring

ow weaving, writing, conquering-and finally our life---_should a
bad result be in store.
Cannot divinifz, when it shows itself, urge usforwardas well as hold
us back? Cannot the gods beckon with fullness-with beauty, rapture,
radiance-rather than impose prohibitions on us? These are Nietzsche's
to a halt

questions ( 1 9 5 4, 47 3 -9), but Socrates also asks them. It vexes him at times,
as we gather fromthe Greater Hippias, thalamysterious ..acquaintance,,-

obviously the daimon-follows him in the street and stays with him in the
house, and is like an annoying trvin that resfains him from what he desires,
and this mysterious acquaintance he names 'the Son of Sophronicus,,'
since Sophronicus zs his father (288d, 2914304c). In brief, the daimon is a
second Socrates. It is the Socrates of Socrates. As the daimon restrains
Socrates but never urges him forward, so Socrates, when he teaches, has
no positive wisdom to offer, but can only hold in check those who wrongly
think themselves wise and, cutting away illusion, "deliver,, the tnrths they
were bearing secrefl y (Apo log,, 23a, Thaet etus I 50b). "A man's character
is his daimon," according to Heraclitu @r. l l9). And in Socrates'case this
is true: the daimon protecting his fate is his very own essence which he
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senses as sometring beyond hirn s just as the Freudian superego (1933, ch.

31) haunts the ego as its ideal image.
But "opposites come from opposites" as Socrates say s tn the phaedo
(70e). The day comes, then, when the ever-restraining daimon points the
way to its opposite: a divine and all-permissive mania

MANIA IN THE EUTIIYDEMUS
Euftydernus and Dionysodonn-wtrom Socrates encourters because
it-are old sophists-brothers (former$ lawyers and
kick-boxers[273c-e]). Theirpersonalities,commentatorsnotgarevirtually
identical, and it's as if a single soul had simulhneously entered two bodies.e
In a cartoonish way, their "twoness" mirrors trat of S ocrates : a man and a
his daimon demands

daimon-essence.

The brothers are supposed to be sophists, but they are more like
clowns than sophists. They are like clowns in a dream: huge and funny
but sinister. The jokes ttrey tell are bad. Buttheir audience invariably
laughs, because they have implanted assistants among thenl devotees
who laugh on cue, their laughter evoking laughter, and the crowd is
gradually led to a giddy, trance-like condition where the ghastliest jokes
are irresistible (276c). By the end of the performance, the audience is
laughing so loudly that an excess of laughter nearly "kills" them, and the
pillars, Socrates notes, startto quakeas ifsharingthejoy (303b).
Now, the presence ofthe daimon means restraint, whereas, in the
swelling hilarity, nothingneeds to be restrained, so the daimon, as we say,
frnds its opposite. The "Gaching" ofbrothers, moreover, is like the verbal
equivalent of the mania trey are evoking, a sort of rnania expressed in mad
logic. And Socrates receives three crucial doctrines from them: about
reality, words, and deeds.

Doctrine of Reality
lai ael. "All things are equally in
all, simultaneously and forever." ( Euthydemus quoted in ttre

Pasi panta homoios, hama

Cratylus,386d)
The doctrine in question comes from Parmenides, no doubt by way of
Protagoras. It might express a profound mysticism: a perfect conscioustess
oflhe one behind the many. But it might also describe a sort of dnmken blur,
atide of maniaoverhrming everydring, dissolving boundaries, etc.
What, ften, shall we say? As Saffe ( 1 9 64, 128) puts it, there are no
"half way measures" with being. If athing ls, it ls all the way. The frrllness
of being is lrz it; nothing can limit it, nothing stays outside. So "all things
are equally in all," that is, all are in all ro the maximum. Usually we do not
know this. But when the mania swells we start to sense it.
So it is as if, the brothers suggest, we had envisioned a certain drug,
and we think that, because there is some good in it, taking boundless
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amounts of it will give us that good in boundless measure (299b); and
whatever has come before our mind now grows enorrnous and takes on an
eerie "multiplicity"-^ 1t*pens here with a giant warrior with innumerable
arms and hands (299c).
When Plato was an old man-about 80--*re argued in The laws that
the elderly needto drinlfromtime to time because wine enhances life's

intensity, its vehemence. One must never forget that swooning
overabundance which the yotrng know better than th" old. One must taste
again the firllness of being (I.aws Bks I-II).

Doctrine of Words
Oudeis pseude

Thanks to

a

legei,'No one speaks what is false." (284c)

slogan borrowed from Parmerrides-namely, "nonbeing

2)"-the

brothers deny that anyone can lie. For how can our
words fall short oftruth, ifnonbeing is not Wilhout lack of bein g, nothing
lacks reality. And
[anyone] speaks, "he speaks what is true and is"
is not (Fr.

if

Quc)
I once lost myself for awhile in the mad twists and tums of these
arguments (1999, ch. 6), and will not do so again. Suffice it to say that if
"all things dwell equally in all,"then anythingyou claimto see, or expect
to see, or want to see, may be drawn from the overabundance that is
concealed in every speck of being. That explains the hanh sting of slander;
lies gain an air oftruth simply by being uttered. To cite from tre dialoguoand it is indeed a'sinister example-if ttre brothers tell yourg Ctessipus
that he desires nothing more than to kill the person he loves, then that
claim grows true as soon as it is made because, inside Ctessipus, "all
things dwell equally in all," and as soon as he hears the words, '!ou desire
your darling dead," the impulse to "murder his darling" (like a Socrates
mrrdering his daimon) springs out ofhis inner life-though, to be sure, he
denies it repeatedly (28 3e -284d).

Everyone has seen children in the grip of maniacal laugJrteq taunting
one another with crazy and implausible slanders. "You are a dog, you are
a pig , y our father's a pi g," etc. People say such cra-4' things in our dialogue
(298a-298d) . And the marfa releasing participants from all resfaint in speech
threatens to close the gap between the ttrings that are said and reality.
I once saw a hypnotist make a perfectly sensible man believe he was
a dog. The man felt like a dog and barked like a dog. Inside hirn, then, there
must have been a potential dog. And perhaps the view of Euttrydemus is
thatwe hypnotizeeach another, and whatwe collectively seeis whatour
collective discourse evokes-or draws out of 1he boundlessness of life.

Doctrine of

Deeds

Ouk e;tin hamartaneizz. "There is no such thing as doing
wrong."(287b)
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The issue of slander quickly becomes irrelevant because, when
gripped by the mani4 we have no thought but to accept whatever label
anyone pins on us.
For if "all things dwell equally in all,"then, as Socrates points out,
every acthas finally the same quality-namely, its "overabrurd2llgs"and moral distinctions fl ow away completely (C r atylts 3 86d). And so if
your conscience bothers yoq oryour daimon restrains you, oryour superego torments you, or if-as at 281b-you're afraid of your own gifts
because misuse ofthem might lead you into danger, ttren Euthydemus has
excellent news. You can shed you anxiety because nothing will ever go
wrong: ouk estin hamartanein.
So whereas Socrates' daimon restrains him, the brothers consent to a
list of things they "know how to do"-a list that begins with things that
are merely implausible but then get wild and obscene.
Do you hrow . . . carpenty, for instance, and shoe-making?
C ertainly, said Diony sodorus.

And areyou proficient at leather-stitching?
Why yes, in faith, and cobbling . .
.

And they confessed they knew all things, one aftertre otrer,
in response to the questioning of Ctesippus. And of course
there was nothing-not even the most shameful things-that
Ctesippus didn't ask them before he had done with them; but
they valiantly encountered each of the questions he put to

ttrem....
And I, for my part, became quite incredulous, and at last had
to ask if Dionysodonu also knew how to dance. To which he

replied: certainly. Q9ac-d)

If Socrates speaks here of dancing, this is because he has compared
the brothers to the Corybantic dancers (277 d). These men were itinerant
ministers. They eamed their bread by providing initiations, and they were
a bit like trance dancers. As Plato and others describe them, they played
particularly haunting music on flutes and tambourines, and it altered the
minds of their hearers. The effect oflheir music was indeed so peculiar
that, Socrates hints, you actually came to wonder if the music was really
playing-if it was still playing or not playin g (C rito 54d). And fte gods
emerged fromthe song, each evoked by his own special melody, as if in a
sort ofdeeogony (Ion 536c).

WHERE THE DAIMON COMES TOGBTHER
WITH THE MANIA
According to Aristotle, Plato had

o'secret"

teaching shared only
with his closest associates, and it was based upon two great powers: that
of tre One (: the Good) and ttrat of ttre Dyad (the Great-and-Small). The
One imposes limir ; ft e Dy ad, on the other hand, is limifl ess. A1l worldsa
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both eidetic and material---€ome to be through the interplay of these
(Metaphysics 9884 1 -1 0).
If we tnstAristofle's report, we can say ttrat the tension described in

this paper-the tension, namely, between the daimon that only restrains
and the maniathat overhrms restraint-+nirrors thetension between limits
and the limitless that drives Plato's deepest thinking.
Plato's thinking is assuredly labyrinlhine, but we will advance a bit in
the direction of its center if we can move toward a place where ttre daimon
and the mania converge. Let us try to take some steps in this direction.
All ourlives we feel vexed by needlessly missed opportunities: the
letters we didn't write, the encounters we didn't pursue, the changes we
didn't make, the goals we didn't seek; and here it is always a question of
too much, not too little, restraint. With too much restraint, you can ruin
yourself utterly. But we can see that the daimon, even though it cut only
restrain, yet provides help with this difficulty.
We see this inlhe Euthydemus. Socrates is leaving the gymnasium;
he would have missed the encounter with the brothers. But the daimon
forces him to stay. The daimon, to be sure, could never trge him forward;
but it could-if i may put it in this way--*rold him back from holding back,
and so the encounter takes place.
Just as, according to Freud, the superego is somehow in complicity
with the id, having "deep roots" in the id (1933, ch. 31), so it appears that
Socrates' daimon is in complicity witrthe maniaThe brothers stand for the boundless (a dyad minoring.lhe,, Dyad).to
a "pair" with socrates has itself an aspect of
boundlessness. We feel bounded for example, becarse our bodies appear

But the daimon ttrat forms

to confine us to a single point in the space-time continuurn, namely, the
"here" and the 'how," whereas the daimon senses things to comg entirely
outstripping the horizon that opens and circumscribes our vi sion. Thus,
the daimon deri ves from a pl ace where all times and spaces flow togefierwhere, to cite ttre Platonist Plotimrs as he echoes the clown Euthydemus:
"Each is in all and in all ways all . . . and the glory infinite,, (Enneact 5.8.4).
Now, listen to the brothers as they promise boundless knowledge to
Socrates:

You have admitted, now, Socrates, thatyou always know,
and know everything. So it's clear that even as a child you

knew, both when you were being bom and when you were
conceived; and before we came into being and before heaven
and earth existed, you knew all fhings, sinceyou always lcrow.
Yes, and I declare, he said, ttrat you will always know all things,
if it be my pleasure. (296d)

This points to our life before birth which,inlheRepubllc, is the
origin. It is as if the brothers said to Socrates:

scene of the daimon's

"Your daimon represents but the prohibitive shadow of Good. Ifyou want
to see fullness of Good, let us help you. "
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The Good, indeed, is in Socrates' view that 'Titan" that holds events
in sway, the ultimate reason why things happen (since they happen for the
best); and whoever knows the Good will know what is god to do, and-to
retum to the discussion between Socrates and Cleinias-he will not be
afraid of misusing his wealth, strength, beauty, and other assets, but will
confidently use them to the maximum. The Good itself, Plotinus says,
would serve iN "daimon" to such a person-he would not require any
oher (Erarcad3.4.6). Buttre Good is so enornous, so vdrement in radiance,

that Socrates can't bear the sight of it as it flares through the sensuous
order (he is afraid of ruining his eyes), and he tums his mind to concepts-

those "safer" mirrors of the Good-regarding which he discourses
incessantly (P hae do, 99d- I 00b).

The theme of silence thus deserves our attention. The daimon is
described as avoice, but it comes when something is wrong. Silence is its
highest blessing. There is thus a silence that speaks, and it "says" that
things are

as

they should be.

Now all mystics, east and west, know this "speaking of the silent. "
To glance only at the Western tradition, Kabbalists tell us that the
mysterious Hebrew word chachmal in the chariot discourse of Ezekiel
should be translated "speaking of the silent" and is the gateway to higher
worlds (Kaplan 1990, 153-55.); St.Augrrstine (Confessions 9,10), too, when
he tells how Divinity came to him, describes a silence ttrat "speaks," a
silence that ls the Lord's beckoning.

But the first elaboration in the westem tradition ofthe chachmal or
"speaking of the silent" is to be found inthe Euthydemus,in a series of
cra4rjokes.
What? Asked Dionysodorus. May there not be a speaking

ofthe silent?
By no means rvhatever, replied Ctesippus.
Or asilence ofthe speaking?
Still less.
But what ifyou speak of stones and timbers and irons-is
that not speaking of the silent? . . . And then when you're
silent said Euthydemus, are you not making silence of all things
. . . so the speaking, too, are silort, my dear man, ifthe speaking
belong among all things. (300c)
Joking aside, there is surely a "speaking ofthe silent." The silence
of the daimon speaks of blessedness to Socrates. When his sentence of
death was announced, he felt that silence most intensely, and no word
could have given him suchjoy.
There is also a "silence of the speaking." For a mind that grows
silent like death-"practicing death"as Socrates says-can wrap every
sound with silence, though sounds remain.

The "Idea of the Good" (the PlatonicAbsolute) is silent as well.
Setting aside the vagaries of chance, it is the "reason why" everything
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happens as it happens; yet it is beyond being, as Socrates says in the
Republic (509b); it is more like absence than presence, more like silence
that speech. Of course 1he'hever-present" Good is mirrored by Socrates'
daimon to the exact degree that the ddrnon witlrholds itself silently. The
daimon "speaks" when things go wrong. Its silence means that Good
prevails.

May we add that, in the Parmenides, the One (or the Good)
transcends all shape and definition-it is bourdless, limitless, apeiron
(737 d). It is that rnfiich Euthydemus sfives to imitale widr his overabundant
mania
wicked imitation, no doubt . . . but it rect'rfies an excess of limits.
-a
Note as well thatthe Good is beyondbeing. And "if itis possible,"
says Ctessipus to dre brothers, 'to [continue to] speak yet say or describe
Nothing, ttral is what you are doing here" (300a-b).
I should add in closing that the brothers' lastjoke, thejoke trat ends
their performance, is about the death ofthe gods. And Socrates, as if in a
sort of trance, can't resist uttering ttre lines the brothers want to hear paving the way for the gods' extinction. I wrote about thej oke in So crates
amon g C oryb ant e s but p erhaps missed a crucial dimension of it. Here it
suffices to say that the j oke recalls the charge against Socrates: "socrates
is unjust in that he com-rpts the yourg, not believing in the gods the state
believes in, but introducingdaimonia l<nina ---stew divine beings" (24b).

NOTES
1. This essay is a revised and e,xpanded version of a paper presented
to the Athens Institute for Education and Research (AIINER), Athens,
Greece, 1-3 June 2006. Unless otherwise specified, quotations are from

EuthT'demus.
2. Translations are mine.
3. Linforth's classic essay (1946) summarizes Socrates'references to

the "divine mania" and ltre Bacchic and Corybantic rites.
4. Hillman's bookThe soulb code (1996) which is acontemporary

retrieval ofthe concepts offate and calling, persuaded me-finally-to
writethispaper.
5. Mark L. McPherran (2005) stresses the role of providence in
Socrates' trinking in "'What even a child wotrld tarow' : Socrates, luck, and
providence

at

Euthydemus

27 7

d-282e."

6. Studying contemporary biographies of artists, actors, statesmen,
athletes, scientists, etc., Hillman finds that the early stages of a life often
seem affanged to make the later stages--or the best things about thempossible, as if some awareness of the future had been operative in the past.

He (1996,6-7)writes:
Time, that takes survey of all the world, must have

a stop.

It, too, must be set aside; otherwise the before always
determines the after, andyou remain chained to past causes
upon which you can have no effect. . .
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human life advances from day to day, and

regresses, and we do see differentfaculties develop and watch
them wither. Still, the innate image ofyour fate holds all in ttre
co-presence oftoday, yesterday, and tomorrow your person is

not aprocess or adevelopment. Youarethatessential image
that develops, if it does. As Picasso said, "I don't develop, I

ffn"

7. In a substantial discussion ofttre daimon, Thomas C. Brickhouse
and Nicholas D. Smith (1989, 237 -s7)helpflrllyrwond er tfitreally ffft€fv€J;led

whenever Socrates went wrong. I think the import of 39e as regards the
Platonic Socrates-that is, Socrates as Plato remembers him-is clear: the
daimon opposes errors so reliably trat iA "silence", even in the case of an
ostensibly fatal defeat, means that all is well, at bottom This remembrance
oflhe daimon is (as I hopeto show) essential to Plato's thinking, reflecting
its overarching structure; but of the daimonic experience of the..actual

historical" Socrates mrry views arepossible,
8. To use a word coined by Neo-Platonism, the daimon is the
"Socraticity" of Socrates. Itis lhe essence of Socrates, making "socrates',
more like itself (causative power ofthe forms). Hillman (1996, I l) writes:
Every individual is bom witr a defining image. Individuality
resides in aformal cause-to use old philosophical language
going back to Aristotle. We each embody our own idea, in tre
language of Plato and Plotinus. And this forrrU this idea, this
image does not tolerate too much straying.
9.

Hawtrey compares the brothers to Shakespeare's Rosencrantz and

Guildenstem, who are so much alike their friends sometimes get them
confi:sed

14). I myself compared them to tre "Assistan$" in Kafka's
nov el rhe castle (1926) vtho help "I(" find his way to deafi. In a substantial
( I 98 I ,

chapter, Hillman ( I 996) shows how the phenomena of twins "literalizes,,
the daimon. And it is perhaps wor*r mentioning trat people wtro encounter
Euthyderms sometimes "mis"Dionysodon:s, wantroughhe is trere (27 1a)
jrst as aperson might orcounter Socrates butmiss the daimonicpresence.
10. The 'Two" or "Dyad" figures prominenfly in the pythagorean
Platonism discussed by J.N. Findlay, P lato: The written and the unwritten
doctrines (1974) and by the Tubingen School cornmentators. See, for
example, Hans JoachimKramer(1990) and Giovanni Reale (1990). Onttre
related concept of C& orq ort}re 'T.,lurse of Becoming," see the important
work ofJohn Sallis (1 999); for connectiors wittrAristophanes and Euripides,
semy Socrates amongthe Corybantes (1999, ch. 5).
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CREATIVE SYNTHESIS:
A PROCESS INTERPRETATION
OF CAUSALITY1
Santiago Sia
Milltown fnstitute
Dublin, freland
Creative qmthesis, an interpretation of causality developed
by Charles I{artshorne in his philosophicalworks, attempts
to provide a way out of the determinism-indeterminism debate
inphilosophical discussions. At the same time, it is grounded
in contemporary physicswhich regards effects as statistical
averages rather thanfully predictable results ofthe action

causes. This paper

will

of

seek to contextualise this
interpretation ofcausality within the metaphysics ofCharles
Hartshorne, establish

its bqsis and develop its

implications.

The resulting philosophy of action, grounded in the principle
of dipolarity that provides a new insight into the cause-andeffect relationship, attempts to address the issues ofactivity/
re ceptivity, nove lft/givennes s, and fre e dom/res tricti on not
only in the human sphere but also in thewhole ofreality.

INTRODUCTION
Creative synthesis, an interpretation of causality developed by
Charles Hartshome in his philosophical works, attempts to provide a way
out oflhe determinism-rrdeterminism debate in philosophical discussions.2
Atthe same time, it is grorxrded in contemporary physics which regards

effects as statistical averages rather than fully predictable results of the
action of causes and is thus an example of afruitful interaction between
philosophy and science.3
This paper will firstly seek to contextualise this interpretation of
causality wittrin the process metaphysics of Charles Hartshome, establish
its basis and develop its implications. Secondly, it will show how the
resulting philosophy of action, grounded in ttre principle of dipolarity, can
provide a fresh insight into the cause-and-effect relationship and how it
can address ttre issues of activity/receptivity, novelty/givenness, and
freedom/restriction not only in the human sphere but also in the whole of
reality.
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Creative Synthesis
Charles Harbhome's concept of creative synthesis can perhaps be
succinctly described as a metaphysical description ofthe workings of
reality. Given ttre hostility in some quarters to anything that smacks of
metaphysics, it is essential at the outsetto add that the term "metaphysical,'
as used by him is quite different from the usage ofthat term that has led to
the criticisms ofthose utro have opposed any referenceto metaphysics in
any philosophical discussi on.
In Harbhome's philosophy, metaphysical means trat tre description
can be said to be applicable to the whole of reality. He therefore rejects the
understanding behind some ofthe criticisms that such adescription refers
to reality that is wholly transcendent or supersensible. Instead, he claims
that that which is metaphysical is not behind or above ttre physical or the
observable but is in itself included in the physical and the observable as
well as everything else. Moreover, in his many writings he has defended
the view that the pursuit of metaphysics is rooted in experience and ttrat
metaphysical analysis is related to experience. Thus, he (1983) maintains,
contrary to the views of the critics of metaphysics, that there is actually an
intimate and essential connection between the study of metaphysics and
the empirical sciences.
On ttre otrer hmd, unlike empirical sciences whidr atso take e,xperience
their starting point, metaphysics as understood by Hartshome (1983,
20-22) distinguishes itselfby its search forstrictgenerality or universality.
It examines the extremely general features of experience or its universal
traits. It attempts to set out ideas (or categories) which are so general ttrat
no conceivable facts and no conceivable observations cor:ld fail to illustrate
them. Insofar as they are so general, they are said to be always embodied
in any experienge and are thus exemplified in every experience. Any
experience must not only be compatible with trese metaphysical ideas but
it must also corroborate them. Hartshome (1962, 285 T989, 123-26)
summarises this point in this way: "Metaphysical truths may be described
as such ttrat no experience can contradict ttrem, but also such that any
experience must illustrate them." An example that he provides as a
metaphysical truth is "the present is always influenced by the past.',No
possible experience could come into conflict wift it. we cannot know that
we are uninfluenced by the past since to know the past is to be influenced
in one's state ofknowledge by it.
Since metaphysical trrftrs are universal, they ortend not only to actual
but also to possible experiences. Thus, they are said to be necessary trudrs
(unlike the truths arrived at by empirical sciences). Metaphysical truths
cannot be ottlerwise since they are about what is common to all possible
facts. They are notjust about this world but about reality in general, about
any and all possible worlds. Consequently, the metaphysical search is
more than the mere observation ofreality (the method used by empirical
sciences) since observation only shows what goes on in the actual world
with its particular characteristics. observation alone does not and cannot
as
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show what is true in any viable, trrly possible, world. The universality of
metaphysical truths discloses their necessity.
Creative synthesis as a metaphysical description is thus a description
that covers all of reality and is necessarily true of every reality. According
to Hartshome, in every happening or event there is an old as well as a new

(or creative) element. The old consists of previous happenings or
experiences which give rise to and which persist in the new. There is
permirnence since in the synthesis the prior data are preserved, the
qynthesis being the holding together of data. The many become one which
in tum produces anew many, and so on. It is an accumulation of these
prior acts or a "puffing together" of factors into a whole. But the resulting
synthesis is a new actuality or experience because a different kind of
experience has emerged from the coming together of past experiences.
Previously there was the separate existence ofthe included realities, but
now there is a unity. Furthermore, the synthesis is spontaneous or free
because none ofthese experiences-individually or collectively-dictated
the exact urrity trat would arise (qf, Hartsh orne 1962, 9- I I ; I 970, ch. 1 ; and
1973,11741). Asynthesis emerges ralherthan is determined. Hence, an
experience or happening cannot be flrlly described in its total uritary quallty
merely by speci$ring what its constituents are. Each experience enriches
the totality ofreality by being an additional member.
The concept of "creative qynthesis" (or simply, creativity) is really
Hartshome's interpretation of causality. Every act is viewed by him as
creative. However, each creative act is influenced by its past acts and does
requirethem even if it cannot be determined precisely or fully by these
antecedent acts, which are simply earlier cases of freedom. These acts,

those ofourselves or ofothers, restrict the freedom ofthe new act,
establishing and limitingthe possibilities foran otherwisefree and creative
activity. On the other hand, they never determine them fully. Thus,
Hartshome defines causality as the way in rvhich any given act of creativity
is influenced or made possible, but y et not completely determined, by
previou acts. Because past free acts narrow down any creative act, there
can be a certain measure of prediction. Hartshome uses the analogy of the
banks of the river which give the flowing water its direction but does not
ertirely determine ib movement As he (1971 ,216) puts it, "Causality is tre
boundary within which resolution ofindeterminacies takes place. Carsal
regularities mean nottre absence of open possibilities buttreir confinement

witrinlimits."
Hartshomethus repudiates the deterministicversion of cansality. In
his view, absolute determinism regards ahappening as already completely
predefined in its antecedent causes, each state of the world described as
containing in effiect an absolute map, as it were, of all subsequent and all
previous states. Absolute determinism does admitthathumans will never
be able to read the maps exceptin radically incomplete and inaccurate
ways. But Hartshome regards this doctrine as an incorrect reading of the
universality of causation because it is too strict an interpretation. Causes,
as far as he is concemed, never determine the effect in all its details. A
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cause is necessary in the sense that without it, there can be no effect. But
when all necessary conditions for an event have been fulfilled, it does not
follow that the event will take place in precisely the way it is predicted,
merely that it may take place. A cause is necessary, but not the effect.
There will be an effect but not a specific or a fully determinate effect. The
creative aspect of a particular effect, therefore, lies in lhat it is never literally
articipated. According to Harshome (see Berto w 197 4, 1 43),' To ask . why
may not the antecedent cases completely determine the given?' is to show
that one has not grasped the meaning and pervasiveness of creativity or
spontaneity." There is a certain originality or freshness in every effect.
Inasmuch as it is creative, it is partly unpredictable, undetermined in
advance.

Some Logical and Metaphysicat Underpinnings
To understand more flrlly Hartshome's concept of creative synthesis,
we need to examine its logical and metaphysical underpinnings. It will be

noted that the term "creative synthesis" indicates a certain amount of
duality (as opposed to dualism) in the description as well as in reality
itself. It is a concept that is grounded in the logic of what Hartshome calls
the law of polarity and supported by his general metaphysical scheme. To
these we mtst now tum.
According to the law ofpolarity, which Hartshome (1952,2) says he
has taken over from Morris Cohen, "ultrmate contraries are correlatives,
mutually interdependent, so that nothing real can be described by the
wholly one-sided assertion of [ultimate categories such as] simplicity, being,
actuality and the like, each in a "pure" form, devoid and independent of

compl exity, beco min g, p otentiality and related categori es. " H owev er,
although polarities are ultimate, it does not follow ttrat the two poles are in
every sense on an equal statm. As mere abstract concepts they are indeed
correlatives, each requiring the other for its own meaning. But in their
application to the reality itself, one pole or category includes its contrary
@IarShome 1983,99).
This law is said to pervade reality. If one reflects sufficienfly, one can
expect to find all ofreality revealing certain abstract contrasts, such as
complex-simple, relative-absolute and so forth, which are ultimate or
metaphysical contraries. The two poles or contrasts of each set stand or
fall together. Neilher pole is to be denied or explained away or regarded as
'trueal." Ifeither pole is real, the contrast iself, i.e., ttre two poles together,
is also real. Although only one expresses the totat reality, its correlative
also says somettring about that reality since it is included in the otrer pole.
There is a basic asymmetry or one-sided dependence: what is concrete

includes what is abstract, not vice-versa. As a result, metaphysical
categories as exemplified by concrete realities are always to be found in
pairs. No concreteindividual is merely simple, itis atso complex. Thereis
no such thing as pure effect. The same entity is, in another aspect, also a
cause. No concrete entity can be said to be solely necessary for in a different
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context it is also contingent. No happening is merely a synthesis, it is also
creative.

The pairing of metaphysical categories runs through Hartshome's
metaphysical system. He does not see any contradiction in ascribing
opposite metaphysical categories to the same reality provided they refer
to different aspects of that reality. According to him the law of noncontradiction is incorrectly formulated as "no subject can have the same
predicates p and not-p at the same time. " What needs to be made explicit is

they cannot be applied in the same respect, Hartshome explains that a
person can changein some respects without changing in every way and
the world may be finite spatially and infinite temporally. In all ofthese the
predication of contrasting attributes is not on the same ontological level
for one set refers to the concrete aspect while the other to the abstract.
Tuming now to his metaphysical scheme, it should be clear at this

stage that reality for Hartshome consists of events or happenings, not
substances. The concept of creative synthesis is in fact a description of
activity or of action rather than ofthings. It is for this reason that the term
"process" has also been used with reference to his philosophy inasmuch
as process or becoming, rafirer than being, is 1he fundamental reality. Reality

thus is a series of events or activities or processes, interconnected in
creative synthesis.
HarShome introduces a metaphysical distinction wtrich has h bearing
on the concept of creative synthesis. Calling the concrete state of any
reality its actuality, Hartshome (1 961 , 25 8) says that actuality is always
morethanbare existence: "All existence ... is the'somehow actualized'
status of anature in a suitable actualiq', this actuality being always more
determinate than the bare trutr thatthenature exists, i.e., in some actual
state." That the defined abstract nature is somehow concretely actualized
is whatHartshomeunderstands by existence. How itis actalized, i.e., in
what particular state or with what particular content, is what is meant by
actuality. The abstract definition of something, its essence, exists if and
only if it is actualized or concretized somehow oris in some concrete form.
However, one cannot deduce actuality which is concrete from an essence
which is the abstract definition of the thing. In other words, actuality
never follows from essence. Thus, the essence 'ohumani6/" exisG ifthere
are men, no matter which men or what states are actualized. But from
"humanity" one cannot ascertain which men are actualized.a There is a
manifest difference between existence (the truth that an abstraction is

somehow concretely embodied) and actuality (how Ihatembodiment
occurs).

Since actuality is concrete, it is finite. This means that some
possibilities are left out and thus prevanted from being actualized. Acnral
reality in all cases is limited. Actualization is determination which in tum
implies partial negation. It is the acceptance of limitation. It means choosing
this and therefore not that. Concrete actuality must always be competitive,
it must at all times exclude something else rryhich could be equally concrete.
Thus, as events come together or are "synthesized," other events are
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being excluded. It would be more accurate in this metaphysics to say that
the resulting synthesis comes into actuality (rather than into existence).

Towards a Philosophy of Action
Hartshome's concept of creative synthesis, which is offered as an
altemative interprea*tion of causality, has implications for a philosophy of
action trat steers away from complete determinism as well as from extreme
indeterminism. Eadr and every action is regarded as to some exlent free or
spontaneous-in the metaphysical 5snss-and thus it can never be
regarded as totally predicted or controlled. There is therefore agenuine
novelty in every action. Clearly, this is atthe opposite endto materialisnr,
behaviourism or physicalism. On the other hand,

a

certain amount

of

givenness also exists because every action is partially, although in various
degrees, influenced or shaped by various factors which preceded it. So
while there is indeed tnre freedorn, that freedom is never absolute. These
other factors, which are other actions, restrict the actnlisation of that free
action. They determine to some elftent the specific way in which the action
comes into play. Again, this would be in opposition to theories which
uphold or espoue total freedom of action.
Causality as creative slmthesls means that every action is an effect
as well as a cause. In relation to previors actions which had some influence
in its coming into actuality, it is an effect This is not only in temporal terms
but also in metaphysical terms. That is to say, the relationship between
antecedent actions and the present one is asymmetrical: the action as
effect has no influence whatsoever on the previous actions. In relation to
subsequent actions, on which ithas some influence, it is a contributing
cause. Depending ttren on which is the point of reference, every action is
a cause and an effect, causality being essentially a kind of relationship
between actions.
It may seem paradoxical, but in this philosophy of action, this means
that every activity is also a form of passivity. It initiates fuither activity
a recipient of other activities. Activity and passivity are
therefore integral to the nature of action itself there being no pure act or
pure receptivity. This interpretation therefore rejects the traditional notion
of actu,s purzs.s It would also be in opposition to complete passivity
advocated by some philosophical schools of thought.
A philosophy of action is usually understood as referring to the
actions of human beings, Aquinas' distinction between a ctuts humanus
artd actuts hominis nofrithstanding. In Hartshome's metaphysics, actions
or activities pervade the whole of reality. There is adifference in kind
between the actions of humans and those ofnon-humans. But action is
ascribed to all forms of reality, including those at the lowest levels. Here
Hartshome finds much support in contemporary physics which rejects tre
attribution of pure physicality to reality.
Such a philosophy of action would have an impact on, among others,
ethical theory. If ethical responsibility, for instance, is measured notjust

while being
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by one's intention but also by the amount of control thatthe agenthas on
one's action, then it seems that one must also take into consideration the
nature of the action itself. In many cases our understanding of causality
shapes our attribution of responsibility. In this interpretation of causality
as creative synttresis, action is both given as well as free. If freedom is
necessary for ethical responsibility, then every action has ethical
significance since ithas an element of freedom. Action is not merely the
necessa-ry or expected effect of circumstantial or societal factors. It means
that every action carries a certain amount of ethical worth. It should be
noted, however, that here it is the action itself (and not just the agent in
the Aristotelian sense that is free). Because it is free it could have been
otherwise; because it could have been othernrise, there is aneed to account
for the actuality of the action. In this sense no action can be regarded as
"value-free. " It is good to remind ourselves that since there is a hierarchy
of freedoms, as explained above, it would be wrong to conclude that ethical
responsibility is being attributed to all forms of creative synthesis, merely
that it has ethical worth.
At the same time, however, such a philosophy of action recognizes
that no action is totally free eittrer; thus, the eflrical dimension can never
be regarded as exhaustive, i.e., complete. Because every action is a result
of the interplay of various other actions, it is always influenced. Such an
interpretation accepts, but only partially, the claim ofthose who insist on
the role of extemal forces which leave every action determined. There is
some truth in the claim that praise and blame-to use Aristofle's termsmusttake into accountthatone's action is not completely one's own after
all. Hartshome's concept of creative synttresis, which is ametaphysical
one, translated into aphilosophy of action can provide apossible grounding
of an ethical theory that is cognizant of both freedom and restriction.
In such aphilosophy of action, which makes a distinction between
the abstract and the concrete, one can also see in discussions of rights,
e.g., freedom of speech, that one can indeed uphold the existence of such
an abstract right but the concrete exercise of such a right may have to be
more circumspect. This point has become particularly relevant in the debates
regarding the alleged freedom of speech which was used to justi$' the
publication of what was considered by many as insulting cartoons on a
spiritual leader. The exercise of any right does not occur in a vacuum. The

identification of the abstract with the concrete can lead not just to
conceptual confusion but also to unfortunate tangible consequences.
The distinction between the "creative" and the "synthesis" aspects
of our action can be helpful too in grounding the notion of responsibility
towards the future, e.g., in environmental ethics, inasmuch as the givenness
that we create by our actions now will shape the kind of situation that

future generations will have. We owe it to those who come after us to
ensure that their environment is suitable for their own development. Just
as we are the recipients of what had happened in the past, we are
contributors-in a real way-to what will be the future. It is our efforts, or

lack ofthem, that certain possibilities are or are not actualised for others.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper I have attempted to elaborate and develop Charles
Hartshome's conceptof creative synthesis as an altemative interpretation
of causality and have ouflined specific areas in the philosophy of action
thathis insights can be broughtto bear. There ale, ofcourse, several
other areas in which this notion can be fruifily examined. Btrt it seems to
me, as we discuss variow theories of action that his philosophy can make
a positive contribution inasmuch as he addresses somq of the more
troubl esome issues in the philosophy of action.

NOTES
I . Paper read at the Intemational Conference on Theories ofAction
organised by SophiaEuropa and held at tre Pontifical Salesian University,

Rome,G9October2006.
2. For a complete bibliography of Charles Hartshome's writings, see
my Religion, reason andGod: Essays in the philosophies ofChartes
Hartshorne andA. N. Whitehead QOO4,|95-223).
3. For a particularly usefi.rl work on this poin! cf. Reginald T. Cahill
QWs,205).

4. Hartshome (T962,276),however, holds that while actuality can
never be deduced even in the divine case, bare existence, the 'somehow
re,alized' , does not follow from God's essence. Forthis reason Hartshome
sees some value in the ontological argument.
5. The implication oflhis interpretalion ofcausality for our conception
of God's reality is discussed inmy Godin process thought: A study in
Charles Hartshorne's concept of God ( l9S5).
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BOOK REVIEW
David Berreby. Us and them:
Understanding your tribal mind
New York: Little, Brown and
Company,2005,370 pp.
I remember canceling dinner appointrnents and other items from my

"to-do" list one Tuesday night lastyear because I was gripped by the
trailer ofHBO Films' Sometime inApril, and I did not wantto miss it. I
thought it was only an interesting fiction, one of those movies with a plot
deep enough to make one reflect. Much to my surprise (and chagrin al my
ignormce) this movie is acnrally based on the true story ofthe massacre of

Tutsis by Hutus in the genocide that happened in Rwanda in 1994. In a
span of I 00 days, the Hutus hacked with machetes, shot wittr rifles, and
bumed alive close to a million Tutsis and moderate Hutus. I remember
reading abouttlds regrettable eventback in 1994 butthatyearhas become
such a remote time in 2006 and, Rwanda such a remote place to someone
like me in Manil4 Philippines. Itis deeply embarrassing and, yet, this is
still one ofthe issues disctnsed by thejoumalist-academic David Berreby
in his book, Us and them : Under standing your tribal mind. Although I
can feel emotions for the tragedy, my physical distance from Rwandans
allows for trese emotions to be felt in dstadfnent as well. Berreby e><plains
that this is due to gn inherent and automatic system in me that classifies
the Rwandans as belonging to another group, not part of my group. They

kill each other, wedonot.
The open hostility between the two tribes started when two Hutu
presidents ofRwanda and Burtmdi were killed. Their plane was blown up
by a rocket from the ground, although as to who launched the rocket--

orTutsi-no one knows forcertain, as somerepor8 would say Tutsis
w{rile otrers, Hutus. But tre relalionship between the two tribes has always
been volatile, since, commentators say, the Western colonizers have
inadvertently pitted them against each other. The Hutus have been ruling
since 1959 while the Tutsis were favored by their Belgian colonizers (see
http ://www hbo. com/fi lms/sometimesinapril/synopsis; accessed: I 2
February 2OO7>. When the riot broke out, Westem countries did not do
Hutu

much to help. They refused to call it a "genocide" which would have
allowed fte UnitedNations to intervene immediately. Belgium wiltrdrew its
troops wtrile, with France andAmerica, rescuing only their own citizens.
None of the Rwandans were rescued. When it was finally over, the then
President Clinton and UN Secretary-General KofiAnnan apologized for
their inaction and for ignoring reports of planned riots that came to their
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offEces beforetrand (see trjttp://www.pbs.orglwgbh/pageVfrontline"/shows/

eviVac/slaughter.htrnl; accessed: I 2 February 2OO7).
Why are these two tribes so hostile to each other? The libertarian
Murray N. Rothbart (htB://www.lewrockwell.com/rothbard/irlCh43.htrnl;
accessed: 12 February 2007) wonders in an essay:

The crucial point is trat, in botr Rwandaand Burundi, Huh$
and Tutsis have coexisted for centuries; the Tutsi are about

l5

percent of the total population, the Hutu about 85 percent.
And yet consistently, over the centuries, the Tutsi have totally

dominatd and even enserfed" the Hutu How are we to e,xplain
tris consistentpattem ofdomination by asmall minority? Could
it be--dare I say

it-trat

along

witr being taller, slimmer, more

graceful and noble-looking the Tutsi are far more

in-t-e-lJ-ig-e-n-t than the Hutu? And yet what else explains this
overriding fact? Note: as alibertarian, I neither advocate nor
condone the centuries-old pattem of domination by Tutsi over
Hutu I would love to see them coe,nist peacefirlly, participating
in a division oflaborjoined togetrer by a free market. But trere
is not a chance of a whoop in Hell for such a coexistence to
takeplace.
The reason for tris, according to David Berreb}/, is tre human being's
penchant to categorize people into "hurnan-kinds" and to stick to them no
matter how mindless the categorizations are. This is j ust how our '.tribal
mind" works. He himself describes in the first pages ofhis book how, on 6
May 1994, Tutsis in Rwanda tried to take refuge in a convent supervised
!y mother superior, Sister Gertrude.
...

Sister Gerrude called in theHutu militia. Hurdreds ofthe

Tutsis were shot hacked, or bumed to deatr. But Sisbr Gerfude
did nottum over the convent's Tutsi nuns. Their veils protected

them. Seeing this, anineteen-year-old woman namedAline,
the niece of a nun, begged for a veil. Sister Gertrude refused.
Sevenyears later, Sister Gertrudewas convicted in Belgium
ofwarcrimes.

Berreby explains the nrur's strangejudgment of the situation by
showing that she is aHutu and trerefore would sympathize with the Hutus
and tum in the Tutsis. On ttre other hand, she is a nun and she did not tum
intheTutsi nuns becausethey belongto onegroup. However, by virhre
of her being aChristian, it would have been noble of herto refuse the
killing ofany human being.
In exploring possible explanations for situations such as this, David
Berreby looks everywhere, from philosophy to anthropolog,, biolory to
neuroscienc e. Us and them recounts the history of our awareness of
tribalism, its interesting and uncanny effects, and our stubbomness in
hanging on to it in spite ofthe factthat it almost always proves senseless.
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We have the need, Berreby claims, to put people into what we think are
will predict for us what trose people will do, and thus
tell us what we ought to do about ttrem. They are humankinds or
stereotypes. People otrertran us are Tutsi, Huttq Hindu, Buddhisb, Aryrs,
Muslims, Jews, Archers, Eagles, Tigers, Warriors, Falcons, Tamaraws,
Bulldogs, Republicans, Democrats, Liberals, Filipinos, Britis[ Americans,
Koreans, Germans, French, preachers, teachers, gangsters, white, black,
yellow, good, bad, and amillion othercategories. Wehavehospitable
neat categories that

Filipinos, liberated Americans, serious Germans, zealous Muslims,
conservative Chinese, anarchist free-thinkers, etc. Naturally, each person
simultaneously belongs to a different category; for instmcg one may be a
mother, teacher, sister, daughter, BuddhislArcher, and Filipino all atthe
same time from differort perspectives. But when we have chosen how to
view aperson, we oftenthink and act as ifher personality is monolithic,
unless certain significant instances force us to change our view and
reclassiff this person. This is how we conclude whether aperson is one of
as or one of them. Andif a person is one of us, then he or stre is definitely
one ofthe good guys, on our side, while one ofthem will be among tre bad
guys, always against us.
We look at people, decidg based on initial impressions, whidr box to
put them in, and characterize them or expect them to act accordingly
because we believe that people of such a category have essential traits
and behavior. Bereby shows, however, trat in the I 700s David Hume had
already observed that contrary to the popular notion that people who are
alike group together, people actually decide to group together first and
then act according to how the group is defured. Many a story has already
been told on how a person is first given a label and then changes his or her
behavior accordingly. The shy girl becomes a snotty coed as she
accidentally gets adopted by the popular clique in the campus. In the
olden times, captives wtro used to be royalty in treir own tribes are "brokenin" to become their captors' slaves and did behave as slaves. Ye! wtren we
use a category on a person, we believe that he or she is essentially such,
without history, without any chance for change.
There arg however, categories that get phased otrt. The classificalion
of people irito phlegmatic and nervous types, for instance, has been
abandoned earlier on. For a while, they were replaced by Tlpe A and Type
B personalities, referring to the tense and ttre mellow types respectively.
But these categories have also lost their popularity and, according to
Berreby's research, have not been used in any study or report since 2004.
People previously classified into these, however, have not died or been
lost. They were simply recategorized. But recategorization itself does not
easily happen, especially ifthe old categories are a result of a certain kind
of stigma. People find it hard to let go and forget and will insist on their
prejudices against people who have beerl at one time or another, associated
wilh sometring rnpleasanq r.mcivilized or tnsarftary. And Beneby is quick
to note, with citations of so nuny examples, trat categories vary from race

to race, culfure to culture, nation to nation. Agroup of tattooed and
pierced individuals inAmerica may be asign offreedom and independence
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and may be more welcome there than in China rvhere such may be looked

upon as desecration of the body and blatant disregard for and insult to
ancient customs.
Even categories produced by science changes, as so many medical
mistakes in the past proves. Every scientific endeavor, says Berreby, is
influenced by the spirit of the times in which the scientist lives, especially

by the latest technology available. "Nowadays, we like networks as
explanations for human behavior, because we're impressed with the
Intemet Plato had compared the mind to a chariot Sigmund Freudk images
ofhigh-pressure emotions being blocked and redirected come from an era
of locomotives and other industrial machinery. " One might therefore see
that human kinds are like paradigms in Thomas Kuhn's Structure of
scientific revolution. They get outrnoded and dropped. But not without a
fight As Beneby shows, although labels are temporary, they have the feel
of permanense. "The mind, having leamed a code, is reluctant to stop
relying on it. So despised groups can get stuck." Without knowing the
original cause ofthe rift between *reir families, generation after generation
of Montagues and Capulets will fightjust because it has been the way
things are. Such is the case between the Hutu and Tutsi. It is always "us"
veaus "them."
Berreby asks what it is about the mind that makes us see, believe,
and fight about humankinds. First, he goes back to the "discoveries" of
the Victorian polymath Sir Francis Galton" wtro insisted that the mysteries
about human kinds could be solved by proper measuring and counting.
He showed, for instancg in the 1870s "dre portrait of atype" by individually
photographing many members of one category in ltre same position, in the
same spot. Differing details like moles orthe unique shape of anose were
blurred so that only their shared traits showed up on the image. With this
process, Galton was able to show type porfaits of a Victorian criminal, a
sailor, military offrcers, and otrer human kinds. Others rvho followed suit
were ableto showtre differences in the type portraits ofpeople of different
races. Yet, Berreby, looking atthose pictures now in his own spatiotemporal location, claimed that he couldn't see any ofthese differences
pointed out in the study.
It is interesting to note that this is most likely the reason that the
ideal-languagephilosopherLudwig Wittgenstein started revisinghis initial
views on the pictnre-theory of language he laid out in the Tiactatus logtcophilosophicus and tumed to the study of language-games later on in his
life. Berreby informs us that Wittgerstein had a composite photo made of
himself and his sisters 'lielding a compound Wittgenstein of their shared
features. " In Philosophical investigations he was already using the
metaphor of "family resemblance" trat dre Galton image showed.
The Belgian astronomerAdolphe Quetelet introduced a new human
kind in 1 835: fte height-weight proportional person. He, however, went a
step fi.r*rerttran Galton in identifyingthe "averageman" asthemeasure of
moral and aesftetic goodness. An outlier in a bell curve becomes atarget for
suspicions and is looked upon as more likely to be immoral and ugly. It does
not take so much critical thinking to notice that the link between the bell
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curve, on ttle one hand, and goodness and beauty, on the other, is quite
absrnd. Yeq Berreby observes, it seems like ahuman mind,s blind spot.
The mind likes to average. It likes to orgarize da''a into manageable
units of consfuction. Like Galton's photographic plates, it blun differences
and sharpens similarities for easy classificption. This mind, it seems, is
averse to see individuals and will always go for the type in any given
situation. Thus, the clichd, "birds of afeather, flock together," or'lell me
who your friends are and I will tell you who you are.,'
But our human typing, although immediate and (seemingly) necessary,
is a complex process, nevertheless. The kind of categorizing we do, says
Berreby, depends on theneeds of the situation. He relates several stories
of people, usually categorized in a certain way and strunned, but becoming
accepted eventually due to significant circumstances that make people
change their views about them and therefore recategorize them as "one of
rls" rafrerthan "one of them." Awhite captive ofNativeAmericans who
normally looked upon black people as "one ofthem" befiiended a black coprisoner when he realized that they shared the same English language that
the NativeAmericas didn't speak. From skin color ttrat madethem differeng
the categorization tumed to language drat grouped them together. There is,
therefore, apurpose in our assigning ofhuman kinds or stereotypes.
An interesting experimentin aboys' srlnmer camp in oklatromashows
this clearly. The group was divided into two, which immediately tumed
into rival groups after being given a situation which they could work on
separately. The rivalry worsened as group identities became more and
more defined. The boys became extremely competitive, verging on violent.
However, on the last week of camp, the boys were given a situation rvhere
they would have to work togettrer or else lose the fun-help each other fix
the truck or they don't get anywhere, or work togettrer to fix the pipe or
nobody gets water. As ittumed out, thegroups losttheirboundaries and
members of one stafted intermingling, even eating with members of the
other. The success of the experiment showed that our biases change as
our immediate goals change. This is another explanation why two warring
camps, given a mutul enemy, will ally with one another. The mind always
has an "eye" for practicality.

Another interesting experiment involving stereotypes involvedAsian
women. while ttrere is prejudice against women as being less intelligent
than men, there is prejudice forAsians as being better in mathematics than
most. Asian women were asked to take a math exarn. Those who were
reminded that they wereAsian drd much better that those who were simply
reminded that they were women. The power of suggestion is clearly
unbeatable.

Without categorizing, however, we will not be able to make moral
judgments. Berreby gives an example of afatherand adaughterwalking
along a row of shops. We see the father go into a store and the daughter
walks on. Without categorizing, we will be immune to what might be
happening between the two. if we judge them both to be responsible
adults, then fine. But what if the daughter is only five years old? What
kind of a father is the adult man? What are we going to do upon seeing
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this? what ifthe daughter is an adult and the father already senile? what
kind of a daughter is this who will let her father wander about? what
actions are we going to take for the sake of the old man?
In every case like this, Berreby shows that we need certain proximity
to be able to decide on moral grounds. He gives an example of a man wtro
loves his expensive car so much he cares for it and spends lavishly on it as

if it were a mernber ofhis family. If, while crossing a railroad, he sees a child
lost and about to be hit by a train, he has to decide right there and then to
save the child and lose his car (for by saving the child he has to make the
train switch rails that will make it hit his car) or drive on and let the child
die. The car-loving person may just give up his car to save someone who
is not part ofhis immediate group-his family. while this sarne person,
rdren askedto donate $200 forindigent children inAfricamay flatly refuse
to do so. It's the emotional distance that does the trick. He doesn't see the
children dying, while this child is right in front ofhim. He could delay
decision u.tren it comes toAfrican children butifhe delayed decision inhis
present situation, he would have a dead child in his hands. one may feel
bad about ttre miseries of others, as people of different countries did over
the Rwandan genocide in 1994, and yet, not do anything about it. our

categories change from moment to moment and we act based on the

perceived immediate need.

One wonders what Mencius, who claimed ttrat human nature is
basically good, or perhaps Xunzi, who claimed thathuman nature is
basically evil, would say about Berreby's insights. When it comes to
acting based on an assigned human kind, the botrndaries between good
and evil are blurred as they take different contexts.
Onthe otherhand, to be atthereceiving end ofhumantyping could
be a harrowing experience. A stranger wanting to j oin a group mwt know
the ways of the group orleam it as quickly as possible or else she will be
left alone, at best; persecuted at worst. Berreby writes,
Such is the soul-wearing state offoreignness-notknowing
the words, not knowing how to behave. French has a word for
it, depaysemezzf decountrification. Words and deeds are what

make you real to other people and reveal you to them. Not
knowing the words, not knowing the deeds, you become a
living shadow, alive but ignored for long stretches, like nobody's
dog. Unable to take part in reciprocal exchanges that create
and confi.rm dignity, you feel invisible.
The need to belong is so universal that we usually will nn the extra
milejust to find our legitimate place in a group. The contnued existence of
sororities and fratemities are proofs of this. That there is physical pain
and a lot of sacrificing involved in initration rituals show that ttre need to
belong is greaterthan the lure ofphysical, emotional and mental pleasure.
In our endless stereotyping, it is most important lhat we not only distinguish
a "them" but, first and foremost, that we can identifu an ..us.,'
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For the mythologist Joseph Campbell, a person is willing to go
through what might be a painfrrl initiation rite precisely because the harder
it is, the fiercer one's belongingness becomes. One is marked, and thereforg
one will not forget. Every act in the process is meaningful and suffused
with the sacred. The gro'up welcoming the initiate applauds his or her
courage. But unlike what Berreby shows, to the mythic mind, tttis is a
positive experience. The mark is not a stigma- It is a psychological doorstep
into a world of responsibility. One will act the way one is o<pected to now
that he or she belongs to a different group. In rites ofpassage, this means
that the initiated person is not anymore a child and therefore will be a
responsible adult that will contribute productively to the tribe.
This is, in facq whatBerreby shows in his book. However, while
Campbell refers to the truly mythic consciousness, Berreby describes
tribalism in ltre context ofdre contemporary mind that has lost its innocence
and ye! has not leamed fhe value of critical thinking. One might say that
for Campbell, a tribe will go to war with anofher tribe for a good reason. A
hunter will shoot a buffalo because it is needed to help make the tribe
survive. But each activity requires the proper sacred ritual. There is an
apology beforehand and a thanksgiving after. Everything, a person, an
animal, atree is looked upon as aperson. (TheNativeAmericans would
say, Grandmother tree, Brother Eagle, for instance.) Modem tribalism is
completely secular. We fight another because we perceive him or her as
less than human. We kill animals because, well, they are not human and
they are very useful.
In explaining the roots of this need in human beings, Berreby goes
into a lengthy discussion about genetics, Darwinian evolution, and
neuroscience that ty to determine which parts of the brain and body are
responsible for this activity. The erudition he shows here is either
astonishing or annoying, depending on one's temperament The examples
seemto be endless andyet may be, in actuality, redundant. Becausenone
of the scientific theories he mentions are ever conclusive, we are still left
with mere speculations. In the end, Berreby pits the theories of the
Universalist againstlhose ofthe Pluralist and shows us what conclusions
we may derive from each perspective. In conclusion, he tells us that
whatever the root cause of our stereotyping, the fact that it is there and we
can't help engaging in it does not have to lead to any negative result.
Stereotyping is neither good nor bad unless we act on its implications.
The book is a deep well of trivia about our stereotyping habit but the
closest Berreby gets to telling us what to do about it is this:
. . . the code is in your head, where you make and remake your
version, every day. Human nature shaped that power, with its
special opporturrities and vulnerabilities, but it's you who wield
it. Your humankind code makes nothing happen, for good or
ill, unless you choose to act. Ethnic tensions, religious strife,
political conflict clan rivalries, and the likehaveneverharmed
anyone and never will. People do the harm.
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On the whole, Berreby's Us and Them is an interesting read, one ttrat
might also be classified generally as a work on philosophical anthropolog,
and therefore a fitflng text for a course like Philosophy of the Person, for
instance. Although one gets the feeling ttrat for so simple a conclusion,
the book could have been made much shorter. To be fair, Berreby's lhesis
did not really promise an answer to questions other than where our

stereotyping habit comes from. And if even this was not completely
answered only goes to show the limits of science and its variable theories.
After all, it is subtitled "understanding your tribal mind. " That it described
people's natural tendency to classify and articulated my personal feelings
about the Hutu versus Tutsi genocide of 1994, makes it a book worth
reading. Berreby admits in his brief autobiography:

All my life I have encountered people's assumptions about
who and what I uun-assumptions that were based on my
appearance and actions; assumptions that were wrong. I was
born in France, but my mother was American. My father's
Jewisfu my mother was not. English is my native language, but
I briefly spoke French first. I'm agraduate of an Ivy League
college, but also of achaotic and untraditional high school run
by hippies andidealists. Thatschool was in Califomi4 where
youmightthinkl grewup,judgingby theway I speak; butl've
spentmostof my life inNewYork City.
Us And Them is a book about research and ideas. But I
suppose its emotional roots are in my struggles to cope with
people who think their way of dividing up humanity must be
the only one around. (www.bookbrowse.com/biographies/
indexcfrn?auhor_nurnberl221 ; accessed: I 2 Febnrary 2007)

True orough, what caught my attention ttrat made me buy this book
"tribal mind" in its subtitle. It connotes a certain primitivism
that we can contrast against the sophisticated ideas of our (post-) modem
period. Most of Berreby's examples will show that tribalism must be
condemned and contemporary leaders have condemned it as ttre cause of
terrorism that puts the world in this state of misery and paranoia. This is
is the term

rvhy, all the more, I believe the conclusions could have been strengthened
and certain solutions attempted.
Aphilosophical consideration ofBerreby's research may yield many
other insights that will serve as avery good springboard for round table
discussions. Those interested in analytic philosophy may find in it exciting
arguments about the philosophy of the mind as Berreby ventures into
them in the hope of finding the roots of our typing humans in dre nature of
the mind. Linguistic analysis also plays a role in it in tracing certain stigma
attached to atype name. Those fond of discussing issues in Ethics will
find here arich source ofexamples for etrical dilemmas md moral situations
that still need to be understood more deeply. The pigeonholing of people
into good guys and bad guys, the typical identification of one's group (us,
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we) as the good guys, and the antagonism that usually ensue between
"us" and "them" will make philosophical circles trrive.
However, I believe that Berreby is closest to Kant when he shows
that for one reason or another, we are stuck with this habit and that we
need to do it as soon as we leam how to do it, because human kind typing
is necessary for us to function well as human beings. As Kant wotrld say,
these are the limits ofhuman knowledge. We stereotype or else we don"t
understand anything. There arejwttoo many individuals in this worldto
reckon with that we will not have anough time to organize our experiences
if we didn't ignore the differences and emphasiae the similarities among
people who could be classified into one group. It is a very effective shortcut
to nnderstanding an experience. Perhaps, it is-as Kant's a priori infrlit1l'ons
and concepts-the very conditions that allow our encounter with others.
Us andthem can also be anolherargumentto showwtry individualism
should be favored. The philosophies ofNietzsche and Sar8e come to
mind. Nietzsche has encouraged us to go "beyond good and evil," not
allow ourselves to be defined by society's categories. Sartre has once told
us to "break the frames" and create our selves using our own standards,
our own terrns. The theme of Us and them is an example of why Sartre says,
"hell is the Other." Human typing, when the typing is generally on the
"t.hem" side, is a process of "othering." The one on the receiving end
suffers the most ifhe or she lets the labels stick. Berreby would probably
say that for most people, acquiring a label, if it is on the same of the good
(we, us) might be a source of a peaceful and happy life. yet, this is ttre
reason that existentialists did not consider happiness to be the goal.
Authenticity, for ttrerrl is much more rewarding but may not necessarily be
ahappy reward. To belong to a group, one may be safe but at the expense
ofthe self She becomes anonymous, resembling everybody else (again,
like Galton's compositeimage). ToNietzsche and Sarfe, itis betterto stand
alone and be true to oneself In this case, one becomes a class all by herself
Of course, on the other side of the fence, we have Gabriel Marcel,
Martin Buber, and Emrnnuel Levinas wtro might be ableto offerltre answer
to Berreby's unexplored question of what to do about our attitude toward
human kinds. Tribalism in this context is a clear case oftreating the self
(we, us) as subjectbutthe ottrer(them) as object. Butno relationship will

thrive in this kind of setup. Thus, Buber discusses different ways of
relating to another, leading to a description of what it is to have a goruine
dialogue with an Other. Being a Jeq Buber knows how it is to be seen as
an Other. And yet, he claims, that in lus lifetime there have been many
circumstances when he accomplished asincere dialogue between persons.

He even recounts in one of his works how, in a conference, amidst
arguments between Jews and Christians, he and aChristian stood up and
embraced each olher.
Marcel, on the otherhand, espouses the practice of reflection in
order to see the other as a real subj ec! like himself. Judgments on another,
he shows, may actually also apply to oneself. And thus, the existential
phenomenolory he proposes gives way to a more proper understanding of
the self, the other, and the situation athand. This can be accomplished

if
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we can keep ourselves open and availabl e (disponible) to the other. To
Berreby's "it's up to y ou" to act on y ourj udgment of a human kind, Marcel
would say, "stop and reflect first. "
Emmanuel Levinas's "epiphany ofthe Face ofthe Other,,, might be
able to explain the situation ofthe car-loving man mentioned earlier. what
he experienced was the "surprise" as he encountered the child in that
situation. It was the child's face that made the appeal to him to be saved.
And the man may feel the guilt at having lived his life without consideration
for the life of this child facing him at the moment. In his shamg he cannot
but become absolutely responsible for her.
These three offer solutions to the problematic treatrnent ofthe ottrer.
All of them confirm that the Other must not be looked upon as a mere
obj ect In fact, to treat the other as a mere obj ect is where all the difficulties
arise. As Berreby points out, everyone who is not "us" is .'them,, and
therefore, inferior and always against us, Yet, what Marcel, Buber and
Levinas require, most people will not do. It seems that with this automatic
humantyping ability, human beings losethe capability to think. As Berreby
cornments, most of it is emotional and therefore will not align wittr reason.
Most people are thouglrt-lazy. Most people are averse to reflection.
They would rather be told what to co than think for flremselves. A case in
point is found in the book itself. Berreby recorurts an experiment where
individuals were each included in agroup and asked to look for alongest
line in a picture. Each one believed himself or herself to be part of a group
but actually, apart from him or her, the rest have been planted there to give
the wrong answer. Most individuals, the experiment showed, although
making an initially correct choice, would eventually changeto the wrong
answer that ttre rest of the group gave the facilitator. It is precisely this
kind of persons that philosophers lament: those that go for the crowd's
opinion no matter how absurd rather than be alone in his or her correct
assessment of a situation.
Thinking takes time. To consider each and every member of a group
to be a unique individual with rurique needs is not only time consuming, it
is also tediots. Just look at how any institution tends to be rules-based in
dealing witli its people. It is easier to deal with a few groups ttran with a
hundred individuals. People tend to be very economical with theirttroughts.
Thus, the pragmatic value of stereotypes.
In all of Berreby's examples in the book, we will see that intellectual
cowardice and laziness are what allow this perennial battle between "us"
and "them." And his ventrring into all sorts of scientific expenments only
shows ttrat what we need is a lesson on critical thinking. Think twice.
Think why. Do not eusrune. Get to know the peson. Change your initial
opinion into a more thought-out, well-reasoned one. All these might have
improved Berreby's conclusion.

Leni dlR. Garcia
De La Salle University
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